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IMPROVED RAG-PICKER. 

As, in the great laboratory of nature, the most dis
agreeable and worthless substances are transformed into 
baautiful flowers, delicious fruits, or waving fields of 
grain, so, in the operations- of the paper-maker, the rags 
that hang from the limbs of the beggar, or are raked 
from the mud of the gutter, are converted into smooth 
and beautiful sheets, and endowed with the mar
vdous power of bearing the impalpable thoughts of the 
present generation down the current of time to genera
tions yet unborn. Viewed in this true light, the work
ing of rags lose� the contemptible character with which 
a conventional prejudice has regarded it, and we behold 
a portion of that thaumaturgic power which excites our 

perpetual wonder in the ac
tion of the mysterious forces 
of nature. This considera
tion may induce us to exam
ine improTements in a rag
picker with at least al much 
interest as we feel 1fl exani� 
ining those in any other 
machine. 

The accompanying engra· 
vings illustrate an improve
ment in that class of rag. 
pickers in which the . opera
tion is conducted in the in

side of a drum, by means df 
a revolving cutter in combi
nation with stationary knives. 
The trunnions, a, of the 

drum, '13, are mwlehollow, 
in order to permit the pass·. 
age through the drum of the 
shaft, c, which carries the 
revolving cutters, and of the 

bar, d, which supports the 

stationary knives. T he 
knives are four in numb�r, as 
shown at e.e e e, Fig. 2, 

and the revolving cutters are 

wound spirally around their 

shaft in the uBual manner. 
This shaft is furnished with 
drums and belts at both ends, 
so that the wear in its jour· 
nals may not change its par-
allelism with the knives . 
The bar, d, sliiles at both ends 
along the inclined planes, f, and is adjusted by this mo
tion in proper proximity to the cutters by means of the 
set screws, g; a spring being interposed between the 
screw ane! the bar in order 
to allow the knives to yield 
in case of encountering any 

hard substance, as a nail, 
and thus avoid breaking 
tlle machine. This adjust
ment is one of the novel feat· 

ures of the invention, and the other consists in the em
ployment of the conductor, h, Fig. 2, for regulating the 
supply of rags to the cutters. This is attached to the 
bar, d, in the inside of the drum, as shown. The rags 
are introduced through the door, J, and while the rna. 
chine is in operation thc hollow trunnion is closed by the 
plate, K, which is made to fit into it. The motions are 
effected by ordinary mechanical de"ices. 

The patent for this invention was obtained, through the 

Scientific American Patent Agency, Feb. 14, 1860, and 
persons desiring further information in reilltion to it will 

NEW YORK, MARCH 17,1860. 
please address the inventor, Jos�ph Storm, at Woon
socket, R. I. 

••••• 
OUR Ml!:ASURES. 

We hope Congress will not forget to devote attention 

to the reforming of our Jaws relating to weights and 

measures. So far as it relates to lineal measures, we 
hope our mathematical instrument-makers will take the 

measure into their own hands in a scientific manner, and 
adopt the "centessimal rule," either with or without any 
Congressiona'i .llction. 

A carpenter's'ruliis divided into 96 parts for a foot. The 
decimal division would makeit contain 100. At present 
1440 square inches make a square foot; decimally, 100 
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square inches would make a square foot. At present, 
1,728 inches make a cubic foot; decimally, 1,000 inches 
would better answer the same purpose. At present 
there is no easily ascertained value between a square 
foot and a square inch; but· decimally, if a square foot 
costs one dollar, a square inch costs one cent. . If a cubic 

foot costs one dollar, a cubic inch costs one mill. If the 
foot be divided into 10 inches instead of 12, the compu. 
tation of inches becomes a mere child's play. For 
instance: Here is a box measuring 2 feet 5 inches long, 
3 feet 7 inches high, and 4 feet 9 inches wide; what are 
the solid contents? Now, let anyone multiply together 
these three dimensions, in the old way, covering the 
slate with figures, noting the difficulty and length of the 
operation, and then compare it with the simple problem, 
which would stand, reckoning 10 inches to the foot, as 
follows: 2.5X3.7X4.9=45.325 feet. The multiplica
tion of feet and inches would become as simple as the 
multiplication of dollars and cents. Such measures have 
been conveniently used by surveyors, and they have 
been lately adopted in Bome Englil!h machine shops. 

NEW SERIES. 

DISCOVERY OF A NEW PLANET BETWEEN MERCURY 

AND THE SUN.-As we have referred to a photographic 
method by means of which the existence of a planet 
between Mercury and the Sun might be ascertained, 
our readers may perhaps be glad to learn that the dis

covery that such planet does exist has been made by 
Dr. I'Escarbeaut, of Orgeres, a small town in France. 
The existence of this planet was assumed by M. Leverrier, 
the distinguished chief of the Imperial Observatory at 
Paris, from the perturbations in the movement of Mer. 
cury, and his calculations have been verified by the 

observations of the amateur astronomer whose name we 
have given above. From the flood of light in which the 
planet revolves, it is difficult to ascertain anything very 

precise with respect to its di
mensions, and so forth; but 

there is little doubt--the fact 
of its existence being estab
lished-that our able astron
omers at the Royal Observa· 
tory, and elsewhere, will, 
before long, gives us some 
better account of it than 
which we at present possess. 
-Photograph.c News. 

NEW BUILDING STONE.

A good sand or freestone, 
easily worked, of a favorable 

color, and possessing strength 
and durability, is very desir
able for building purposes in 
our cities. There are very 
few sandstones that are suit-

.; 1ible for iheconstruction of 
houses; Connecticut, ' New 
Jersey, and New Bruuswick 
furnish all that are used in 
New York. None of these 
equal granite or Westchester 
marble in strength and dura

bility, but they are much 
cheaper. Last week we ex
amined a very beautiful spe
cimen of building sandstone, 
obtaiued in the township of 

Esqueesing, C. W, It exists 
in a mountain in four-feet 
layers, and the formation is 
at least 250 feet deep, and 

can be easily qnarried. It is of a very soft drab color, 
is said to be very durable, and can be laid down in this 

city for 35 cents per cubic foot. The quarry is not far 
from the Grand Trunk Railway, and is, by land and 

water, distant about 489 miles from New York. 
....... 

. CUTTING GLAss.-Alex. Taylor writes as follows to 

the Photogmphic News:-"In treating of glass, I may 
give you another way of cutting bottles, shades or any 
glass vessel the neat t.hing you wish, and that is to get a 
rod of iron heated to redness, and having filled your ves

sel the exact hight you wish it to be cut, with oil of any 

kind, you proceed to very gradually dip the red.hot iron 
into the oil, which, heating all along the surface, sud

denly the glass chips and cracks right round, when you 
can l ift off the upper portion clean by the surface of the 
oil. This never fails, and many a couple of servi�eable 
bell glas�es have I made in this way from a six.pound 
confection bottle. If the above is suitable, it is at the 

service of your readerl, and forms only an installment 

of hints which one photographer conld give to another. It 
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THE OBSTRUCTION TO THE NAVIGATION OF 

RIVERS CAUSED BY THE FIERS OF BRIDGES. 
BY J. W. SPRAGUE. 

About a year ago, I was called on to survey a portion 

of one of the largest navigable rivers in the United States, 
in the immediate vicinity of a bridge, which had been 
erected over it. The object of this survey was to deter
mine how much the navigation of the river had been ob
structed by the piers of the bddge; and to procure data 
for testing the accuracy of the calculations of those en
gineers who had preceded me. A suit, of the nature of 
an injunction, was pending against the bridge. The 
affidavits, already taken in the case, were submitted to 
me, when I was surprised to find the singular errorll into 
which some of the engineers (whose high professional 

position entitled their opinions to command the respect of 
all) had becn led, by seeking to apply the formulre of the 
books to a case to which they were totally inapplicable. 
All must admire the accurate precision with which a 
mathema tical formula points out the steps that arEl to be 
pursued to arrive at the desired result; but experience 
has satisfied me that it is rarely safe to trust a formula 
to the hands of any one who, either from want of time 
or lack of ability, cannot firit retrace the steps by means 
of which that formula has been drawn from well-known 
data. So rarely do bodies in the physical world present 
themselves to our notice under precilJelg the same cir
cumstances as those assumed in the data from which the 
formula is deduced, that it is almost always necessary to 
make some allowance for the change in the condition of 
things. He who attempts to make such corrections, 
,vithout a thorough understanding of the formula he is 
nsing, gropes in the dark, equally inclined to wander 
further from the right,path or t(). stumble back into it. 

In the case atiuded to, the formulre of the books were 
based upon the supposition that the liae of the piel'l! was 
parallel to the line of the current of the river. A survey 
of the premises indicated a considerable angle between 
the line of the piers and tho line of ihe current. The 
formulre of the books were used, but whatever COiofec
tions were applied carried the .esult further from the 
truth than would the simple formulre. Even where the 
ease that presents itself to us corresponds exactly with 
the one from which the formulre are derived, there is 
lia bility to error, from not entering the formulre with 
the correct units of time, space, or weight. Some· for
mulm require all distances to be expressed in inches, 
others in feet. After a formula has been developed, 
upon the supposition that an inch is the linear unit, we 
cannot always afterwards change that unit to a foot, 
witho.ut a complcte revision of the formula. 

The preceding remarks will, I trust, be deemed a 
sufficient apology for introducing to the readers of the 
SoIENTIFIC AMERICAN, a series of articles on "The 
Obstruction to the Navigation of Rivers caused by the 
Piers of Bridges," in which a simple method will be 
pointed Ollt, by means of which the increase in the velo
eity of the current, and the hight of relizou or back-water 
produced, can be determined with a considerable degree 
of accuracy by any engineer understanding the first prin
pIes of his profession. Perfect accuracy, however, is un
attainable by any process. It is also proposed to discuss 

the additional power required to carry a steamboat up 
through the draw of a bridge over that required for plain 
ateamirrg. Not to perplex the student with too many re
finements of processes at the outset, some statements 
will be made as if they were strietly correct; and after
wards modifications will be pointed out. Unless ex

pressly stated to the contrary, it will be understood that 
the line of the piers is parallel with the line of the cur
rent. 
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10-9ths of the original velocity, and the increase of velo
city I-9th of the original veloc ity. As a rule, then:
Divide the uncontracted lOater-w"y by the contmcted water
way; the quotient, less unity, will give the relative increase qj 
the original velocity caltSed by the piers. 

To test the accuracy of the above rule, take any velo
city, say 18 feet per second, as the original velocity. The 
increase of velocity would be I-9th of 18 feet or 2 feet, 
and the increased velocity 20 feet pel' second. The num
ber of cuhic feet of water, discharged through any area 

per second, is evidently equal to the product of the square 

feet of the area opening, multiplied by the velocity in 
linealfeet per second, with which the water flows through 
the opening. The quantity of water discharged per 
second through the contracted water-way will be 9,000 
square feet X 20 lineal feet = 180,000 c ubic feet. The 
quantity of water discharged per second through the un
constructed water-way will be 10,000 square feet X 18 
lineal feet = 180,000 cubic feet. The prod ucts 
being the same in both cases, as evidently they 
ought to be, proves the accuracy, both of the rule, and 
of the operation performed under the rule. In practice, 

it is always advisable for th� engineer to apply such 
tests, since there he will seldom find ratios so simple as 
those here chosen. 

The rnle given above seems to derive itself from al

most self-evident propositions, yet in the case already 
alluded to, almost every engineer was led into error on 

this point, probably by such reasoning as this :-If the un

contracted water-way is 10,000 square feet, and the ob
structiO'il is 1,000 square feet, then the obstruction is 10 

per cent of the whole water-way, and requires an increaso 
of 10 per cent, or I-10th of the original velocit.y, to carry 

the water through the piers. This fallacy, stated in the 
form of a rule would read :-Any per-centage of obstruc

tion to the water-way causes the same per-centage of in

crease of velocity. To show the absurdity of this, take 
a case where 50 per cent, or half of the water-way is ob
structed. The rule would give an increase of 50 per 
cent to the original velocity; but it is evident, that if 
we would force the aame quantity of water per second 
through half of any space, we must give the water twice 
the velocity that would be required, if the whole space 
was free. Doubling the velocity is giving it an increase 
of 100 per cent, not of 50 per cent, as shown by the 
rule. Yet again : suppose the whole water-way, or 100 
per cent, obstructed; then, according to the rule, the 
velocity would be increased ] 00 per cent, or doub led ; 
and we should have the peculiar phenomenon of a river 
discharging itself through. no space at all, by merely 
doubling its velocity. The correct rule, already stated, 
would give for such a case an infinite velocity, indicating 
an absurdity in the tltoposition. The reason why these 

absurdities dId not discover themirelves to the parties in 
question was, that the per..centage of obstruction being 
only about I-10th of the whole water-way, the error 
would not show itself without some calculation. 

I will close the first article of this series, by giving the 
test applied to the calculations of one of the most dis
tinguished engineel'l! in the country. I speak of him as 
such, in order to show, conclusively, how liable all arc to 
fall into error. The data are those given by him ; I 

have only combined them in such a way as to produce 
what may be called a reductio ad abSltrdum:-

Uncontracted water-way .... . . .. . ... . ... ... 19,383 sq. ft. 
Obstrllction caused by piers, &c. (about 

8! per .cent. ) ............................ 1,667 " 

Contracted water-way ....................... 17, 71 6 " 

THE LIME LIGHT. 

Some recent im provements in the ealcium light llave 

been made in England, which are attracting a great deal 
of attention. The London Journal 0/' Gas Lightin9 con
tains a long article on the subject, from which we make 
the following extracts :-

A light of great brilliancy was, some years ago, pro
duced by combining a large volume of oxygen gas with a 
conge!'ies of argand or other burners , supplied with oil, 
and known as the "Bude Light," but, like others, it 

was finally rt'jected, as disadvantageous in practice. For 
many years-even as far back as 1820-attempts were 

made to obtain a safe and intense light by the ignition or 
combustion of a ball of lime, in the united flames of 

hydrogen and oxygen gases. It was employed for 
microscopic purposes, and is stated to be equal to about 
264 flames of an ordinary argand lamp (consuming the 
best spermaceti oil), each of which is equivalent to ten 
wax candles of fOUl' to the pound. 

About the year 1826, Lieutenant Drummond, who was 
appointed to conduct the ordnance survey in Irelnnu and 
Scotland, first applied the lime light in the focus of a 
paraboloid, on lofty eminences, where the stations were 
usually placed, as it was of great importance in those 
operations to have certain and determinll te signals, IV hich 
could, almost under any circumstances of the weather, 
be seeu at great distances; and by it he successfully con· 
nected the opposite shores of Ireland and England at or 
about Holyhead-a distance of about 64 miles. He used, 
on some of those occasions, oxygen gas, and alcoholic 
vapor, but ultimately substituted hydrogen gas for the 
latter. In Scotland he obtained a most successful result 
on the summits of Ben Lomond and Knock Layd-a 

distance of 95 miles, thus demonstrating the practicabil
ity of adopting the lime light for long distances. 

It was found by Dl'I1mmond that many substances were 
capable of producing light in conjunction "ith gases, but 
that, of hll thosc which were available for the perfeet 
combustion of the gases, chalk lime was thc most suit

able material for the purpose, and hence the name of 
"Lime Light." It was also the cheapest and most 
easily attainable in any locality. It was likewise found 

that several gases, compounds of hydrogen, might be suc
cessfully employed in combination "ith oxygen gas, as 
well 8S pure hydrogen. Pure hydrogen gas, obtained 

from zinc and dilUted. sulphuric acid, offers facilities in 
cases where carbureted hydrogen , as supplied by the 
gas-works. cannot be readily procured; but coal-gas, 
where available, is a most desirable substitute for the 
ordinary applications of the light. 

The generation of oxygen gas, which plays so import
ant a part in the production of this light, is one of ex
treme simplicity. It is. obtained cheaply and easily from 
a variety of substances, each existing in great abundance, 
viz., peroxyd of mllnganelie (black oxyd), chlorate of 
potassa, nitrate of potassa (familial'ly known as saltpeter),. 

and some other substances, the employment of which for 

this purpose is, however, precluded by their cost, a& oxyd 
of lead and red . oxyd of mercury; but it is probable 

that these will yi'ctd a residuum as the other substances, 

which residuum will become an article of reamy and reo 
muneratiye sale, by which the cost of the gas produced 
from them will be reduced to a mere nominal value. 

The peroxyd of manganesc rNjuires simply to be plaeed 
in a retort raised to a red heat, when the oxygen gas is 
freely disengaged. So soon as the gas ceases to be 

evolved from the manganese (which can only be cffected 
practically to the extent of about 11 per cent; although 
it contains at times 80 per cent)l the residuum, the deut-Velocity in un contracted water-way ..... 6.74 per sec. 

Velocity in contracted water-way ........ 7! " oxyd or sesquioxyd of manganese, may be drawn from 
the retort; and if thrown into water, or exposed at II Water discharged per second through un-

contracted water-way, 19,383 X 6. 74=130, 641 cu.ft. high temperature to the action of the atmosphere, it will 

Water discharged per second thro\1gh attrart oxygen with great avidity, and thus this refuse 
contracted ,vater-way, 17, 716X 7-1=129,858 " becomes revivified, or resumes its former state of n per .. ----

�xyd, fitting it by this operation f'br a repetition of the Error of calculation, as shown by quan-
titvof water accumulating each sec- distillatory process. This peculiar property of the deut-
ond above the bridge................... 783 cn. ft. oxyd of manganese (of rapidly abilorbing oxygen from the 

Suppose, at a certain stage of water, the cross section 
of the water prism of "a river, just above the pier, to be 

10, 000 square feet, and the sum of the greatest cross 
sections of the immersed portions of the piers and abut
ments to be 1,900 square feet; how much greater velo
city will the water have between the piel'll than above 
them? The contracted water-way will be 9,000 square 
feet; and as the same amount of water must pass each 

second through the 9,000 square feet as though the 
10,000 square feet of u ncontracted water-''I'RY, it is evi

dent that the velocities at the two points must be to 
each other inversely ItS the areas, or that the increased 

velocity is to the original velocity, as 10,000 is to 9;000, 
"1' as 10 to 9. '.fhis would give the increased velocity 

Adding 8! per cent to 6.74 gives 7;, showing con- surrounding air 01' other oxygenated bodies brought into 

clusively how the result was arrived at, and how the er- contact with it) gives to this substance a grcat commer
ror crept in. The real error wa�, however, much greater cial value as a material for producing oxygen gas; for 

than that indicated above, as will be evident fnrther on, since the actual consutnptio.n. of the manganese is thl1s 

when eertain necessary modifications are introduced. limited by the quantity necessary to provide for the sup-

[Tele continued.] ply of gas during the time required for the revivification 
-----.� •• , • of the exhausted material, a comparatively small stock 

ALL the rivets of the British iron ships are to be cov- only will be n'leded to compensate for the lInavoidable 

ered with cement, to prevent the action of bilge watel·. I .waste consequQnt on this mode of operating upon it. In 
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addition to this source of economy, the demand for the 
deutoxyd of manganese for chemical purposes in glass
making, bleaching, and other processes in the arts, pre
sents II. men.ns by which the residuum may be disposed 
of at a price which will leave the cost of the gas merely 
nominal. Thousands of tuns are imported annually into 
this country, from the continent, for the before-named 
purposes, and hence the disposal of the residuum is a 
matter of certainty. 

The chlorate of potassa is a substance which, though 

costly at first hand, is nevertheless a valuable material 
for the production of oxygen gas, from the facility which 

it affords to the operator. The comparatively low tem

perature needed for its disengagement and the rapidity 
with which it is pl'oduced require less attention and 

labor. Hence the cost of the gas is not so great as would 

at 1h'st sight appear, when contrasted with that from 
manglmese. The l'esiduum is chloride of potassium, or 
familiarly, muriate of potash, and is used in the arts. 

The cost of the lime will, under propel' arrangements, 
be extremely small; the cost per hour for each jet may 
be taken at '03 of a penny. 

Having thus shown the modes of obtaining the 
elements of the light, it now only remains to describe the 
improved form of the instrument in which they are 
utilized, with some of the many important applications 
which are contemplated by the Lime Light Company. 
A patent was taken out in this country, in 1858, for 
"Improvements in apparatus employed in the production 
of light," by Mr. J. H. Bastable (a communication); 
and subsequently a patent for additional improvements 
was obtained (in 1859) by Mr. Prosser. The object of 
these patentll is to remedy the defects of the former ap
plications of the lime light. It has been invariably 
found that, although for short periQds, for microscopes, 
and similar compal'Rtively .;}inor applications of the light, 
the adopted methods of applying the lime were, with 
great care, sufficient for the purpose, yet for the general 
purpose of lighting, the means were totally inadequate 
to the object j as the lime, when exposed 'to the action 
of the heat produced by the combustion of the gases or 
the influence of the atmosphere, unavoidably became 
cracked or decrepitated, and in this ruptured state, 
having no support, fell awa), from the jet of flame, and 
either rendered the light inconstant or entirely useless; 
for the ignited gases. without the presence of the lime, 
possess no illuminating power whatsoever, though they 
are in that state most powerful agents for the destructive 

separation of refractory substances. 
To effect the desired object of protecting the lime from 

crumbling away and of insul'ing a practically unlimited 
supply, the simple expedient of enclosing the lime in a 
ease 01' guard, both above and below the point of ignition, 
was resorted to, exposing only such a port,ion of its sur
face as was required for the action of the gases j and by 
giving to the lime so enclosed a movement within the 
tube, the retention of the ruptured portions of the lime 
was insured, until, by simple means, they were allowed 
to escape without detriment to the light, or were replaced 

by a fresh supply in as simple Ii manner as the eotton 
wick of an argand lamp, thus effecting, with the perfect 
continuity of the light for any reasonable period (a 
fortnight or more if necessary) of time, the maximum 
brilliancy of the light. 

So simple are the mechanical appliances for producing 
these results, that they fall as much within the compass 
of the ordinary attention bestowed on such objacts as that 
required for an ordinary lamp. 

The extreme purity of the light eminently adapts it for 

interior illumination, as there is no evolution of delete
rious gase� or fumes (which from gas, are so destructive 

to works of art, as pictures, furniture and costly embel
lishments); nor any abstraction of the oxygen from the 
atmosphere, the requisite quantity for combustion being 
supplied by the instrument itself. 

'fhe light can be used either as a naked light, or in 
combination with the catoptric, dioptric, or the cata
dioptric systems, for lighthouses Rnd ships of every class; 
filr railroad stations and signals, both fixed and movable; 
for floating-light vessels or buoys in navigable channels; 
(or br�dges, wharfs, public buildings, factories, squares, 
and large and important thoroughfares; and by a judi
cious and compact arrangement of apparatus, its intro
duction into the interior of mansions where gas has not 
hitherto found access will doubtless be insured. The 
application to street lighting, from ita extensive and im-
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portant character, has been reserved for the serio1l{' con
sideration of the company, who have, however, so far 
matured their plans as to justify their anticipations of 
complete success. 

-----......... .... _----
BORACIC ACID IN THE PACIFIC. 

In San Francisco there is an Academy of Natural 
Sciences, which has some very able and prominent mem
bers. At one of its recent meetings, a paper was read 
on the above. subject by Dr. John A. Veatch, in which 
he stated that the fact of boracic acid being in the sea 
water along their coast was brought to his attention in 
1857. Prior to that period he had discovered the borate 
of s!>da in the water of a mineral spring at the upper end 
of the Sacramento Valley, Rnd hc had found borates in 
ne:,trly all the minel'al springs of California. Borate 
of soda was so abundant in one particular locality 
that enormous crystals of that salt were formed at the 
bottom of a shallow lake, or rather marsh, one or two 
hundred acres in extent. The crystals were hexehedral 
with beveled or replaced edges, and truncated angles; 
attaining the size, in some cases, of four inches in length 
by two in diameter, forming splendid and attractive spe
cimens. In the same neighborhood, a cluster of small 
thermal springs were obseryed holding free boracic acid 
in solution.' A few hundred yards from these a great 
number of ho't-sprfngs of a tempemture of 2120 F., rase 
up through the fissures of a -silicious rock. These springs 
held a considerable quantity of borax, as well as free 
boracic acid. Many other localities furnished similar 
indications, but in a less extensive form. 

"In progress of examination," says Dr. Veatch, " I  
found that the eommon salt (chloride of sodium) exposed 
for sale at the San Francisco market j . and which, it 
was understood, came from certain deposits of that arti
cle on the sea margin in the southern part of the State, 
also furnished boracic acid. I was led to attribute it to 
the fact of mineral springs emptying into the lagoons 
furnishing the salt. It was, therefore, a matter of no 
small surprise, when on a visit to the localities, I found 
no trace of acid in any of the springs in the adjacent 
district. T4is led to an examination {)f the sea water, 
and a detection of an appreciable quantity of boracic 
acid therein. It was at Santa Barbara where I first de
tected it, and subsequently at various points, from San 
Diego to the Straits of Fuca. It seems to bc in the form 
of borate of soda, and perphaps of lime. The quan tity 
diminishes toward the North. It is barely perceptible 
in specimens of water brought from beyond Oregon, and 
seems to reach its maximum near San Diego. This pe

culiarity seems to extend no great distance seaward. 
Water taken thirty or forty miles west f!'Om San Fran
cisco gave no trace of acid. In twelve specimens taken 
at various points between this port and the Sandwich 
Islands, furnished me by Mr. Gulich, of Honolulu, only 
that noarest our coast gave boracic acid. It:! ten speci. 
mens furnished me by Dr. W. O. Ayres, taken up by 

Dr. J. D. B. Stillman, in a trip of one of the Pacific 
mail steamers from Panama to this place, no acid was 
observed south of the Cortez Shoals." 

_ .... 
AMERICAN MACHINERY FOR THE AMOOR 

RIVER. 

We saw, last Monday, at pier No. 11 North river, in 
this city, one of J. C. Hoadley's p,ortable steam engines 
on its way to Mantchooria. Mr. Hoadley received a 
letter from the Novelty Works in this city, on Saturday, 
Feb. 18th, ordering the engine on condition that it could 
be in this city on Tuesday, March·6th. As it would re
quire to be finished on Thursday, March 1st, at his 
shop in Lawrence, Mass., this gave Mr. H. less than 
two weeks to do the work. He however accepted· the 
order at once, and immediately took his horse and visited 

his workmen, to have them on hand early on Monday 
morning; and as a carriage for this particular engine re
quired some peculiarly heavy seasoned plank, he tele
graphed in various directions to learn where this might 
be procured. The man who made the axles was induced 
to run his shop on the holiday of Feb. 22d, and by this 
energy the engine was landed in this city one day before 
the specified time, all finished in the most thorough 
and substantial manner, with everything necessary to its 
operation in the wilderness to which it is to be transport
ed, more than 15,000 miles away. 

We understand that this engine is intended to drive 
one of Parkhurst's sa\v mills, and is to fill part of a large 
order for machinery whieh the Novelty Works had 
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received from a Russian now in this eity, who intends to 
take it to the Amoor, in the north east corner of Asia, 
where he expects to sell it to the Russian government. 

It is the same style of engine as the one mentioned 
by us in the notices of the fair of the American Institute 
last Fall. Mr. Hoadley tells us that that notice, occu
pying perhaps two inches in one of our columns, ·brought 
him more than 50 letters. Considering that the prices 
of his en,,;:ines range from $300 to $2,300 and that con
sequently these 50 letters relate to tho purchase of some 
$50,000 worth of property, this affords a striking proof 
of the influence of our paper. 

- . . .. 
CURING SMOKY CHIMNEYS 

MESSRS. EDIToRs:-I wish to notice an answer which 
you gave to C. Q. L., of Mo., on page 110 of the present 
volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, where you say 
"the higher the chimney, the better the draft." That 

theory will not always hold good in practice. In fact, I 

have noticed some chimneys that smoked worse, if possi
ble, by being built higher. My theory is: the higher the 

chimney-if properly built, and of the right size-the 
better the draft. As an illustration of the above, I will 
state a fact that occurred a few years ago, while I was 
engaged in chimney-building. A gentleman came to me, 
and said he had two chimneys (on the two wings of his 
house) that smoked very badly. They were 11 feet high 
above the roof; and on one of them he had tried a stove
pipe 10 feet long, with a cap on top to turn with the 
wind, yet it smokcd worse than before. He now wished 
them "laid over," or fixed so as to prcvent smoking, but 
would not have the job done unless wan-anted to cure. I 
undertook the job. The size of the chimneys was 20 by 

32 inches on the inside. I took them down
' only to thA 

roof. and commenced laying them up, drawing in gradu
ally till the siae was reduced to 4 by 12 inches on the 
inside; .jhen carried them up straight to wit.hin 18 

inches of the top; then laid out again, in laying on 
three courses of brick, to increase the size to 8 by ] G 
inches on the inside j then drew in on three courses, back 
to the size of 4 by 12 inches, and laid another course 
perpendicular to the last j the whole hight being only 
five feet above the roof. Neither of those chimneys has 
ever smoked since that time-a period of eleven "ears. 

Munnsville, N. Y., Feb. 25, 1860. L. L: G. 
[The question of "curing smoky chimneys," ansi the 

dmft of chimneys are not the same exactly in a scientific 
point of view. A chimney may smoke-that is, may 
have a deficient draft, owing to the situation of the hGuse 
on which it is placed; and by increasing its hight, the 
evil may only be aggravated, as our correspondent has 
justly observed. We have known several cases of this 
kind. The houses were &ituated where whirls of wind 
forced the smoke down the chimneys. The latter 
must be constructed according to circumstances, and the 
practical information which our correspondent has fur
nished is very valuable; still it is true as a principle that 
" the higher the chimney, the better the draft," and it 
is upon this theory that all the. tall chimneys fol' factories 
are constructed.-EDs. 

- '., . 
TENEMENT HOUSES-A GOOD IDEA. 

MESSRS. EDITORS:-I beg leave to suggest a simple, 
sure, durable, cheap amI easy fire-escape for tenement 
houses. Such houses are generally from 20 to 30 feet 
higher than the adjoinin� houses. Let an iron ladder 
be permanently annexed to the side wall of the tene
ment house, thus connecting the roof of the tenement 
house with the roof of the adjoini ng house. In case of 

fire, the inmates occupying rooms below the origin of the 
fire, may escape by decending the common stairs, those 
occupying rooms above the origin of the fire may escape 
by ascending the common stairs to the l'oof, and making 

use of the iron ladder to reach the roof of the adjoining 
house. Thus all will be saved. Such an iron ladder 
would cost from ten to twenty dollars, according to the 
length. No landlord would (at the request of one re
spectable tcnant) refuse to furnish it. No tenant of a 
tenement house should neglect to demand it. But I 
trust that this communication will arrest the attention of 
some member of the legislature, who, appreciating the 
effectual and wholly unobjectionable character of this 
improvement, will procure the enllctment of a law re

quiring its adoption for all tenement houses. 
J. A. D. 

© 1860 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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IMPROVED SAW SET· 

The annexed cut illustrates an implement for setting 
the teeth of saws, invented by Lebbeus Brooks, (deceased) 
and patented by Olive Ann Brooks, administratrix of 
his estate. The principal feature of the invention is the 
connectiol'l of the jaws without the use of a fulcrum pin. 

The saw is placed between the jaw, c, and the end of 
the screw, b, which passes through 
the jaw, a, with the end of the 
teeth against the adjustable guide, 
4. The jaw, c, being rigidly at-
tached to the upper handle, A, 
and the jaw, a, to the lower han-
handle, B, by pressing these han-
dles together the saw is rolled up- J'�fj .1 
ward and the tooth bent. The 
projections in one jaw correspond 
to recesses in the other, and the 
boundaries of these are curves 
about a common center, per

mitting the motions of opening 

and closing the jaws. The two 
parts are fastened together by 
means of a screw and washer, c, 
the washer lapping over the edge 
of the jaw, c, and the screw entering the j aw, a. 

The patent for this invention was issued March 29, 
1859, and persons desiring further Information in rela
tion to it will please address Messrs. Clark & Wilson, 
81 Beekman-street, this city, or the Great Falls Saw 
Set Company, Great Falls, N. Y. 

_ tel •• 
CLEANING STEAM BOILERS. 

MEBSRS • .  EOIToRs :-Having been a constant reader 
of the SCIENN.IC AMERICAN, I have noticed several 
articles relative to the incrustation of boilers and the 
method for preventing or removing the same. Being an 
engineer myself I, of course, have had to contend.with the 
same difficulty, and have used a number of articles, such 
as potatoes, potash and rye, but have as yet found 
nothing so beneficial as common molasses. In using it I 
have taken some convenient time when I could blow ont 
a few hours after hav�ng raised steam, and previous to 
admitting water to the boiler, I would send in one of the 
firemen with a quantity of the article and a common 
swab made of rags, with which he would thoroughly coat 
the flues and sides of too boiler with the molasses. 
Afterwards I would raise steam and run from six to 
eight hours, then blow down, and, besides the scale that 
I wonld find alreadiY detacbled from the b�ler, I could, 
with a common pick, remove that which had before re
sisted the hardest bloow. In a boiler 30 feet long and 42 
inches diameter, I have, in one trial, removed upwards 
of half a bushel of scale. J. L. L. 

Dubuque, Ioma, March 7, 1 860. 

AN IMPROVEMENT ON THE CALORIC ENGINE.-Mr. 
Henry M. Paine, of Worcest.er, Mass. , somewhat famous 
a few years ago for water-gas experiments, now claims 
(so says an exchange) to have perfected an engine, to be 
operated by heated air, which puts Ericsson's affair en
tirely in the shade-a� the same power can be obtained, 
he says, with one-seventh the quantity of fuel. His 
improvement is represented to be based upon the asserted 
fact that " air which has been impregnated with a cer
tain amount of moisture in the shape of vapor, will 
,. aadily expand by the application of heat, to seven times 
the bulk which the same volume of dry or common air 
attains with the same degree of temperature. " 

Oh Mr. Paine ! Mr. Paine ! why will you keep as
tonishing the world with your discoveries, and then dis
appoint everybody by letting them end in mere gas. 

- '.' . 
WATER WHEELS AND PRINTING PRESSES .- The 

Lynchburgh Virginian is printed on an Adams press 
which is driven by a small water wheel, under a high 
head, with only an inch discharge pipe . The water is 
conveyed from an elevated reservoir by a pipe, and it 
passes out into the sewer of the street, after having oper
ated the wheel. This is a most simple mode of driving 
small presses in places where a considerable head of water 
may be obtained. In Newcastle, England, and in Stir
ling, Scotland, two weekly newspapers are printed on 
presses driven by small water engines, but a small tur
bine wheel is about the best form of a water motor tbat 
can be used. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
CUTTING FILES BY MACHINERY. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-Being a constant reader of your 
valuable paper, I recently read (in your issue of the 1 1 th 
ult.)  a notice of files made at Ballard Vale, Mass. 
Presuming you wish to know of all new and valuable 
improvements, I send the following brief account of the 
method and progress of .making files by the Whipple 

A 

�'ile ComJ!�nyl(, at the above place :-
The company has been in existence about two years, 

with Hon. Aifred Kittre
-
dge, of Hayerhill, as president ; 

and is now running six machines (or two " sets") for the 
flat file, and one for cutting round files. These files 
have been in use in this vicinity for more than a year, 
and have given entire satisfaction-vide the testimonials 
in Boston papers. In fact, the " proof of all proofs" is 
in their favor, as they sell as fast as they can be made, 
and at the same price that the English (or hand-cut) files 
are sold. By this manner of cutting files (which is by 
a rotary cutter attached to a vibrating bar or slide) the 
difficulties of all former trials are obviated. The file is 
set or fixed by its tang into a sorket ; and it is fed up by 
means of gears and ratchet. By thiR method of hold
ing the file, the old way of using lead is done away with ; 
as, by this machine, no chisel or blow is used to make 
the tooth. These cutters are three or four inches in di
ameter, anci three-eighths of an inch thick ; and cxperi
ence, so far, has led to the conclusion that they will do 
their work for one week without being sharpened ; a few 
moments only being necessary to change them. By 
using these cutters, the trouble of keeping the edge of a 
chisel in the proper ord(.� to catch the steel for the suc
ceeding tooth is sayed. This peculiar edge of the chisel 
used by hand-workmen is a necessary point to them, and 
is the rea,son of their so often needing to be honed or 
sharpened. By using the rotary cutter, it is easily seen 
that the force necessary to cut the tooth is used only as 
the cutter travels acrosa the blank, as it acts like rotary 
shears ; while, by using a chisel of the width of the 
blank, a powerful blow is necessary to displace a suffi
cient amount of steel to form the tooth, thereby derang
ing or altering the position of the blank at each blow. 
This shows it t.o be almost impossible to adapt machinery 
to hold a blank in its place while being cut ; and, fur
thermore, the blow must be adapted to the shape of the 
blank. The Whipple File Company gage the depth of 
the tooth from the face being cut, independently of the 
width or thickness of the blank. A "  set" of machines 
(consisting of three) turns out or finishes two dozen in 
30 min utes. By one man's labor, it is intended to pro
duce from 25 to 30 dozen of I2-inch " bastard files" per 
diem of 10 hours ; one man being employed to each set 
of machines, each machine cutting eight files ; the three 
machines consequently cutting, at the same time, 24 

files. The company are introducing improvements in 
all branches of the file business ; and, by judicious man
agement thus far, they give promise of future success. 

M. D. W. 
Boston, Mass. ,  March 1 0, 1 860. 

- ." .  

EXPERIMENTS IN CAST IRON. 

A series of very valuable experiments have been car
ried on, under the management of Col. Eardley Wil
mot, superintendent of the royal iron factories at Wool
wich, England, with a view: to determine the most suit
able variety of cast iron for making cannon ; and the 
results of these experiments have been lately printed in 
the form of a Parliamentary report. Information re
garding the several brands of iron experimented with 

would be of little interest to onr readers, but there is
other information in it interesting to all who work in cast 
iron ; and the substance of this we give as follows : 
The general mean tensile strength of 8 5 0  specimens of 
cast iron was 23,257 Ibs. on the inch : the transverse' 
strength of 564 specimens was 7, 102 ; while the crush
ing strength of 273 specimens was 9 1 , 061  Ibs . ,  and the 
torsion but 6,056. 

It was found during these experiments that when the 
specific gravit.y of cast iron was 7.3, and upwards it was 
too hard, and did not possess sufficient elasticity for 
casting cannon. A marked superiority was the result 
in bars cast horizontally over those cast vertically. Bars 
which were cooled quickly were also much stronger than 

others cooled slowly. 
It was also found that by repeated re-melting of the 

cast iron its quality was greatly improved. This effect, 
however, was not so marked when large masses of several 
tuns were operated upon at. once. It is believed that by 
re-melting (although such impurities as phosphorus, sul
phur and silica may not be expelled) some of the gra
phite in the iron is converted into combined carbon, 
which enables the contraction and crystallization of the 

metal to be more complete. But if the melted iron is 
allowed to cool very slowly, the carbon is re-converted 
into graphite, and the iron becomes soft . Repeated 
melting, then quick cooling, and horizontal casting, im
prove vastly cannon and all articles made of cast iron . 

. .. ' -
EXPERIENCE IN TEMPERING MILL PICKS. 

MESSRS. EOITORS :-I noticed on page 126 of the 
present volume of the SCIENTIFIC A�IERICAN, in answer 
to a correspondent, a few remarks on tempering picks. 
Allow me to add my experience to your knowledge. In 
the first place, a good charcoal fire is necessary, next 
good steel, then a good light hammer, a good smooth
faced anvil, and a man with a good eye and judgment. 
A pick must never be upset or hammered endwise, nor 
raised above a red heat ; it must be worked with care, 
and the last hammering given on the flat sides. When 
ready for hardening it must be heated in the blaze of a 

charcoal fire until red hot, then plunged into cold rain 
water until it is nearly cold. If it is kept in too long 
the corners will fly off ; arid if the water is not cold 
enough add ice, but no salts of any kind. With good 
steel and proper working, I have found no trouble to get 
picks hard enough with soft water, and those have 
always been more tough and have stood more work than 
any other. F. F. S. 

Momence, 111 . ,  March 5, 1 850. 

_ .•. -
OUR SHIPPING. 

The total tunnage of our commercial navy amounts to 
5, 145, 037, which is. less by 97, 291 than what it was in 
1858. This is owing to the loss of a numbe� of vessels 
and some which were condp.mned, together with 30, 850 
tnns sold to foreigners. During last year there were 
built-Ships and barks, 89 ; brigs, 28 ; schooners, 297 ; 
sloops and smaller c'raft, 284 ; steamers, 1 72 :  total num
ber, 870. The depressed condition of the shipping 
interest has operated to decrease the demand for new 
ships, and the number built dnring the year has been 
less than for any former year since 1 844. In the foreign 
trade there are 2, 507, 401 tuns of shipping engaged ; in 
our coasting trade, 2, 439, 320 tuns ; in cod and mackerel 
fishery, 1 47, 546 tuns. We have 768, 752 tuns of steam 
shipping. At present our ship-building business is very 
dull . An eminent ship-builder has expressed the opinion 
(to us) that if we wish to retain our foreign trade, we 
must go in for the construction of iron screw steamships. 
Our coasting trade has wonderfully increased of late 
years, owing principally to the acquisition of California. 
We should also seek to cultivate a more extended trade 

than we now possess with tbe South American ports. 
10 te, .. 

THE PENNSYLVANIA OIL SPRINGS . -The continned 
yield of these springs and veins is creating much excite
ment in their vicinity and elsewhere, being calculated, 
as they are, to render that region of our country one of 
the richest in the Union. One gentleman at Union, 
Pa. (a Mr. Hall) recently commenced boring, and at the 
depth of 58 feet struck a vein, which is yielding him 12 
barrels of oil per day. Others, from a greater depth, are 
securing 30 barrels per diem. It now becomes a ques· 
tion as to what the effect of these discoveries will be upon 
the Whale fishery.-Evening Post. 
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THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
MANUFACTURE AN D USES OF STARCH. 

[Concluded from page 167.) 
If, instead of employing very minnte quantities of 

lI �ids mixed with water and starch, a large quantity is 
employed, the starches are not only transformed into 
gums, but converted into the kind of sugar which exists 
in grapes and other fruits. In the latter case, however, 
the starch undergoes not a mere molecular change, but 
a chemical transformation. On the continent of Europe 
large quantities of this peculiar sugar are employed in 
the preparation of beer and other beverages. This grape 
sugar is made as follow s :-

About 100 parts of farina are added gradually to 33 
{)f water containing one part of sulphuric acid, and then 
boiled for 40 minutes, when the farina is converted into 
.grape sugar. When it is transformed into sugar a little 
. chalk is added to destroy any free acid that may remain ; 
this falls to the bottom in the form of sulphate of lime. 
The saccharine solution is then ponred off and evapora
ted to a proper consistency. After cooling and standing 
for several days, solid masses of sugar, very similar in 
appearance to honey, are obtained. If, instead of con
tinuing the boiling action of the acid upon the starch 
until it is fully converted into sugar, this action is stop

ped j ust as soon as it gives a pur ple color, when a little 
iodine is added, then by removing the acid by the use of 
.chalk, as has been described, and evaporating the solu
tion, a translucent soluble matter resembling dextrine is 
the product. That starch conld be converted into dex
trine has been long known, but it is only since 1833 that 
.chemists have been aware how this conversion was effect
ed. In that year Messrs. Paycn and Persoz, of Paris, 
succeeded in extracting, with alcohol, from a solntion of 
malt, the curious ferment which caused that change, and 
they gave it the name of eliastaste. . To leave no donbt 
t hat this is the agent which converts starch into sugar, 
they found that by mixing one part of this azotized sub
stance with 2, 000 parts of farina, aud a sufficient quan
tity of water, the farina was completely c!)nverted, first 
into dextrine, then into sugar, at a temperature of 1500 
:R,h. But whenever the temperature was raised to 2000 
or 2 1 2 0  Fah. , this conversion was completely prevented . 

As a law of chemistry, therefore, brewers must not mise 
the heat of their m ash-tubs above 150°, under the penal
ty of inflicting loss upon their own interests. 

CORN STARC H .  
This being a n  exclusive American manufacture, w e  

find nothing said about it in D r .  Calvert' s lecture ; w e  
will therefore supply the omission with a brief descrip
tion of the process. As corn contains considemble oil, 
it must be treated somewhat differently from wheat. It 
is therefore first soaked in the vats in a warm alkaline 
solution. Some mallJlfacturers never permit fermenta
tion to take place in soaking, to facili tate the separation 
of the starchy from the fibrous elements, while others al
low fermentation to take place, as in the wheat starch 
'iaanufaeture. After this is properly effected (which 
requires from eight to fourteen days), the corn is ground 
between common grist millstones ; from these it passes 
to rotary screens where it is washed with a stream of 
water, when the starch flows out through the meshes, 
and the grain hulls are left behind. The water contain
ing the st.arch is then J1Umped into settling cisterns, and 
some dilute caustic alkali is added and all thoroughly 
stirred. • The alkali causes the fibrous particles of the 
corn to separate from the starch and settle to the bottom. 
The starch liquid is then drawn off by siphons, into per
forated wooden boxes lined with cotton cloth, from which 
the water gradually flows out and leaves the starch be

hind . Settling raffles (a series of iuclined, narrow boxes 
connected with one another) are also used, and by the 
liquid running over an extensive rippl ing surface in these, 
more starch is thus deposited, upon the same principle 
that streams, in running over pebbly bottoms, deposit 
more mud and impnrities than when flowing smoothly 
along. It is very remarkable that in the settling cisterns 
the starch exhibits polar attraction , that is, it gathers in 
bunches, as metallic oxyds aggregate in the act of crys
tallization ; the localities being called " spheres of at
traction. "  

There are vast quantities o f  starch m annfactured i n  
this country, but some o f  it is of very iuferior quality . 
This is owing to the want of skill in the manufacturers. 
Good starch should not only be of a clear white appear
ance, bnt should so stiffen muslins that they will possess 
<::onsiderable elasticity. A linen collar, for example, 

when stiffened with good starch, will not, when folded 
over, crack and exhibit brittleness, but will exhibit a re
tractive force and endeavor to assume its original form. 
A great many manufacturers of corn starch, while they 
have succeeded in obtaining a product of a good appear
ance, have not succeeded iu m aking it of a good stiff and 
elastic quality. There exists a prejudice against corn 
st.arch in the minds of bleachers, calico-printers, and 
cotton manufacturers who use large quantities of it ; 
they believe it is not suitable for their purposes. There 
are SOlUe manufactnrers who can make good corn star0h, 
and the time may come when wheat starch will be as 
scarce as that made from rice, which is now only man
ufactured for dressing fine lace. 

About ten years ago there was a great excitement 
caused by the supposed large profits obtained in the 
manufacture of all kinds of starch; and as a conse
quence a great number of companies were formed in va
rious parts of the couutry ; and starch factories sprung 
up like mushrooms. But owing to the want of skill and 
experience on the part of those chosen to conduct them, 
the greater number, of them soon failed, and one of them 
(in B uffalo, N.  Y.) which for the building and ' machin
ery cost over $ 1 00, 000, was sold a few weeks since for 
$] 5, 000. T.o conduct the starch manufacture profitably, 
about 23 pOl\ndS cshould be obtained from a bushel of 
grain, but owing; to a want -of knowledge of the ferment
ing process, many manufacturers fall a very long way 
below this produce. They permit vinous fermentation 
to take the place of the acetous, and considerable of 
the starch is thus converted into dextrine and passes off 
as waste. It requires a very critical knowledge of fer
mentation to conduct the corn starch manufacture suc
cessfully. 

IR·ON BEAMS FOR DRILL ROOMS. 

MESSRS. EDITORs :-I have just read, with consider
able interest, and in at least two particulars, consi
derable .satisfaction ,  the article published on page 121 of 
the present volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, on the 
" Strength of Wrought Iron Beams. "  In yonr opening 
remarks I fully concur ; and the conclusion to which you 
come (that different authors have guessed too much) I 
fear is but too true. 

As no answer has been given to the question published 
on page 74 of your journal, I have concluded to try it, 
with the formula which you say " is preferable for all 
purposes. " The question had referenre to a room filled 
with soldiers, in motion ; while the given figures ( on 
page 74) allow " a space of 3 feet between the ranks, 
and 2 feet between each man. I hold that marching with 
" lock step, " as some soldiers call it ,  the space occupied 
by each does not exceed 1 by 2 feet ; making 70 lbs. 
per square foot, allowing 140 Ibs. for each man-a trifle 
over the 66 Ibs. per square foot stated (on page 1 2 1 )  to 
be the " weight of a crowd of persons standing on their 
feet. "  

B y  the aid of a few lines (see diagram), and not a 
great many figures, we obtain the following :-

T2j .! A! l 
214 B� 

We will take only a portion of the floor, as less figures 
will be needed. Let the lines numbered 1 , 2, 3, 4 and 5 
represent beams placed 4 feet apart ; the points A and 
B being central between 1 and 2, and 4 and 5, the dis
tance from A to B will consequently be 12 feet. The 
length (or distance) between supports (from C to D) is 
17 feet. Then 12 X 1 7=204 square feet X 70 lbs. per 
square foot, for the soldiers = 14, 280 Ibs. X 4, for " mo
mentum on the floor per second, marching at the rate of 
3 miles per hour" (rather slow, in imitating a retreat)= 

5 7,120 lbs. Weight of arching, concrete, &c. ,  75 lbs. per 
square foot X 204=15, 300+57, 120=

'
72, 420 Ibs . ,  which 

is the total weight to be supported by the three beams, 
Nos. 2, 3 and 4. By the formula on page 74, the " break
ing weight" of each beam, " with the load uniformly 
distributed, " is 42, 254, which X 3 :.:: 126, 762. We now 
have as the result ; breaking weight=126 , 762 lbs. ; load, 
72,420 Ibs. ;  or, in other words, a load of 9, 039 Ibs. 
more than half the nltimate streugth of the beam ; lay
ing aside the " dangerous vibratory motion which accu
mulates the tensile strain ." 

As you say you " will not let the snbject sleep here
after, " will yon, or some other friend of science, auswer 

1 8 1  

the following question : would i t  be prudent and perfectly 
safe to use-as a drill room-a floor, &c. , as described 
on page 74 of your journal, with beams 4 feet apart ? 

New York, March 7, 1 860. INQUIRER. 
Another correspondent sends ns the following on this 

subject :-
MESSRS.  EDITORS :- I wish to know why it is pro

posed to use 9-inch beams in the floor of drill room, as 
they might as well be made of the brick and concrete 
work-13 inches. I always like to give as much depth 
to beams as the floor and space will permit, as the strain 
is less and the stability greater according as the depth is 
increased-two very important points in a drill room. I 
could show very serious objections to the use of 9-inch 
beams for snch a purpose. I gave a rule for calculating 
the strain in beams at the middle, which was published 
in Vol. XIV. (old series) of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN . 
It is this :-When the load is concentrated on .the middle 
then multiply its weight by t of the span, and divide 
the product by the depth of the beam, and the quotient 
will be the horizontal strain in each of the (upper and 
lower) chords. When the load is uniform, take t of it, 
and proceed with it as with the first. This is the same 
as calculating the power of a bent lever, and I have 
proved its truth by actual trial. Or thus :-Let the span 
be represented by S,  weight by W, depth by d, and 
horizontal strain by H. Then W X tS-;"d=H. I do 
not offer this as new, but I regard it as the most simple, 
and I know it to be true. This gives the strain in the 
middle of the beam ; and I stated in the above-men
tioned volume that it is nothing at the ends of the upper 
chord, when it is straight and parallel with the lower 
chord. If the makers of such should be required to 
give the pressure at different points between the middle 
and euds of a straight chord, they would find reasons for 
abandoning such forms. B. S. 

Baltimore, Md., March 1, 1 860. 
We are of opinion that it would not be prudent to 

use a drill room having its beams constructed and arran
ged as described . They should be capable of standing 
five times the amount of strain to which they will be 
usually subjected. Unless they are well constructed, iron 
beams are exceedingly treacherous when snbjected to vi
brating action. We have seen bars of the very best qual
ity of steel broken by striking a few rapid blows with 
them upon an anvil, while a bar of hickory of the same 
length and thickness, and 'subjected to the same vibra
tions, was not the least affected in lits strength. Crys
tallization (and consequent brittleness) was produced in 
the steel with a rapidity that surprised us. In the bro
ken surfaces the .progress of the crystallization from the 
ontside to the center was very clearly defined. 

. ...... . 
SMALL-POX-GAS A DISINFECTANT.-In St. Johns 

New Brunswick, there are many cases of small.pox un: 
der treatment, but there is no house in the city where 
gas is burned, of the ordinary consumption, in which 
the disease has yet found lodgment. The gas, it is sup
posed, is a powerful disinfectant, and hence there is no 
contagion within the 'circle of its influence. Iii is stated 
that a person burning gas may contract the disease 
abroad and take it home with him, but it will not be 
communicated to any other member of his family. 

[We copy the above paragraph, which is going the 
rounds of the papers, for the purpose of disputing the in
ference that gas will protect people from the small-pox . 
There is a person in our office who contracted this dis
ease in a room where gas was burned very freely ; the 
disease is also very prevalent in the city of Glasgow, 
where glls is very ' largely consumed. Small-pox is 
doubtless uncommon among that dass of people who 
burn gas in our cities, because they generally have suffi
cient intelligence and forethought to attend to tM 
vaccination of their families, and its ravages are al
most wholly confined to that improvident class who make 
no provision against the small-pox, 'Or anything else in 
the future, and who live by the light of burning fluid. 

-----_ .. -.... ........ -----
ORANGE COUNTY MILK.---New York City is dependent 

upon the adjacent agricultural districts for its supply of 
milk, and a vast amount 'Of it is required for daily use. 
The above-named county had been distingnished for 
many years for its excellent butter ; but since the facili
ties offered by railroads permit of the sweet milk being 
carrierl from a considerable distance daily, little butter is 
now made in comparison with the make of former yeara. 
Last year there were no less than 5, 359, 839 gallons 
collected at nine stations in Orange county, and sent 
down to the city on the Erie Railroad. 
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POLYTECHNIC ASSOCIATION OFt THE AMERI- Wethered process of mixing superheated with nor- Her hull waa built by George Greeman & Co. , ot 

CAN INSTITUTE. mal steam. which [" iled on the Arctic. Mr. S .  then il- Myst ic, Conn . ; her engines, by C. H. Delamater of 
[Reported expre •• ly lor the Scientific American.] lustrated, by an indicator card of the engine of the Pa- this city. 

On Tuesday evening, the 28th ult. , the usual weekly rifle, made in 1853, the exact theoretical gain by s uper- THE STEUrER " ALABAMA." 
meeting of the Polytechnic Association was held at its heating. This steamer is a fine specimen of mod ern n aval ar-

room in the Cooper Institnte , this city ; the chairman Mr. Babcock-The superheating contrivances at Mys- chitecture, and -does honor to her builders, Samuel Sne

being Dr. R. Stevens, and John Johnson, Esq. , acting tic are automatic, and operate with great regularity ; so den & Co. She has been plyin g  bgtwcen the ports of 

as secre tary [11'0 tem. that the temperature of steam does not vary 100 in 24 New Orleans and Mobile since December last, aud has, 

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS. hours. upon all occasions, more than exceeded the sanguine ex-

Deterioration of Cast Iron in Cglindet·s.-Mr. Babcock 
described a peculiar deterioration of cast iron he had 
observed abOUI the cylinders of an engine in Mystk, 

Conn. The water used was pretty pure spring 01' well 
water

'
; steam worked at 60 Ibs ; india-rubber packing 

nsed in the cy!inders j various kinds of oil used, but 
lately the best sperm. The steam pipes leading to the 
cyl in der were not affected, and the in terior of the cylin
der, on which the friction of the packing took eftect, 
was clean and bright as usual. But the parts of the 
cylinder beyond the reach of the friction were strangely 
chauged. The surface of the iron was softened so t hat 
it might be whittled with a kn ife ; bolts or screws lost 
their hold in it. The change sometimes reached the 
depth of one-half an inch . 

Mr. Dibben-The effect was evidently not dlle to 
acids or other impurities in the water. The change 
scems to have begun at the poiut at which oil was used. 
The oil must haye been quite impure, and the iron wsa 

converted into a kind of plumbago, which is a carburet 

of iron. 
. 

A strangel' said he had observed similar chauges of 
iron w here there was no doubt that oil was the occasion 
of them . 

Mr. Howe-There is not carbon enough in cast iron to 

prodnce its volume of plumbago j but the oil, whLh con
tains carbon , might furnish it. 

The Chairman-Oils are often pnrified by acids, and 
the acids are not completely removed ; also, the rubber of 
the packing contains sulphur. Both' acids and sul
ph llr destroy the tenacity of iron . It is quite common 
for boys to find pieces of iron about machine shops or 
fonudries, which they carve with their jack-knives into 

i m ages. 
Mr. Seely-The facts which we aro trying to explain 

are not clearly presented ; we need a sample of the de

teriorated iron . An analysis of it wouIa show precisely 
the nature of the change. Cast iron completely dissolves 

or d isappear� in nitric acid ; the iron is d issolyed and 

the em'bon is burned up. In hydro-chloric acid, the 

iron dissolves, and the carbon does not, but settles as a 

powder. But if the cast iron be left in salt water a 

long time, the iron is dissolved out, and the carbon is left 
in the coherent form of plumbago . The carbon being 
the electro-negative, possibly accumulates other negative 

matter with it ; but we have no facts to warrant us in 

concluding that carbon itself is ever deposited by any 

electrical action. I do not believe, in the case in ques
tion , that the iron absorbs any careon from the oil. 

Mr. Stetson exhibited a sample of u'on from the boiler 
which lately burst at a hat factory in Brooklyn . The 
plate was of reasonable thickness. but was composed of 
irregular laminm-thickest and toughest on the outside
which miglat easily be separated from each other. 

Mr. Selleck-Boiler plate is rolled down from " bil� 
lets" about one foot in thickness. The billets are partly 
composed of old scraps, which should always be mixed 

in the same proportion to secure a uniform plate. But 
manufacturers are not careful enough, and often get an 
exceS8 of scrap. Sometimes too large " blooms" are at

tempted to be worked wi th a light hammer ; the strength 
is then on the outside, while, in the interior, the iron is 
rotten , Bits of soapstone (which lines the furnaces) 
often get into the mass of iron, and make buhbles anil 
weak places. Iron may be good and its manufacture 
bad. The sample shown is good iron , but very poor plate . 

The hour for miscellaneous business having passed, 
the chairman called up the regular subject- " Super
heated Steam." 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Stetson-The trials of superheating haye gener
ally failed from overheating, and thus burning the super
hQ:\ting surface. The well-known trials on the Arctic 

and .John Farran were unsuccessful fl'Om this cause and 
the complication of methods. At Mystic, Conn" they 
have had in operation, three years, a superheating system 
which realizes an economy of 25 per cent. It was the 

Mr. Dihben-Facts confirm the theory. pectations of those who were interested in her erection . 
Mr. Goodwin-Was not a steam engineer, but saw Annexed will be found full particulars of her d imen

many years ago an invention to remedy the difficulty sions, with minute details of engine and boiler :-Lcngth 
from foaming iu the boiler, The steam, before it  issued on deck (from fore part of stem to after part of stern 
away from the boiler, was made to pass through a con- post, above the spar deck), 235 feet ; length between per
siderable length of coiled pipe. " peudicUlars, 225 feet ; breadth of beam (molded) at 

Mr. }'isher gave an account of several trials of snper- mi ilsh ip sec tions, above the main wales, 32 feet 3 
heating on steamers. There was as much failure as suc- inches ; depth of hold to spar decl<, 9 feet ; draft of 
cess ; but we shall learu how to guard against the causes water at load line, fore and aft, 4 feet j tnnnage, 656 
of failure. Superheating will some day be generally tuns ;  area of immersed section at aboye draft, 1 1 5  
adopted. square feet. Her frame is of wrought iron plates, 5-1 6ths 

Mr. Seely-Superheating steam, so-called , is much to � inch in thickness, and fastened with rivets % of an 
used in the chemical arts. Mechanics mean by " super- inch in diameter ; the frames are molded, 3� inches, 
heated" steam, " dry" steam ; in addition to this, chem- sided , 5-16th inch , and 17 inches apart at centers ; shape 
ists sometimes mean only steam above 2 12°.  \Vhere of same, 7 Z ;  lVidth of flanches, 3t inches. The cross 
steam is used for dessicating purpose�, it must be dry ; if floors are 1 5  inches h igh ,  and 5-1 6ths inch in thickness ; 
hot-air has',no wj urieus chemical effect, it is better and shape, Z, and fastened with fi inch riYets every 2! inches . 
cheaper than �team . St�am is also used to effect decom- The A labama is fitted with a vertical beam engine ; 
positions by heat, as in charring wood, making stearine, diameter of cylinder, 50 inches ; length of stroke of 
&c . ;  and for this purpose it is not essential that it be piston, 10 feet ; maximum pressure of steam , 25 Ibs. ; 
dry. Superheated steam is also spoken of as a solvent, cut off at one-half stroke. 
of qriartz, for example . For this usc, the steam mu.t She has one return flue boilet·, the length of which is 
not be dry ; and it is doubtful if water, at the same tem- 30 feet 6 inches ; breadth of same at furnace, 12 feet ; 
perature, would not be more effective. I consider that diameter at shell, 10 feet 9 inches ;  hight (exclusive of 
a great deal of humbug is made about the use of steam ,(cam drum), 10 fect 9 inches. The boiler has 3 fur
for chemical arts. uaces ; bread th,  3 feet 7 inches ; length of grate bars, 1 

Mr. Rowell-The subject of superheated steam for en- teet 2 inches. Number of flues aboye, 6 of 1 8  inriJes, 
gines was first agitated here by Mr. Frost . He showed amI 6 of 9 inches ; number below, 2 of 10 inches, and 8 
that steam at 2 1 20 was increased one volume by an ad- of 15 iuches ; length of same, above, 26 feet 2 inches ; 
dition of 4" ; another by 120 ; but that a third, volume length below, 1 7  feet 5 inches ;  diameter of smoke pipe, 
required about 500". [This discrepancy, with the com- 4 feet 2 inches ; hight above grates, 30 feet. 
mOll notion of expansion by heat, is explainable by sup- The diameter of her pad dle wheels (O\'er boards) is 29 
posing that the steam at 2 1 20 maintains in suspension feet 8 inches ;  length of blades of same, 8 fect ; depth, 
particles of water ready to burst into steam by a slight 24 mchcs, and 26 in number. The boiler is located in 
increase in heat.-REP. ] the hold, and does not usc blowers. 

The subject for the next meeting-the " Adulteration She has one independent (extra size) steam fire and 
of Food"",,:,was thim selected, after which the association bilge pump, one bilge injection, and bottom valves or 
adjourned. cocks to all openings in her bottom ; also, water wheel 

- I e .  -
guard s fore and aft, bunkers of wood , and four water-
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In fulfillment of an intention expressed in the first 
paragraph of an article bearing the above caption , and 
published on page 131 of the present volume of the SCI

ENTIFIC AMERICAN, we now give the following details 
(reported expressly for this journal) of some l'ecently
built steamers, embodying most of the modern improye-
ments. 

THE STEAMER " NEW LONDON." 

This is a new vessel, built by the New London Pro
peller Company, and has recently taken her appropriate 
posi tion on the route of her intended service, between 
New York and New London. Her dimensious, with 
minute particulars of engine and boiler, will be fouud 
annexed :-Length on deck (oyer all), 130 feet j breadth 
of beam (molded), 26 feet 8 inches j depth of hold , 8 

teet j draft forward, 8 feet ; dratt aft, 10 feet j tunnage, 
260 tuns. Her frame is of white oak and chestnu t 
(molded), 1 2  by 8 inches and 9 inches, and is 24 inches 
llpart at centers. 

The New London is fitted with a vertical ilirect-action 
engine ; diameter of cylinder, 34 inches j length of 
stroke of piston, 2 feet 6 inches j diameter of propeller, 
9 feet ; length of same, 1 foot 6 inches j pitch, 11 feet ; 
and possesses 4 blades. She has one return tubular 
boiler ; length, 18 feet , hight (exclusive of steam 
drum), 8 feet 8 inches. It contains two furnaces, the 
breadth of which 'is 3 feet 3 inches ; length of grate 
bars, 1 feet 3 inches j number of flues, 26 , internal 

diameter aboye, 16 of 8 inches : below, 8 of 3! inches, 
and 2 of 16 inches ; length of flues above, 16 feet 10 
inches ; below, 9 feet 8 inches j diameter of smoke pipe , 
3 feet. The boiler is located on deck, and uses a blower 
to her furnaces. 

She is fitted with one independent steam fire and bilge 
pump, and has, in addition to this, bottom valves or 
cocks to all openings in her bottom. She is schooner
rigged , has poop cabin and freight house forward to fore
mast. 

tight bulkheads. There is a commodious suloon on th e 
main deck, and a saloon cllbin above. 

The machinery was built by the Morgan Iron-works, 
this city ; the owners are J. L. Day and others. 

THE SH; AM TUG " YANKEE." 
This tug is a very powerful one for her size, and a 

short time since began her duties as a tow-boat in the 
harbor of New York. She was built in this city by 
Thomas Collyer, and is owned by Russel Sturgis. Her 
frame is of white oak and chestnut, and very securely 
square fastened with copper and trcenails . The dimen

sions of her hull are as follolVs :-Length on deck, 146 
feet ; breadth of beam (molded), 25 feet 6 inches j depth 
of hold, 10 feet ; area of immersed section at load draft 
of [} fect, 1 70 square feet. 

The Yrtnkee is fitted with a cross-head engine ; diame
ter of cylinder, 38 inches ; length of stroke of piston , 8 
feet 8 inches. 

• 

The diameter of her water wheels (over boards) is 21 
feet 6 inches ; length of boards, 9 feet ; depth, :; feet ; 
number of same, 20. 

She has one return flue boiler, built in this city in 
1858 ; length, 20 feet 3 inches . It is located in the 
hold, and uses a blower. Her bunkers are made of 
wood. She is not rigged, and not coppered ; possesses 
one smoke pipe ; has no independent s team fire and bilge 
pump, and no opening in her bottom , has, however, one 

bilge injection ; is not supplied with water wheel guards ;  
tunuage, 376 tuns. 

The bui lder of the engines of the above yessel is J. P. 
Allaire, of this city . 

------------.. ,�,.----------
SAVING LIFJ£ IN SHIPWRECK. 

MESSRS.  EDITORs :-The recent marine disasters 
(stranding of ocean steamers, and loss of life) has 

prompted me to make, through t.hl) columns of yonI' 
much valued paper, the following suggestion to the minds 
of those interested. When a ship is stranded with a 
strong wind on shore, why would not a common kite, 
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built or strong and light m aterials and or a proper size, 
be an excellent thing to open up a communication with 
the shore, when no other or more prcrerable means were 
available ? I am a seafaring man myself, and really be
l ieve that such a mode, had it been though t of, woul d 
ha ve been foun d practicable in saving lives in many ca�es 
of shipwreck. It would be but a trifling expense for a 
passenger vessel to add to their stock of life-sav ing ap
pamtlls a silk kite, so constructed as to fold up snug 

when not in usa., w ith a liberal supply of light, strong 
line. The chances arc that in su ch cases as those of the 
I'ldian, Northerner an,l 111l7l.'laria71, it might become of 
yital importauce. Let some enterprising Yankee get up 
a foldiug ki te, so as to be sn�gly stmved in a tin case. 

Albany, N. Y. , March 5, 1 860. F. A. M. 
• • •• • 

DEFECTS OF OALF-SKIN LEATHER. 

MESSRS. EDITORs :-On page 67 of the present yol
ume of the SOIENTIFIC A�IERICAN, I noticed an article 
on the " Defects of Calf-ski n Leather, " giving some ac
count of what was termed , . dry rot, " which article 
gre atly impressed m e  at the time ; yet it did not fully 
meat the case. On page 137, the sam e subject is again 
referred to, with some comments, by two correspondents. 
One (C. L. Robinson) has some good ideas, yet does not 
give a full solution. I haye had some 30 years' experi
ence in the manufacture of boots and shoes ;  during that 

time, I have particularly endea\'ored to ascertain the 
cause of defects ill calf-skins, those being more sp.nsitive 
to any chemical action than perhaps any other kind of 
leather, for want of maturity in the texture of the skin.  
I am led - to  conclude that the principal difficulty is  i n  
tbe process of tanning, in the u s e  o f  lime , a n d  especially 
in what is called baiti"g ; the tissues of the skin being so 
very delicate that any caJ;elessness , or ignorance in these 
processes proves inj'Urious . This is an old complaint, and 
one that has been prolific of thought and experiments 
for several hundred years, with but very, little practical 
benefit. The field is still open for research, and would 
yield a fortune for any one who solved thi� great chemi
cal problam. The wax-like substance which exudes 
near the seams and soles of boots and shoes is not wb at 

h as been called " dry rot, " or any particular kind of 
decay i n the skin, bnt is produced by the oxyd of iron i n  
the blacking used for coloring the edges o f  the sales and 
seams, which blacking has a strong affinity for the oil in 
the leather, especially for resinous oils, which in i ts 
amalgamat ion decomposes the fibers of the skin ; this, 
even where this substance does not appear, is the more 
immediate cause of the cracking of the upper-leather 
no!!>r the soles. I am satisfied that the more ' active 
:agents arc the oxyds and oil, as this peculiar effe(!t js 
eonfi n ed excl usively to that finished with oil, such as 
harness, " top, " and other kinds of grain leather, when 

:this kind of coloring is nsed, except (as before stated) 
,when the oxyd in the blacking is brought. into contact 
-with the oil in  the leather. The better the quality of 
the oil, the less i ts inj urious effects. Pure, s weet neats
foot oil is probably the best . For several years I never 
,allowed the blacking used for coloring edges to touch the 
,npper-leather ; and this carefulness, in a great m�asure, 
prevented th e  cracking from the soles.  I haye known a 
,calf-skin to be kept for more than tweltty years, and to be 
,then made into boots which did excellent service ; still, 
l do not think they improve by keeping. A pair of calf
,skin boots which I h�d made for me in 1 835, have been 
-worn frequently ever since, and are now in a very good 
,state of preservation. One defect in the manner of 

dressing calf-skins is the too free usc of the curry knife. 
:Skins wear much longer when fini;;hed as near their nat
ural thickness as can be, and yet obtain a smooth sur
face ; the fibers near the flesh being very Dlueh stronger 
than thoso near the grain . A too free use , of oil, even 
the best, tends to inj ure rather than improve calf-skins ; 
w hen oil is nsed the leather should be clean, and moist-
cneL! with water before applying the oil. M. 

Wakefield, R. I . ,  March 6, 1 860. 

... . "' .  
GREENWOOD CEMETERY IN WINTER, 

[Communicated·l 
The majority of people ignore Greenwood in this 

dreary season. One knows during the summer the 
pleasant avenues arc thronged with strangers of all climes, 
curious to sea a novelty ; woll·known citi�ens, anxiolls 
to breatho tho rOlie-scented air and watch the gorgcous 
Bower. tkat bloom .ile�t11 above':ao much hallowed dUit ; 
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and tearfnl monrners, wending their steps towards the 
tombs of beloved lost ones. Thus, as the south wind 
plays merrily over it, it seems a city of the living ; but 
all now wears a deserted appearance. We could fancy 
ourselves i n  some forsaken city of the past ages. We 
have recently been through the groundll, and fonnd them 
sublimely beautiful in their winter covering. The few 
leaves that are left flutter solemnly in the cold blasts 
from the north. The tufts and tops of snow-flowers 
were in close embrace here and there to the d ull earth, 
peeping modestly from their fair dress and nestling 

lovingly in strange communion with the dark evergreens. 
The gigantic trees real' their I.fty heads, standing out in 
strong contrast from the backgrounds of gray, m urky 
sky-staunch emblems of a Creator-fit monuments of 
the fitful sleep of natnre. 

If it were our mind to seriously pon<¥lr this subject, we 
could add, as we now stand in this place, amid its 
majestic silence and the pungen t realities of tbis season , 
we are tanght some of our noblest lessons in life. It is 
at such times those sweet and hallowed memories often 
visit men , as they struggle through rugged scenes, giving 
them heroic souls, filling them with encouragement and 
making them better by their ministrations. Happy 
thoughts, of days long since gone, m ingle with grief, as 
we cast still, another glance at the graves of departed 
worth ; but eiiou£11 of this. 

Freeborn' s  monument rises proudly on Battle-hill , 
towering far above the minor incidents of leaves and 
flo\yers, beautifully harmonizing with the majestic 

grandeur of the surrounding landscape. 

The delicate framework of Charlotte Canda's tomb 

appeared to miss its coYcring of roses and foliage, and 
looked cold and lonely. vVe never see this monumental 

pile without having a sad thought ; we see a beautiful 
girl-reveliug in the p!easantest realities of life, and 

living, as it were, in the illuminated land of hope, whose 
whole life was a river of pure water-cut down in a secon d 
of time by " the fell destroyer " (who is no respGcter of 
persons) and consigned to the earth. 

Capt. F. Cobraja's striking monument deserves atten
tion. It was erected by himself after his own design, and 
represents a statue of life size, in sailor costume, standing 
on a capstan ,  with a sextant to his eye, taking an obser
v ation by the sun. The aged seaman, we beliel'e , is still 
living, taking great pride in his tomb ; and �lthough he 
is eighty odd years of age, he h as, until recently, taken 
the sole charge of it himself. He, too, must soon be 
lau�hed on a sea that he has never yet explored, speeding 
his w-�y to that "bourne from which no traveler returns." 

In this place there are many beautiful specimens of 
American marble ;  and it is really gratifying to see that 
the unjust prejudice long existing against the marble' of 
this country is dying out, and that, in this respect, a new 
era has commenced. ' Certainly our coun try is rich in 
marble quarries, and it iii a matter of mueh i'!mrprise and 
great regret that they haye so long lain dormant, and 
that their abundant resources have not been far more fully 
developed ; mnch of it will compare ver.y favorably with 
some of the Italian . 

Our cicerone on this occasion (a man apparently 40 
years of age) was shy and modest-a rare virtue in a 
hack-driver ; but a few questions awakened his recollec
tion, lind he detailed to us many pleasing reminiscences 
of his boyhood life. He had lived there all his days ; 
childhood had bQen spent in climbing " Battle-hill, "  and 

roaming amongst the unshorn grass of the ': Tour " and 
the other avenlles, whilst they were the home of the 
living instead of the dead. " Sylvan Lake " had been 

a swi mming pond to him when country farm-houses sur
rounded the place. The whole graye-yard was silent and 
all seemed inanim ate ; yet as we were departing, a snow
bird flew over our head5, making a doleful noise that 

might haye easily been construed into a question, asking 
by what right or authority we had "presumed to hraathe 
in the . ,  City of the Dead." It was the only thing of life 
on the premises. 

An immense outlay is yearly required in grading and 
keepi ng the cemetery in repair, and this has been of late 
a h�avy drain on the treasury ; yet tbe company seem 
not to care for this, but to be determined to continue 
ornamenting until it shall surpass in beauty aod design 
anything of its kind in the world. 13. 

THE tunnago duei annually paill in Llycrpoo! amountil 
to $1, 150,000. It iii tho ial'geii Bellport In tho world. 

1 8 3  

A COLUMN OF VARIETIES. 

The equinoxes, by the movement which is called pre
cession , have slid thirty degrees to the westward of the 
constellations with which they were originally associated. 
This fact, combined with the known rate of precession , 
shows that the constellations were named abont S07 
years be:ore the Christian era, that is to say, soon after 
the establishment of the Alexandrian school of astro
nomy . . . . . .  1t is s tated that when the twelve hundred 
clerks employed in the Bank of England leave the bnild
ing in the evening, a detachment of troops marcbes in to 
guard it in the night, although burglars could not pene
trate the solid vaults in lIix weeks . . . . . .  Sir Isaac Newton 
never believed in the wave theory of light, and recent 
discoveries h ave strengthened yery m uch the doubts of 
its truth which have always been manifested by some of 
the greatest writers on the subj eet . . . . . .  The calcium or 
lime l ight was discovered by Dr. Hare, of Philadelphia, 
soon after his great discovery of the compound blow
pipe . . . . . . The yellow ray of light is not merely inopera
tive when falling upon photographic paper, but it actually 
protects the paper from the infl uence of the actinic rays 

. . . . . A sheet of black mica, which cannot be seen through 
at all, transmits those rays of heat which come from a 
stove not red-hot, more readily than they are transmit
ted by a plate of the most transparent glass . . . . . .  The 
light of the tropics is not so powerftll for photographic 
purposes as that of the temperate zones ; a longer time 
being required to take a picture . . . . . . Photographs are 
more readily obtained in April and March than in June 
or July . . . . . . One of the large anacondas in Barnnm's 
American Museum has recently been deliyered of a litter 
of young. Snakes are ova-viviperous, that is to say, 
eggs are formed an d hatched within the body of the ani

mal. This, probably, has giyen rise to the popular no
tion that these reptiles swallow their offspring . . . . . . The 
Nondescript in Barnum's Museum is certainly a curiosity 
-though a disagreeable one. It looks like a deformed 
idiotic little negro . . . . . . Steam shipping has increased to 
sneh an extent that a large weekly newspaper is publish
ed in London, devoted exclusively to the 3ubjeet . It is 
called Mitchell's Steam Shipping Journal . . . . . . 'l'he great 
ecl ipse of the iun which takes place on the 1 8th of next 
July, will be total in Spain, and it is said that at least 
forty astrcnomers, from ,"arious parts of Eu rope, intend 
visiting that country on the occasion, in order to observe 

the phenomenon . . . . . .  The forenoon is the best time to 
have a photograph taken, as the morning sun produces 
better effects than can be obtained after 12 o'clock . . . . . .  
Sulphuric acid combined with iron forms sulphate of iron, 
but simple sulphur and iron , in combination, receive the 
name of sulphuret of iron. The same rnle is applied to 
other substances-thus, carbonic acid and soda form the 
carbonate of soda, while a combination of carbon an d 

hydrogen is called carbureted hydrogen . . . . . .  Land has 
been sold in Fleet-street, London, at the rate of £900, 000 
equal to about $4, 500,000 per acre ; this is at the rate 
of $100 to the square foot, and would amonnt to about 
$200, 000 for one of one of our up-town lots of 20 feet 
front . . . . . . The Mary land code has been so reyised as to 
pnt an end to lotteries. The penalty is a fine of $ 1 , 000 
or imprisonment . . . . . .  When Elias Howe, Jr. , the invent
or of the first practical sewing machine, returned from 
ERgland, his funds were so exhausted that he worked 
his passage as cook . . . . . .  As Spain bas a dry season in the 
Slimmer, similar to that of California, there is no doubt 
that there will be a fine opportunity fOl' yiewing the 
great eclipse from that country, next July . . . . . . Although 
steel is belieyed to be harder and stronger in some pro
portion to the amount of contained carbon , cast i ron, 
when it  is very rich in carbon ,  is soft like pl umbago, 
will break by its own weight, and may be cut with a 
knife . . . . . .  A correspondent of the Times (London) states 
that in the Commune d' Eeully, in France, two men were 

buried alive in a well by a fall of loose earth, and that 
after twenty days olle of them was taken ont still alh"c ; 
having survived the want of air, light and food, through

out that long period , in addition to the impossibility of 

moving and the presence by his side of the dead body of 
his  unfortunate companion, for a considerble portion of 
the time . . . . . .  In the comprehensive experiments made by 

Robert Stephenson upon different varieties of cast iron 
proposed to be employed in the High Level Bridge. l ,ot
blast Iron WI\S fOUIl" to !lAve nellfl, ,lie same Iit.lIllit4 IIil 
oold·bIAtt, 
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IMPROVED SEEDING MACHINE. 

We recently describlld a corn planter which accom
plished the long-sought and valuable desideratum of 
planting the corn in rows both ways ; and we now pre
sent one which will either do this by the aid of a boy 
(as in the machine previously described), or it will plant 
in rows one way by an automatic arrangement without 
the assistance of a boy, as may be desired. 

The body of the machine consists essentially of a cart 
or flat platform, supported on two wheels (as represented 
iu the engraving), each wheel having its independent 
axle running between its own pair of longitudinal bars, 

which pairs of bars may 

be adjusted to a greater or 
less distance from each 
other, according to the 
width at which it is desired 
to have the rows of grain 
apart. To plant the corn 
in rows both ways, the 
planting is to be done 
across furrows previously 
drawn at right angles ; 
and, in this case, the slide, 
a, for dropping the corn, 
which passes into both 
hoppers, is worked by 
means of the lever, d, by 
a boy sitting in the seat, B. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
IMPROVED TOOL FOR CUTTING ROUND • 

TENONS. 

The annexed engraving represents an improved tool 
for cutting round tenons (invented by L. A. Dole) which 
may be either used on a bit stock, as shown, or placed 
on a spindle and driven by machinery. The improve
ment consists in devices for adjusting the implement to 
both the size and the length of the tenons desired. 

The cutters, a a, are formed with shanks, as repre

sented in Fig. 2, which slide inward and outward in 
grooves formed in the head of the hollow iron cylinder, 

B. For cutting the largest size tenon, the cutters are 

PJ!:TROLEUll OR COAL OIL.-At our request, Colonel 
Whittlesey, who has recently visited the excited districts 
in Pennsylvania, has given us some items in regard to 
the petroleum or coal oil which is now being procured 
t,here. Oil springs, as they are called, have long been 
known and laid down upon the maps of Venango and 
Warren countie8, and of other localities in Pennsylvania, 
and of Ohio and Virginia . The material is naphtha, 
which exudes from the earth in various parts of the 
world, and, becoming by exposure more dark colored 
and less fluid, takes various names, such as petroleum, 
mineral tar, asphaltum, &c. In Pennsylvania it has 

been frequently found in 

But if it is desired to 
plant the grain in rows 
only one way, then there 
is no occasion for previ
ously furrowing t h e 
ground, and the slide, a, is 
worked by a -welf-opera

MARKHAM'S IMPROVED SEEDING MACHINE. 

wells bored for ealt water 
on the Alleghany river, 
where it was considered 
as a nuisance, on account 
of its villainous odor and 
the tenacity with which it 
adheres to clothing, wood 
and leather. He thinks it 
would not be too high an 
estimate to place the num
ber of wells now being 
bored on the waters of 
Oil creek and the Allegha

ny, within a distance of 
forty miles, at one hundred. 
Many of them as yet have 
no oil. This mineral, too, 
is represented by him as 
being found in � forma
tion known to geologists 
as the " Chemung Group, " 
which extends from Penn-

ting device. The lever, e, which has its fulcrum at j, 

is provided with a head at its lower end which is opera

ted by cams on the sleeve, q, which fits loosely upon the 

axle of the wheel, H. A ratchet upoIl' the sleeve, q, is 

operated by a pawl attached to the wheel, H, so that 

when the wheel, H, rolls forward, the sleeve, q, is turn

ed, operating the lever, e, and the slide, a, but the pawl 

slides over the rachet when the wheel is turned in the 

opposite direction, thus relieving the planting machinery 

from action in backing the machine. When the slide is 

operated by an assistant for 
planting in rows in both 
directions, the pawl is lift
ed from the ratchet by 
moving the lever, >, which 
is placed in convenient 
reach of the driver's foot 
for this purpose ; thus re
lieving the dropping ma
chinery from being opera
ted by the turning of the 
wheel. 

The seat, B, is made 

placed outward to the extreme end of the groove, and 
are drawn inward for smaller tenons. This adjustment 
is effected by means of the ring, C (Fig. 3), which is 
made with cUrTed depressions fitting against the outer 
ends of the shanks of the cutters, so that, by turning 
the ring, these are forced inward, the ring operating as a 
wedge or series of wedges. After the adjustment is 
made, the cutters are held in placed by having the plate, 
D (Figs. 1 and 2), screwed firmly down upon their 
shanks j the screws being loosened to effect the adjust-

sylvania into and through 
Ohio. The oil is most abundant in a stratum 
of one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet in 
thickness, composed of laminm of soft blueish shale or 
slate. Inflammable gases flow out with it in bubbles, or 
in powerful discharges, producing a rumbling sound that 
ends frequently in an explosion, greatly to the terror of 
the workmen. In some of the wells on Oil creek the 
liquid bitumen was struck at 70 to 90 feet. It is tran

ported in barrels to New York, to be distilled and purified 
for coal oil. Its value depends upon the per-centage of 

refined oil it will yield.

Cleveland (Ohio) Herald. 

double, so that by turning 
it down, the boy can face 
in the opposite direction, 
and can thus always see 

the uncovered furrows, in 
whichever direction the 
machine may be going 
The seat, B, also slides a 
moderate distance towards 
either side of the frame, 
ill order to bring tbe boy 
in a position convenient 
to the lever, d. 

DOLE'S IMPROVED TENONING MACHINE. 

TERRIBLE STEAMBOAT 

EXPL08ION.:-OU the 6th 
inst. , the Alfred Th07114S, 
a neat little steamer, just 
built at Easton, Pa., to 
run on the Delaware river, 
exploded its boiler with 
terrific violence, just after 
starting. It had been 
standing with the steam 
up for some time prior to 
starting, and had the en

gineer kept the feed pump 
going then , and permitted a 
slight escape of steam, the 
accident would not have 
happened. Ten persons 
were killed, and fourteen 
severely wounded. T h e 
boiler is stated to have 
been too small, and that a 
sufficient quantity of steam 
could not be generated, 

The hollow tubes, J J, through which the seed is 

dropped, are fashioned at their lower ends in proper 

ihape to open the furrows, and are suspended at the ends 

of forbd bars, K, so that they may be drawn up clear 

of the ground by means of the· chains and lever., I I, 

when the machine is being transported to or from the 
field j or, if desired, vertical posti with holes may be 
prerided for adjubting the depth of the hollow tubes in 

the ground. 

The patent Jor this invention was obtained through 
the Scientific American Patent Agency, Janual'y 3, 

1860 ; and persons desiring further information in rela

tion to it will please address the inventor, Geo. B. Mark

ham, at Mead's Mills, Mich. 

ment. Two blanks, c e, are placed at right angles with 
the cutters to hold the cylinder, B, in its position con
centric with the tenon . 

For regulating the length of the tenon, the depth of tbe 

hollow in the cylinder, B, is varied by screwing the' 

shank, g, a greater or less distance into it. When this 

adjustment is effected, the nut, f, which has a left hand 

screw, is turned against the end of the cylinder, holding 

the parts in place ; the left hand screw causing the nut 

to bind more firmly when the tool is turned in its cutting 
operation. 

The patent for this invention was issued Jan . 10, 
1860, and persons desiring further information ip relation 
to it will please address Dole & StIver, Salem, Ohio. 

to work upwards against the current of the river ; there
fore, the boat stopped to raise steam to the pressure of 
125 Ibs. to the inch , and in doing this, the flues became 
red-hot as the pressure increased. When the signal was 
given to start, the engineer commenced pumping in cold 
water, and the explosion instantly followed. Mr. 
Schaeff, the builder of the boat, was also its engineer, and 
was killed. Previous to the explosion, the gage indi
cated a preasure of 125 lba. There is no mystery as to 
the cause of this explosion ; the boiler was managed as 
with an intent to commit suicide. 

_ I ... . 
THOSE interested in hydraulic engineering should read 

the article, on page 178, by Jos. W. Sprague, Esq. 
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AGRIvULTURAL SCIENCE AND MACmNES. 

UR people seem to be devoting at
tention to agricultural science with a 
fervor which augurs well for its future 
growth and progress. Every State, 
we believe, has now its agricultural 
society ; and there are couIrty and 
town farmers' clubs almost innumer

able. In addition to these, there is a United States 
Central Association, numerous agricultural periodicals 
and farm schools ; and perhaps a higher influence, in 
some respects, than all of these, are the chairs of agri
cultural chemistry which have lately been established in 
80me of the old colleges. These great and manifold 
agencies for increasing and spreading information on ag
ricultural subjects ought to yield good fruits and bring 
forth abundant harvests. One of the best evidences of 
the desire now .It for' the acquisition of agricultural 
science is the series of popular lectures which were re
cently gn;en at Yale College by eminent practical and 
scientific agriculturists and horticulturists, who had been 
invited for the purpose from every section of the coun
try. These lecturers detailed the results of ·their experi
ence, and the methods which they practiced ; and they 
expressed their opinions as to the best modes of cultiva

tion and the most suitable fruits and grains for different 
soils and climates. This was teaching science in the 
very highest sense. 

The questions naturally arise : why is there such an 
ado made about improved agriculture now-a-days ? Do 
we not feed ourselves, and also supply other countries 
with large quantities of provisions, and are these not 
evidences of the prosperous condition of agriculture 
among us, and the high state to which the science and 
art have been carried by our farmers ? To these, we 
answer : this subject is of vast importance to our people, 
because two-thirds of our population are engaged in, or 
oonnected in some manner with, agriculture ; it is the 
greatest interest of our country, and ought always to 
engage the most attention. Another reason why this 
should excite them in more than an ordinary manner at 
present, is the fact that in most of the older cultivated 
districts the crops have decreased, both in quality and 
quantity. This has caused alarm, and it accounts for the 
activity among our people to retrieve evils which had 
been inflicted upon the soil by former unwise and un
scientific farming. There are many extensive tracts of 
country, where wheat was once cultivated with great suc
cess and profit, where not an acre of it is now grown ; 
and this is the case with some fruits, also, such as the 
peach and plum, which are now aliens to the same lands 
on which they once flourished. It has been proved that, 
in proportion to the extent of soil cultivated, there has 
been a decadence of the agricultural products of our 
country, and this has been caused by improper cultiva
tion and exhanstiop. of the soil. The fact was formerly 
not duly appreciated, that the grain, fruits, hay, butter, 
beef and pork raised on farms, and sold to consumers, 
represented so m uch of the fertile soil itself, and that 
every bushel of wheat or other crop taken from it re
quired to be returned again in some form as constituents, 
under the penalty of future barreBness. This fact is 
now universally recognized, and it forml the very found
ation stone of agrwultural science. Old farms, under 
proper eultivation, can be made to yield larger crops 
than new farms ; but the belt methods of enabling them 
to do so can only be acquired by experience. The whole 
science and art of agriculture may be summed up in a 
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few words ; it consists in the practice of the most suc
cessful farmers ; this is the ,only sure guide for others to' 
follow. Many persons seem to consider " agricultural 
science" in the light of an abstraction ; something ex
ceedingly subtile and vague, which can only be learned 
in colleges. But we assure them it is something exceed
ingly practical ; it means nothing more than farming 
conducted in the best and most systematic manner. 

At this season of the year, we call the attention of our 
farmers to these, the leading ideas which should govern 
in agriculture. ' In the mechanical department of farm

ing, it is a gratifying fact that our country is unrivaled ; 
thanks to our inventors, and the encouragement given to 
them by the protection of patents. No farmer can really 
be successful unless he employs the most improved labor
saving implements and machines ; and to us it is a 
most certain- sign of success and pr�ress to witness the 
alacrity of our farmers in adopting the most recently 
patented and improved machinery. Among the most 
valuable patents issued are those for agricultural imple
ments ; they meet with ready sales, and are jus tly re
munerative. Every farmer should commence the sea
son's operations with the best implements he can obtain ; 
they will yield profitable returns for their cost before the 
year is closed. 

----------�.�.".� .. ----------
• () TRADE STRIKES. 

It is a blot upon modern civilization that the war of 
trades and cl�sses is stilt waged as fiercely as of yore. 
Mutual good will should exist, and a fair understanding 
slu>uld al,ways reign among employers and their work
mell. - The question of industry should be viewe d in a 
broad light, unbroken by selfish individual interests ; 
because, in reality, the interests of employers and em
ployed are one. How very seldom-almost never-do 
we find these parties feeling and acting right towards one 
another. They seem to act as if their welfare and pros
perity consisted in looking out for their individual inter
ests, even to the injury of one another. They act upon 
purely selfish motives ; and this being the case, frequent 
outbursts like that which took place in London among 
the builders, last year, and the strike now going on among 
the shoemakers oC Marblehead and Lynn, Mass., may be 
expected-it cannot be otherwise. The last-mentioned 
strike is for a _ rise of wages among the shoe oper
atives of ,all classes--male and female. From pub
lished statements, it is evident that their wages have 
been very,low, and we would be glad to see them greatly 
elevated. If it is possible to do this, it would be better 
for both operatives and manufacturers ; but here comes 
the practical question upon which it is very difficult to 
pass judgment. It is said tbat the wages of the shoe
makers haTe been reduced by manufacturers endeavoring 
to undersell one another, and that they have gradually 
reduced the prices of labor in order to sell low in the 
market. If this is so, we must say that the manufac
turers did: wrong, both for their own interests and those 
of their workmen. On the other hand, if, as some others 
have stated, the manufacturers have large stocks of goods 
on hand and cannot get paying prices for them, they can
not give prices that will cause loss on stock and capital. 
The question of " labor and demand " is one which 
operates by natural laws, and cannot be over-ruled by 
manufacturers or their workmen. 

Trade strikes are usually impolitic, and end in the 
defeat of the operatives. They depend for their daily 
bread upon their wages, and when they cease laboring 
penury follows. But DO matter which party is success
ful, the dregs of a strike are sour and bitter to both ; 
because a spirit of mutual ill-will is usually engendered, 
and this is seldom, if ever, entirely removed. This being 
the case we deprecate all trade strikes, and would rejoice 
to see " courts of conciliation " established in the manu
facturing districts to settle all " industrial disputes." 

. ,., . 
A SINGULAR j\.CCIDENT. 

On Saturday, March 3d, a most singular casuality 
occurred at Elizabethport, N. J., which resulted 
in the very wonderful escape of Mr. George Gee, 
and in the death of Mr. Wm. Allen, brother of Mr. 
Horatio Allen, of the Novelty Works. It was the 
premature discharge of an apparatus for separating the 
fiber of wood for making paper and other fabrics, which 
was patented by A. S. Lyman, of this city, Aug. 3, 1 858, 
and which is now attracting a great deal of attention. 

It is well known tha! wood is composed of an immense 
number of minute tubes, arranged in a position parallel 

1 8 5  

with the grain. Mr. Lyman's plan consists in filling 
in these tubes with steam or water under a high pressure 
a close vessel, and then suddenly ejecting the wood into 
the open air, when the pressure of the steam, being no 
longer counterbalanced by the pressure external to the 
wood, bursts the fibers asunder. A tight and strong 

zr 

iron cylinder, A, in the annexed cut, 7 inches in diam
eter and 20 to 25 feet long, is prepared with one end 
permanently closed and the other covered with a movable 
valve, B, held in place by a latch, H. The wood is 
placed in this cylinder (or gun) and subjected to a pres
sure of steam of 1 80 lbs. to the inch for a sufficient 
length of time to heat the wood through to a temperature 
corresponding with this pressure, when the valve, being 
released from the hold of the latch, is blown off, and the 
wood is shot out into the open air. The steam in the 
tubes, being no longer confined by external pressure, 
expands and tears the fibers asunder. The lever, C, is 
provided with the screw, S, for adjusting the pressuro of 
the valve to the end of the cylinder. 

On the day mentioned, Mr. Gee had loaded the gun, 
and on shutting down the c ap, perceived that the steam 
escaped. As he was endeavoring to ascertain where 
the breakage was, Mr. Allen came up behind him and 
wished him good morning. Mr. Gee turned around, 
and just as Mr. Allen stepped in front of the gnn, it 
exploded prematurely, the steam and fibrous wood 
striking him with such violence that his body was thrown 
several yards. He was, of course, instantly killed. Mr. 
Gee escaped without the least wound or injury. The 
body of Mr. Allen was brought to this city by a steam
tug on Sunday morning, and was landed at the Novelty 
Works, whence it was conveyed to the late residence of 
the deceased. 

--------__ �I�.�I� .... --------
THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE PHOTOGRAPH. 

We have made a practice of mentioning the great dis
coveries which have, from time to time, been made in 
the art of sun painting ; and finding so many photo
graphers among our subscribers, as well as such wide 
spread interest in the subject, we design to hereafter 
make a fuller record of the numerous small improve
ments which are constantly being made in this most 
delicate and beautiful art. In order to render this de
partment of our paper interesting to as large a portion 
as possible of our readers, we wish to make the accounts 
of these improvements intelligible to all ; we therefore 
introduce them with a brief explanation of the princi
ples of photography, which, it will be understood, is not 
intended for those who have thoroughly investigated the 
subject, but for those who have not. 

The lights and shades in daguerreotype and photogra
phic pictures are the result of chemical changes wrought 
in various subsumces by the action, not strickly speaking 
of light, but of an element in the sun's rays which is not 
perceptible by the eye, and which is therefore an element 
distinct from that light. When a pencil of the sun's 

rays is admitted through a small hole in the shutter of a 

darkened room and allowed to pass through a triangular 

prism of glass, the ray is bent from its straight path and 

produces an image upon the wall, of varied I'nd most 

exquisitely delicate colors. Sir Isaac Newton, wlu> first 

made this experiment, 'pronounced these colors to be 

seven in number, the ray which is the least bent being 
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the red , and the others in order the orange, yellow, 

green, blue, indigo, and violet. But later observers 

have studied the spectrum with far more care and minute

ness than Newton, in the midst of his multifurious la

bors, was able to bestow upon ; it and their researches 
have been rewarded by Burne remarkable discoveries . 
The most noteworthy of these is the discovery that the 

sun's ray is not si m ple, being composed of at least three 
distinct elements, light, heat, and the actinic rays, as 

those are called which produce most of the chemical 
changes. In one experiment by Sir William Herschell, 
he found that a thermometer suspended in the blue ray 

rose in three minutes 1°,  in the green ray 4°, in the y el

lo\v ray 6°, in the red ray 16Q,  and below the red ray, 
where there was no visible light, 1 8°. Other observers 
have confirmed these l'esults, and it is now fully estab
lished th at the maximum heat is below the visible spec
trum, where there is no light. 

Again, if we place a sensitive plate or paper in the 
spectl-um, where the yellow ray fall9 upon it, it will not 
be changed in the least, any more than it will in absoillte 
darkness, the green affects it very slightly, the blue 

more, and the violet most ; while the greatest effect is 
produced beyond the violet, where no light can be seen. 
By other experiments the elements of l ight a.nd actinism 
in th e sunbeam are completely separated, and there is 
no doubt of their being separate and distinct principles 
or forces. 

How the actinic ray effects chem ical changes we do 
not kuow ; that is one of the mysteries which surrounds 
us in every department of knowleage. But that it does 
produce them we have abundltnt evidence . The changes 
operated by actinism are of three kiuds : 1, chemical 
decompositions, 2, chemical combiuations, aud 3, al
terations of color, in which we haye no evidence of any 
modification in chemical composi tion. From the long 
list of these changes we select a few as samples of the 
three kinds. 

The oxyd of silver will remaip. in combination for an 
indefinite period in the dark, but exposed to blue light, 
or to the dark actinic ray beyond the violet, it is decom· 
posed into its elements , silver an d oxygen. The same 
is true of the oxyd o f  gold, and of the oxyd of mercury . 

Nitric acid is soon liecomposed , if exposed to the 
light, into nitrous acid and oxygen. It is ascertained 
that this change is not produoed by yellow light but by 
blue and the rays beyond the blue in the spectrum. 

Among the combinations produced by light are the fol

lowing :-
1. If chlorine and hydrogen gases are mixed together 

they may be kept in the dark for auy length of time, but 
on exposure to the light they immediately unite in chemi
cal combination, ('orming hydrochloric acid. 

2. Carbonic oxyd gas and chlorine gas may also be 
mixed and kept in tile dark, but when bl ue light, or the 
full sunbeam which contains it  penetrates the mixture, 
the two substances enter into chemical combination . 

S. Mere change of color is effected by light in several 
substances, among which is chloride of silver, which is 
changed from snowy whiteness to perfect black. 

No w, the whole art of sun painting-including the 
daguerreotype , ambrotype, &c. , as well as all the various 
processes of photography-consists in combinations of 
the several substances which are acted upon chemically 
by the actinic rays of the sunbeam , in their proper ex· 
posure to the action of the light, and proper treatment 
after receiving the picture to prevent it from fading away. 
Some of the processes are exceedingly simple, especialIy 
that of the daguerreotype, but we shall postpone a de

scription of it till our next issue. 
In accounts of new discoveries in photography, and 

in all discussions of the subject, such constant reference 
is made to the spectrum, that we present an illustration 
of it, to enable those of our readers who have forgotten 
the ordElr in which the colors are refracted,  to l!efresh 
their recollections without the trouble of consulting a 
book. Close observation has detected two additional 
colors not noticed by Newton-a faint but deep c1'imson 
below the red, and a pale lavender beyond the violet. 
As these are not generally mentioned we omit them in 
our cut. It has also been found that the seven (or nine) 
colors are all produced by three p1'imitive rays-red, 
yellow, and blue ;  the orange resulting from a lappiug
oyer each other of the red and yellow, the green from a 
mingling of the yellolv and blue, and the indigo and vio-
let beiDs a mixtl1lO of tAe red and blue. 

-
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THE PEMBERTON MILL TO BE RE-BUILT, 

One of the owners of the Pemberton Mill has pur· 

chased the interest of his partner, and has announced 
that the mill will be re-built without d elay. It is said to 
be his intention to put up a more substantial building 
than was ever yet erected for manufacturing pu rposes 

anywhere in the world . 
There is now no doubt that the fall of the building 

was owing to the most gross negligence and want of 
fidel ity in casting the columns. The cores were so neg
ligently set, and so insecurely fastened, that they were 
floated by the melted metal to the upper part of the 

mold , making the upper side much thinner than the un· 
der side. In a great number of cases, the thickness o{ 
metal does not exceed 3·16ths of an inch, and is often 
less than t of an inch , on one side. 

A column so extremely eccent1'ic, left to cool natnr
ally, would , of necessity, be so crooked by reason of un
equal shrinkage as to be rejected, of course, as  a d an
gerous casting. But they could be, and , of necessity, 

must have been, straightened by we ighting them while 
yet very hot. This process would at once weuken them, 
and lull to false security by giving them a deceptive 
appearance of uniform thickness. One overseer testifies 
that he was looking directly at a spinning frame, and 
saw it go ' down through the floor ; while a man who 
was in the 'rooni below says he saw the shafting coming 
down in this same place. - This was the commencement 
of this awful , disaster. In confirmation of this direct 
testimony, the pillars among the ruins are found to be 

exceel}ing1y thin ; many of them on one side. It is eyen 
said that they may be brokeu with a stamp from the 
heel. of a boot. In the architect's order, allowance was 
made for strength to support ten fold the weight that was 
placed upon the pillars ; but they were not cast in ac
cordance with the order. 

.. .... 1 .... --------
MOLE PLOWS. 

MESSRS. EDITORs :-Your correspondent, F. A. W., 
on page 101 of the present volume of the SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN, writeli that he labors under some disadvan
tages in taking up and putting in the stakes of his mole
ditcher ; that he needs an extra team to move the capstan 
over the ground , and wishes to know if auy machine has 
been got up that will save some of the labor he alludes 
to. I do not know what kind of a machine he has got ; 
but annexed hereto I have tried to give him an idea of 
a mole.ditcher that I have seen in use iu Morgan county, 
Ill . ,  which did very good work, which requires no staking 
and in the use of which the team is all the time em-

ployed .  A represents a plank lying upon the ground 
upon which plank is erected the capstan, B, in a strong 

wooden frame, eaid capstan being turned by the lever, 
L, to which are attached three to four yoke of oxen, 
according to the depth of the mole, M, say from three to 
four feet in the grouud. F ]j'  are curved iron feet or 
stakes, curved backward or in an opposite direction to 
that in which the mole moves. G is 1\ strong plank, say 
three by six inches thick and about eight feet long, which 
is tied upon the under side of A, and behind the iron 
foot, ]t, to prevent the rear of the machine sinking into 
the earth. All that is necessary is to put the mole in 
proper position i n  the earth, and the frame, A, with 
capstan, upon the t<lp of the ground. Upon drAwing 
the mole, the feet, F, enter the earth until the machine 
is firm. After the mole has been drawn up to the 
machine or capstan, all that is required to move it  is to 
make the team fast to a stout chain or ri ng, E, and draw 

the capstan along in the direction ·of the work, to the 
extent of rope, replace the oxen to the leyer, and go
ahead again . If the above is of any use to F. A. W., he 
is welcome to it. J. G. It 

Philadelphia, Pa. ,  March 1 ,  1 860. 
. ·e . •  

INDUSTRY -MAN UFACTURES-COMMERCE. 
Boston Shoe 21-ade.-The Boston 21-'.lveler says that 

there is no place in the world where so many bootl and 
shoes are sold, in an equal area, al in Pearl�street, In 

thllot city. Tho shoe trllode ha.s bocome gigantio In Its 
}Il'Oportiolll, and BOltOIl is tbe eOllkll' of It. Thirt1 yean 

ago the total value of the shoe trade iu that city amounted 
to about $ 1 , 500, 000 annually ; now it amounts to 
$20, 000, 000, and the prospect is that it will rc::�h 
$ 1 00, 000, 000 during the present century. The n u mber 
of pairs sold in 1 859 was 37,500, 000. Most of thcEe 
were for the sou thern and western States, and 250, OVG 
for Australia and Canada. The number of  .shoe-dealcrs 
in Boston is 340. 

California Silver.- The newly discoYered Wash('e 
silver mines, situated on the eastern slope of the Sierra 
Nevada, are the richest by far iu tho world, if all the 
stories are true which have come t o  US from California. 
A tun of ore smelted in San Francisco yields $3, 600, and 
it also contains a considerable amount of gold. Some 
of the ore is of a black color, resembliug brown coal . 

Michigan Ji-on.-The Wyandotte Rolling Mills Com
pany, near Detroit, have .commenced the erection of 
another large mill at Wy audottc (adjoining the Merchaut 
Mill, and about the same size) for rolling boiler plates 
of Lake Superior iron , nail rod s, railroad spikes, and 
forging heavy shafts. The m ill is to be provid ed with 
new and improved machinery, and to be erected with all 
possible dispatch . 

Stuart's Thread. -This thread (as we have beeu in

formed by those engaged in the sewing-machinG business) 
has superseded all other brands for machine sewing, on 
account of its great strength and smoothness. It is 
manufactured in Scotland by Messrs. David Stuart & 

Co. , near Glasgow, from which city almost all the cotton 
thread employed in our country is imported. There has 
b8en a most marvelous i mprovemint effected within five 

years in the dressing of cotton thread by friction surfaces, 

whereby it is glazed and made more beautiful and smooth. 
Paisley, in Scotlan d, is the most celebrated place in the 
world for thread manufacturing. The rise of this busi
ness dates back to the days of witchcraft, when Ch1'is
tiana Shaw, a famous bewitched girl, became celebrated 

for spinning fine linen thread, since which tiinE!. this art 
has progressed in that town until it has surpassed all 
others. 

Mineral Discovery.-A correspondent of the Brockville 
Recorder in timates that a very rich mi ne has lately been 
discovered in the front of Yonge, C. W. The vein first 
opened consisted of very pure nickel. The mine is 
located on the farm belonging to Mr. Benjamin Bayle, 
and was discovered by a mineralogist. The work h as 
been pursued to some extent last summCl', but will be 
properly opened this Spring. 

Southern ManlJjactUJres.-A cotton factory, capable of 
running 2 , 500 spindles, has just  been put in operation at 
Jefferson City, La.,  by Mr. L. N. Lane, of New Orleans. 
For the present it will maka . ..  nly cotton yarns. There 
are two factories in Iredell county, N. C.,  at which yarn 
and cotton olinaburgs are made in large quantities. One 
is loeated at Turnersburg, and owned by Mr. Turner ; 
the other at the Eagle Mills, and owned by Messrs. Col
vert & Co. There are small cotton factories in Yadkin, 

Surry, Catawba, Cumberland, and other counties of tile 
same State. In the course of the last four mon ths thrce 
of the manufactories in Richmond, Va. , have shipped to 
New Orleans 64 steam engines and sawmills. 

A Great Show.-The Massachusetts Chai-itable Me
chanics' Association have fixed upon Wednesday, Sept. 
12th, for the commencement of their " Ninth Exhibition 
of American Manufactures. " 

Piscatorial Productions.- Tho herring fishery in 
Nem:.skit riYer, according to the Middleborough Gazette, 

yields 300, 000 herrings a year, and below Middleborough, 

on the Taunton river, are thirteen fishing priv ileges, 
yielding annually about 26,000 shoo and 2, 000, 000 her

rings. 
Speculations in Screws.-We see it stated that the 

Eagle Screw Compan
·
y and the New Englana Screw 

Company (both in Providence, n. I.) have united in one 
establishment under tIle name of the' American Screw 
Company. Great speculations are made in the transfer 
of the stocks . 

Statistics oj Salt. -Three-fourths of the foreign salt 
consumed in the United S tates is brought from Englan d, 
though a large portion of it  is not produced there. The 
valne of the salt received last yp..ar from England was 
$982, 638 ; that from British West ln�ia, $ 1 63, 2 1 2 ; all 

other countries, $149,684 : total , $1 , 295.534. 
Coffee Mil/s.-It has been stated that the first board 

coffee mills were made by Job King, of Taunton , Mass., 

and COlt $18 per dozon, alld retailed In 1 820 at $S and 
$2.26 each. l'revlousll the box ooI'eo mill-wlI8 l111Ki. 
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FOREIGN NEWS AND MARKETS. 

The Siecla publishes an analysis of the woolen trade 
of France, which it considers a national industry par 
excellence. Prior to the revolution of 1 789 the produc. 
tion of woolen cloths in France was estimated at 
225, 000, 000 francs an nually ; at present it exceeds, in 
annual value, 500, 000, 000 francs. The 'value of the 
woolen exports from France amounts to 1 60, 000, 000 
francs, the greatest amount of which comes to the United 
States . Considering the great amount of exports, the 
quantity of woolen goods consumed in France is exceed
ingly small for the number of iuhabitants-36, 000, 000. 
The native wool of Fran ce is obtained from 35, 000,000 
sheep, five-sevenths of which are inferior breeds and do 
not yield over 3 Ibs. to the fleece ; the remaining 
10, 000, 000 yield about 6 lbs. each annually. This 
supply is inadequate to the wants of the manufactnrers, 

therefore aliout 78, 000,000 lbs. are imported yearly-
mostly from British possessions . There are 3, 000 woolen 
manufactories in France, in which 280, 000 operatives are 
employed. The wool imported into it is snbject to vari
able duties, accordiug to its value ; it is very high on 
the finest qualities, and woolen goods of all descriptions 
are subjected to a really prohibi tory tariff. There is 
about to be a very great reduction in the tariff of the 

wool and goods im ported into France from England , by 
the recent treaty formed bctween the two governments . 

The astonishing number of 523, 000, 000 letters wcre 
carried through the British Post-office last year, which 

was an increase of 19, 000, 000 over the previous year. In 
the year 1 839, when the penny postage system was intro
duced, there was only 75, 000, 000. 'fhe increase, there

fore, is sevenfold in twenty years. The English postage 
system is a model for all nations. It is the cheapest, the 
most comprehensive .and best managed in the world. It 
is not possible r& letters to be carried so cheaply in 
America as in England , because the routes are more 
extensive and the population so sparse in most of the 
States ; but thQ British money order system m ight be 

re.ad opted with grout benefit to the people. We use the 

term re-adopted ; for this system was once connected with 
our post.office and then disconnected from it about 13 

years ago, on account of the peculations which sprung up 
in the minor post-offices, and which entailed great loss 
to the government . In England, during 1858, their were 

no less than $6 1 , 000,000 sent through the Post-office by 

money orders, most of which were in small sums. 
In B irmingham the brass and tin workers are very 

busy and trade is goed. 
Welsh rails-the kind mostly sent to the United 

States�are £5 1 2s. 6d. at Cardiff. Scotch pig iron has 
greatly advnnced, owing to the strike among the makers 
and the closing of 100 furnaces. It is selling for £3 Is. 

6d. per tun. Refined English tin,  £ 138 per tun. 
Spelter, £ 2 1 ; a rise of l Os. Tin pla tcs are inactil·e. 
Banca tin is at £1 36. English fine tin is not so highly 
eiteemed as B anca in the United States, and yet it sells 
for £2 per tun h igher in England. 

-------_ ......... _-----
WEEKLY SUMMARY OF INVENTIONS. 

The following inventions are among the most useful 
improvements patented this week. For the claims to 

these inventions the reader is referred to the official list 
on another page :-

ALARM GAGE . 
This invention consists in a novel and ingenious sys-

tem of valves and passage� by which steam is admitted 

to act upon a whistle or other equivalent device to sound 
an alarm in case of the water gettiug low or the pres

sure of steam too high in a boiler ; the same whistle 
serviug for both alarms. The p�tentees of this novel 
device �re George \V. Grader, Bcnj. F. Cowan and A. 
C. Wnrzhack, of Memphis, Tenn. 

STEAM VALVE. 
This inventi on (by Addison Croshy, of Fredon ia, N. 

Y.) consists in a vah'c of the oscillating kind , con
structcd with an opening throngh it, an d with two op

posite faces eccentric to i ts axis of oscillation and fitted 
to a seat of correspondingly eccentric form , which con· 
tains opposite ports or openings which arc covered lind 
closed hy the faces of the valve whenever the valve bears 
upon its seat, snch valve when used in a steam engine or 
other apparatus in which there is pressure of steam or 

other fluid , being subject, when closed, to just sufficient 
pressure of steam to keep it tight, but being perfectly 

balanced as soon as it commences opening, and in all 
its applications, working entirely without friction between 
its fl\C6S and seat. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
KNIFE HANDLE. 

Lucius Carrier, of 'Vorcester, Mass . , has patented an 
improvement in the construction of knife halldles, which , 
although applicable to handles for all cutlery, is more 
especially designed for large Imives, such [IS the Spanish 
knife or machete, and the like. The invention consists 
in having the body of the handle formed of pieces or 
horn, leather or wood, and covering the same with a 
single piece of horn, secured in proper position by rivets 
or bolts. 

TANNING lIIDES. 
As a green hide becomes dry by the evaporation of its 

liquids, its flesh surface forms a hard , flinty scale, to re
lieve the hide of which it has been customary to snbmit 
it, during the softening process, to the m echanical action 
of fulling stocks or frequent and hard hand manipula

tions, which have, to some extent, the detrimental effect 
of loosening the small bundles of fibers composing the 
structure of the hide. Dennis Aldrich , of St. Louis, 
Mo. ,  has invented a process of softening hides which 

have arrived at the above condition , known as " flint 
hides, " which dissolves the flinty scale without inj uring 
the texture of the hides ; such process consisting in 
treating such hides successh'ely with diluted acetic acid 
and a solution of carbonate of ammonia or chloride of 
ammonium., 

OS(CILLATING PISTON ENGINE. 

On page 1 of the present volume of the'»-SCIENTIFIC 
A�IERICAN, we published an engraving of a novel oscil
luting piston engine, which was invented by Mr. Mark 
Ruukel, of this city. The object of our present

' 
notice 

is an improvemen t made by the same gentleman on his 
former patent. His engine is now so arranged that the 

pressure on both sides of the piston i5 equally balanced ,  

and that no extra friction or wear will take place in the 
j ournal-boxes of the piston rod. This engine is partic
ularly adapted for driving propellers on steam boats, as it 
takes up but little room, and it can be rnn with great 

speed. The im'entor has secured patents on the same 
in this country as well as in Europe, through the Scien
tific American Patent Agency. 

----------... � ... �. � ... -----------
Al'l'LICA'rIONS FOR THE EXTENSION OF 

PATENTS. 

Shell-cutter.-.Toel ll. Morse, of Lowell , Mass. , has 
applied for the extension of a patent grauted to him on 
the 2d of May, 1846, for an improvement in machines 

for cutting shell and horn. The pe tition is to be heard 

at the Patent Office on the 30th of April next ; and the 
testimony closes on the 16th of that month . 

Plow.-John M. May, of Jauesville, Wis. , has ap
plied for the extension of a patent granted to him on 
the 3d of May, 1 846, for an i mproyement in plows. The 
peti tion is  to be heard at the Patent Office on the 1st of 
May next ; and the testimony closes April 1 8th . 

Screw.cutter. -H.A. Harvey, administrator of T. W. 
Harvey, late of New York, deceased, has applied for the 
extension of a patent granted to said T. \V. Harvey on 
the 30th of May, 1 846, for an improvement in ma

chinery for cutting screws, The pe tition is to be heard 
at the Patent Office on the 14th of May next ; and the 

testimony closes on the 30th of April. 
-------........ ,-e .. •  

SHIPMENTS OF COPPER FIWM LAKE SUPERIOr: FOR 
1 859.-We extrac t the following statemen t in regard 
to the shipment of copper from the .Mining Ga

zette, published at Houghton (Portage Lake), Mich. :
" Through the kindness of John S. Blaiu, Esq. , of 

Eagle River, we are enabled to furnish our readers with 
full and reliable statistics of the copper shipments from 
the various districts d uring the season of 1 859 :-Eagle 
River, 1 , 301 tuns 1 , 606 Ibs. ; Ontonagon , 2, 610 tuns 
21 Ibs . ;  Portage Lake, 1 , [,73 tUllS 332 Ibs . ;  Eagle Har
bor, 607 tuns 1 , 482 Ibs. ; Copper Harbor, 3 tnns 1 80 
lbs. ; total , 6, OD5 tuns 1 , 6 2 1  Ibs. This total shows 
an increa$e of 149 tuns 320 Ibs. over that of 1 81) 8 ; the 
amount for that year being 5 , 9 4 6  tuns 1 , 301 Ibs ."  

GREAT MORTALITY AMONG CATTI,E .-There is much 
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2 7, 338.-Dennis .Aldrich, of St. Louis, Mo. ,  for an 1m· 

provement in Preparing Hides.: 
I claim the treatment of hides sllccrs8iv�ly ,vith diluted acetic 

acid, and a solution of carbonate of ammonia, substantillll,i' us and for 
the purpose speCified. 
37, 339 .-John Allison, of St. Martinsville, La.,  for an 

Improyement in Cane Coverers : 
I claim the boards or planks, A A with blnde.A, D D, rotary- harrow, 

.1. and adjustable harrow, K� attacllCd, the frame
h 

E, proYidf'-d with 
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the purpose set forth. 
[The object of this invention is to obtain 0. machine for covering 

cane [that will, during the operation, pulverize the earth, and causo 
the seed to be covered with a Iooee, light and friable mold permeable 
to air and moisture, and thereby greatly favoring its germination.] 
27, 340. -John Armstrong, of New Orleans, La. , for an 

Improvement in Steam Boilers : 
I clnim the combination ofthe upright wat(?r vessele. A A A'. han. .. 

A�(;�
l 

b�Y�:�I��fni�
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n
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portions may constitute steam spaces, and their lower parts sediment 
collectors, as  set forth. 

And in combination with the fluid upright wfiter vesselR., A A A', 
horizontal connectin g cylinder:;;, D B, and fines, 1J b� r cla im the re .. 
tUrn fl ne�. C C, passing tl lrough the said water vcsiels and connect_ 
ing cylinders, as specified. 

[ThIs invention cOllsists in a novel combination and nn'angement 
of a series o f  upright water vessels, horizontal connecting cylinders 
and flues, constituting a very effective  and durable boiler.] 
2 7, 34 1 . -E . H. Ashcroft, of Boston , Mass. , for an Im-

proved Pressure Gage for Steam Boilers : 
1 claim my improved locomotive engine boiler fltenUl gAge, M made with the coiled spring, the chain and lever arranged ii.nd npplied directly to the diaphragm rod, and the index pointer �haft, in manner 

and so as to operate substantially as described. 
17, 342. -J. B. Atwater, of Ripon, Wis. , for an 1m· 

pl'ovemen t in Rifled Fire-arms:  
I claim constructing t h e  ban-el, subfltantially i n  the manner lSf't 

forth, to wit, with a dIminished number of rifles 01' grooves, from or 
from near the center or middle!'of the barrel to its muzzle, for t.he pur
pOED of dIminishing t.he friction of the ball, after the powder has ex. 
erted it.s expansive force upon it, ae is specified. 
27, 343,-Francis Baschnagel, of Beverly, Mass. , for an Im proved Plastic Compound : 

I cl.lm combining Ihe powder of leather previously boiled and 
dried, with a mixture of solutions of glue ana tannin to form a plas .. 
tic componnd, which may be modified and treated in the manner sub .. 
slanlially as specified. 
27, 344 . -Albion Bean , of Dedham, Mass. , for an 1m. 

provement in Railroad Car Brakes : 
I claim the arrangement and application of the lever weight with 

respect to the trunk frame, the brakes and t,he band windlass, sub. 
stantially in manner and to operate as described. 

I also claim so eonnecting the two lever weightfl' of the two adjacent 

�lie
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�tll.
raised by one chain, o.r its equivalent, ap" 

27, 345.-J. H. Bloodgood, of New York City, and M. 
A. Johnson , of Lowell, for an Improvement in :Fel t ing Machinery : 

'Ve claim an elastic traversing apron moistened and warmed by steam, and as the sale bed for the material that is bei nA' felted. in eombination with a revolving vibrating felter,operating in the manner substantially as described for the purpose set forth. 
co�;�g��, �r :h�
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c
hi

nee, �rhird. The device for keeping the apron straight upon its roll consisting essentially of the independent end pieces, S, cord, t and spring, P, or their equivalents, operating Eubstantially as set forth. 
2 7,346.-J. L. Butler, Wm . L. Hosford , and D. W. 

Sm ith , of B rooklyn, N. Y. , for an Improvement in 
Burners for Vapor Lamps : 

We claim the construction ofthe adjllstnble thimble or jacket, A A 
with expansions or ears. a n. and the adaptation thereto of remov� 
ble heale"" B B, for the purpose sel forlh. 
27,347. -Joshua F. Cameron,  of Livingston county, 

]1,10" for an Improvement in Shovel Plows : 
I claim the arrangement of the beam, A, Iiltandard, B, flhovel, '" 

hin�e screw, D� rods. E E. nnd flct screw;; or pivots, F F, as de
scribed, for the purposes set forth. 
27,348.-Wm . B. Cargill, of Waterbury, Conn . , for an 

Improvement in Hand Cotton Pickers : 
I claim the reciprocating gatherer, nl'ranged and operating sub_ stantially as describ�d, whereby I am f'nabled to keep steB,dU}" in contact with the balls, the said gatherer for extracting the cotton, as set 

forth and specified. 
I also claIm the combination with the reciprocating gatherer, the stationary stripper for discharging the cotton from the said gatherer, 

as set forth and specified. 
I also claim widening that portion of the gatherer which is always 

in the case fur the more perfect delivery of the cotton to the receJ2" tucle, and to prevent clogging within the case, as set forth and speCl .. fied. 
excitement at the present time, in certain districts in 2 7, 349. -Lucius Carrier, of East Douglas, Mass. , for an 
Massachusetts, in consequence of the appearance of a Improvement in Knife Handles : 

d e l  d' h '  I h b k t ttl I claim, as an imp:roved article of manufacture, a knife bandle new an .ata Isease W lC 1 as 1'0 en ou among ca . e formcd of a body or filling of horn, wood, or olher suitable material, 
and is spreading to an alarming extent. It is said to secured by a single piece of horn, snbslantially as described. 

have been introduced by some cows which were imported 2 7, 350.-N. R. Carrington, of Cold Water, Miss., for 

G 1 h· h . d B t '  an Improvement in Seed-planters : from ermauy, an' w lC arrIve at os on m a very I claim the combinalion and arrangement of Ihe seed lng wheel, H, 
sickly condition . One of them soon died and the dis- c?nslructed as de� cri�ed, the p,:ojectin�. arms, d d, allernatlng in ac. 

tIOn on the OPPoslte SIdes of �aId seedlllg wheel, and the tangential ease was communicatet to others, causing numerous 
I 

sliding gate, I, substanlially as specified, and in combinalion there-
. ,  . with, the .. false floor," L, for adapting Ihe varilltlolls ot' the .1I8IIiJIc deat,ha, and producmg great anXiety among the farmers. wheel 10 4llfarellt kiDde otaeed, 8.8 e&t iOl'tb. 
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2 1, 35 1 .-Augustus Conradt, of Philadelphia, Pa. , for 
an Improvement in Forming Hollow Articles of 
Sheet Metal : 

I claim causing the mandrel. A, whilst rotating, to vibrate or move 
lltterally, under tbe combined inlluence of the govemor, l, pattern, 
C, and springs, I i, or their substantial equivalents, In the manner ann 
for the purpose set forth and described 

I also cilum giving the said mandrel, A, whil.t rotating, a longitu. 
dinal motion, when required. by means of the governor, 1, pattern, 
C, and spring, f, or tbeir equivalents, subetantially as and for the 
purpose set forth aud described. 
21, 352.-B. F. Currier, of Bath, Me. , for an Improve

ment in Machines for Cutting.up Cotton Plants : 
I claim the revolving kllives or cutters, i. and the pulleys, n p, 

with their band, 0, operating subetantially as deacribed for the pur. 
pose specified. 
21, 353. -J. Daman, of Hartford, Ky. ,  for an Improve· 

ment in Mach ines for Extracting Stumps : ' 
I claim the arrangement aud combination of the connecting bar. 

C D, tbe rod, i, sliding frames, F G, )pring .. hj ,  link, I, 'and leVel', 
H, BS ud for me purpese shown ana described. 

[This Invention consists In the employment or "se of two rack bars 
fitted in a auitable framing, and used in connection with sUding 
catehe .. and a lever or levers, w4ereby the deaired work, to wit, the 
extracting or drawing of the stumps from the earth rosy be effected 
with facility by a single person or attendant.] 
21, 354 .--Henry Disston, of Philadelphia, Pa. ,  for an 

Improved Method of Securing Handles in Hand 
Saws : 
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and for the purpose set forth. 
2 1, 855.-H. Wm. Dopp, of Buffalo, N. Y. , for an Im

provement in Steam Engines : 
I claim, firsl, The .tationary valve balance, B, constructed as de. 

'.cribed, ln combination with steam valves, A A, or their equivalents. 
Second, I claim sliding valve .. A A, when the same are constructed 

and used m the mann .. and for the purpose set forth. 
Third, I claim the employment of link. crank or arm, al shown b)' 

link, k, m combination with pistons, M M, and valves, A A, as . con· 
Itructed. 

Fourth, I claim the combined rocking valve gear, when the same 
sball be constructed substantially as and for the purpose s.t forth. 

Fifth. I claim the employment of a cam groove around the shaft, J, 
In combination with hooks, k k. 
21, 356 . -Darwin P. Flynn and Richmond S. Hayes, of 

Le Roy, N. Y . ,  for an Improvement in Corn and 
Cane Harvesters : 

We olaim. first, The employment or use of the Bhafts, f, provided 
with tbe spiral wires, E, and the shafts, h h', provided respectively 
with tbe spiral Wires, F, and cylindel', i, in connection with cutters, 
H ... arranged to operate substantially as and for the purpose set forth. 

lSecond, The etstionary and yielding finge..., U', in connection with 
the shafts, f h h', proYided with the spir81 w.res and cylinder .. ar· 
ranged for joint operaron aB let forth. 

Third, The movable platforms, I I, provided with the rotary bed .. 
a, In connection with the fingers, I I', or an equivalent .talk.holding 
device, for the purpose specmed. 

[This invention relates to a new and improved machine for cut. 
tlng .tanding maize or Indian com and sugar cane, and gathering 
the same al It is cut into gavel .. so that they m� be readily bound 
by an attendant and cast from the machine as tbe latter moves 
along. The invention consists in a novel means employed for gather. 
Ing and presenting the stalks to the cutters, and also in the means 
employed for conveying the cut stalks to rotary and intermitingly 
moving platforms, whe"eby the desired end r. attained.] 
21, 357.-Joseph W. Gardner, of Shelburne Falls, Mass. , 

for an Improvement in Table Cutlery : ' 
I claim an improved manufacture of kuife or furk as made not only 

with a ftat or sheet metal shank and with the scales applied on oppo
.ite sides thereof, but with two separate semi. bolsters applied rela. 
tlvelY to the shank and the scales, and fastened thereto substantially 
as specified. 
21, 358.-Wm . M. Garee, oC - Granville, Ohio, for an Im

provement in Corn Planters : 
I claim the arrangement of the IIRnch, C. seed slide or charger, m, 

plate. n, brush block, e, chamber, 1 I, up-rights, 1 2 S, lid, p, and jaw., 
b b, as and for the purpose shown deecnhed. 
2 1, 359. -Edward W. Gordon, of New York City, and 

William H. Peckham , of Hoboken, N .  J. , for Im
proved Spectacle Temples : 

I claim constructing the hollowtem,Ple .. and slides of I!J>Octacles with 
both of the .pring .tops, e i, subetant.iI.lly as and lor the purposes spe.. 
clfied. 
2 1, 360.--H. Gortner and J. McCann, of Nashport, Ohio, 

for an Improvement in Corn Harvestt'rs :  
We claim, first, The hinged frames, G G '  and H, bend, C, roller, 

D, iwlth cords, F. all arranged, combined and operating in tlie manner 
a
n
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o
���:'-ex knife rest, N with rotary sickle 

blade cuUers, L, as represented and described, for the purpose spe. 
c11Ied. 

[The object of this Invention Is to construct a machiill' which 
will, a8 It is drawn through tbe field of standing corn, cut the same 
with great facility, two rows at one tim., and by which the cut 
corn slalks can be readily Sltthered into shocks and left on the field 
In a fi' condition for binding. This invention consists in tbe employ. 
ment of a peculiar shaped rotary cutter for giving an oblique draw 
cut, operated by the driving wheel through the medium of suitable 
,earing ; and it also consists in a novel constructed platform for 
receiving the stalks as they are cut by the knives, and discharging 
the same to one side of the m�hin" in a suitable condition for 
binding in shocks.] 
2 1, 361. ---John H. Gove, of San Francisco, Cal . ,  for an 

Improvement in Hay Presses : 
I claim the cross arms or levers, F F working in joui'na}s upon a 

movable platform at one end, in connection with the chains or .z:opes, 
c e, one end of which I. attached to the cr08S bars, H H, the other 
fastened to and winding upon a shaft, a. 

I claim the arm, n, of lever m combined with catch springs, 0, as 
arranged with the crossbar, 'ii', for the purpose of automatically dis. 
connecting the pl'essing gear at the proper time, as set forth. 

v.l :;
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i claim l'he combination of the ahaft at chains or ropes, c c, and 
arms or levers, F F, when operated by the axle of a carriage substan. 
tlally .s descriDed, and for the uses and purposes as set fortb. 
21. 362.-John R. Grace, of Brooklyn, N. Y. , for an 1m. , 

proved Surf Life B oat : 
I claim, first, The employment of a central ballast chamber, C, 

when combined with two air chambers, b, substantially as showu and 
cJeacribed. 

Seoond, I claim the combination of the al� chambers, g g, with the 
.. nda of boats that are so curved, that . ..  hen the boat is capsized, th. 
boat .hall be mainly supported upon ,aId air chambers, as and for the 
PU.!lJO" shown and described. 

Tblrd, I claim the vertical and endwise arching of tke chambcrs, 
C g, •• and for the purpose Bet torth. 

[Thil invention consists in the construction of surf and Ufe boats 
ofpeoaJiar transverse sectional form and with a novel arrangament 
of air and watertight chambers, by which some advantages are ob. 
t�ned.] 
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2 1, 863. --W. W. Green, of Chelsea, Ill . ,  for an Im

provement in Cultivators : 
I claim, first, Having the wheel .. c C, of the Implement attached to 

vertical pertillated bars, g g, which _ lOOIIely tlirough the back part 
of the frame, A, In connection with tbe adjustable draught-pole, B, 
the whole being arranged aa and for the purposes set forth. 

Second, Attaching the shares, D, to their standards, j, by means of 
the lockets, I, platts, q, and bolts, n; the socket. and plates being 
attached respectively to the sbares ann standards, and the bolts pass. 
ing through the I!OCkets, plate. and .tandard. ; the bults passing 
through transverse slots, m, in the sockets, and projections, r, on the 
plate., the whole being arranged as and for the purpose set forth. 

[This invention relates, fil'stly, to an Improved arrangement at 
mean. for elevating and depressing the sbares, so that the same 
rosy, when in operation, be made to penetrate t.he earth at a greater 
or less depth as circumstances may require, the arrangement also 
admitting of the adjustment of the shares above the surface of the 
earth to facilitate the removal of the implement trom place to place. 
The Invention relates, leoondly, to a novel way of attaching the 
ohares to their standard .. whereby the shares rosy be adjusted more 
or less obliquely eitber to the right or left, as the proper cuiUvation 
of the erop may require.] 
31, 3M.-George W. Graber, Benjamin F. Cowan and 

.A. C. Wurzbach, of Memphis, Tenn . , for an Im
proved Gage for Steam Boilers : 

We claim the arrangement of the hollow water alarm valve, L, and 
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separate means of communication with the same whistle, or ita equiv. 
alent, for the water and steam alarms. 
21, 865.-Herman B. Hammon, of Bristolville, Ohio, 

for an Improvement in Hand Corn Planters : 
I claim the arrangement of the seed box, A. sliding front, B, back, 
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flaring mouth. f, chahnel, � meaeuring �Vity, 1, brush, r: for Joint 
operation, as described, for the purpose specified. 
2 1, 866.--2\. B. Johnson, of Washington, Ind.,  for an 

Improvmeut in Horse Hay Rake� : 
I claim the combination of the lever, J, pawl, K, wheel •• I and H, 

and stop pawl. L, i'n combinatio1i with a double rake, arranged ann 
operating In the manner set forth. 

[ThIs invention conaists In the employment of a double rake, hung 
upon a suitable frame or arms which are to be secured to the wheels 
and axle of-a wagon, and capable of turning In ita bearings In said 
fmme, and In rotating this double rake so .. s to alternately brin/!, 
the tinea into operation by a novel device which is placed under the 
direct control of the drIver, which will be understood by the above 
claim.] 
21, 361 .-Jasper Johnson, of Geneseo, N. Y.,  for an Im-

proved Gate :  
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substantially ... described. 
2 1, 368. ---Daniel Kaufman, of Boiling Spring, Pa. , for 

an Improvement in Hog Elevators : 
I claim the l'!!S' or upright, A, provided with the radial bars, a, in 

connection WIth the revolving cap, C, with lever, D, attached" tbe 
whole being arranged, as sbown, to form a new and uaeful device, for 
the purpose specified. 

[The object of this invention is to obtain a simple device to facili. 
tate the hUherto·laborious mauipulation attending the elevating and 
suspending of slaughtered hogs preparatory to dressing the same, a 
device that may be operated, If necessary, by a ingle Individual, 
and thereby not only economize in labor but also " 'estly expedite the 
work, even with a lesa number of handa than is U8ually required.] 
21, 'SS9. --George W. Keene, of Lynn, Mass., for an 

Improvement in Boot and Shoe Heels : 
I claim "nitingthe top lift, f, ofa boot or shoe heel to tbe body, A, of 
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tg� C� of the heel, and thus secnre itself to the top lift and the body of 
the heel, and each to the oliler, substantially as described, tor the 
pnrpose specified. 
21,310.-James W. Lyon, of Brooklyn , N. Y., wr an 

Improved Machine for Finishing Plugs of Stop 
Cocks:  

I claim, first, Constrncting the rosin bearing surface of a lathe 
spindle entirely of sharp W �ves, substantially as described. 

Second, In combination WIth a lathe spindle and bel' ahlpper, the 
friction brake, substantially "" desClibed. 
ad��:;t.;i�c���
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g�i��b=J�I'lr ���1��J�na, 06, .Ioto, C7, and 

�ourtti, The arrangemenit in combination with the machine, af the 
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i� :,:,���� with the macbine, of the 

system of levers In connecUon with 'he treadle and re.actlng spring, 
subetantially as desClibed. 

Sixth, The arrangement of the parallel mandrels, G4 G5, in com. 
bination with the spindle and cbuck, and carrying a cutting and tap. 
ping tool substantJally as described. 

Seventh, The arrangement and mode of adjusting the different 
parts of the cutting tool, H, substantially as described. 
wi�
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the purposes set furth. 

Ninth, In combination with tbe spindle, brake and lever, operating 
the belt.shipper, the arrangement of the vibrating arm anil rotating 
cutters sutiS\an'ially as described . 

• Tenth, The combination of the vibrating arm with the sliding car· 
nage. 

Eleventh, The hln!!ed hand rest. in combination with the spindle 
and bed, A, subelant1ally as deseribed. 

Twelfth, Tbe combination of the hinged band rest with tbe sliding 
carriage and treadle lever, substantially as described. 
co�\:re.�w;�"t���� ... ��tct
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Fourteenth, The combination of the internal mandrel and drill with 

the back ol1de rest, substantially as described. 
Fifteenth, And finally, I claim, in connection with a s"indle and 

chuck suitable for holdinG' the caet plug, and so aIT!tnged WIth relation 
to the motive power "" to be rotated in reverse directions or be held 
firmly in a fixed position, the cutting tool, H, and tap, the cutting 
tools, I I', and the vibrating rotating cutter or cutters, or their eq.uiv
alent .. when Brranged substantially as described,.so as to success.vely 
perform their respective parts of the operation of finisbing the plug 
without removing it from the chuck and to repeAt tbeir operations 
upon each successive plug, substantially as described. 
21, 81I .-John Magee, of Lawrence, Mass . , for an Im-

provement in Coffee Pots : 
I claim the use of the piston, F, and openings in cylinder BI applied 

to tea and cofl'ee pots, for the purposes described. 
21, 312. -Edward Mattocks, of Lyndon, Vt., for an Im-

proved Shutter Operator : 
' 

I claim the described application at the lever, U, to the lever or bar, Cot aud iti arrangement with reference to 'he sectoral gear, Eo and the pinion, G, whereby, by the revolution of the said pinion, the blind may be not only eitner opened or closed but latched or unlatched, In 
manner 8S spt forth. 
2 1, 818. -Hazel Mayhew, Jr. ,  and E. Mayhew, of Lan

caster, Pa. ,  for an Improvement in Preparing Coal : 
We claim the improyement in making coal better In qnality by �A�a�g it into contact with hydrogen, by the mode and mann"r ope· 

2 1, 314.-James D. Moore, of Zanesville, Ohio, for an 
Improvement in Self-loading Fire-arms : 

I claim, in combination with a carrying and cut.ofl' plate, C, the 
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described. 
I also claim, in combination with a semi-rotating breech-piece, H, 

the plate C, and magazines, a b, substantially as described. 
I also claim the combination of the ' cam plate, G, and lever, I, for 

, actuating the slide plat", C, at proper intervals as set fortb. 
I also claim 80 connectmg the dog with the bolt, c, as t.hat the ham· 

mer will not catch or stand at full cock unless the bolt is In its l'l'0rer 
�g:t::'''J! to lock the breech and barrel in line, substantially ,"s e. 

21, 815.-Charles Gustave Mueller, of New York City, 
for an Improvement in Compositions for Extinguish
ing Fires : 

I claim the described composition of charcoal, sulphur sugar and 
red lead, mixed togethPr in the proportions speCified, for the purpose 
of extinguishing fires. 

[The object of this invention is to produce a composition which, 
by the quantity of non.combustible gases emanating from the 
same when lighted, will serve to extinguish fires in rooml which 
are partially or entirely closed. Itls put up and sold in boxes, which 
make it convenient to handle and which serve to preserve It against 
the Injurious inlluence of moisture or heat.] 
21, 916.-Jimpsey B ,  Netherland, of (near) Louisville, 

Ga. , '  for an Improvement in Cultivators : 
I claim the arrangem.nt of the peculiarly·shaped branched 

standards, B C, constructed as described, in combination with blade. 
or shovels, constructed 8S described, and att.ched to the standarlla 
in the manner specified. 
2 1, 811.-David Newbrough, of Clarksburgh, Ind ., for 

an Improved Churn : 
I claim a chum, constructed substantially as described and speci. 

fied, that Is to suy, with a cream ,·eceptacle. A, brakes, F and H, with 
gatherer, Q, when these leveral parts are CODP;tructed and arranged 
for operatien conjointly as and for the purposes described. 
2 1. 318.-John J. Paxson , of Middleton, Ind .,  for an 

Improvement in Cultivators : , , 
I claim the attacbing of the roller or wbeel, F, to an elastic frame, e, connected.to the cultivator fram€.', A, by a bolt, h, and communicating motion to the slide, F, from the shaft or axle, D, by means of cranks, I I, and connecting rods, m m, attached to the ends of the pivotea bar. u, on the elide, .I!", tne whole being arranged as and for 

the purpose set forth. 
[The object of this invention is to obtain a simple, economical 

and compact �vice, in which a cultivator and seeding mnchlne are 
combined in such a way tha' the cuitlvator may be used eeparately 
or with the sced-diBtrlbuting device, as occasion may require ; the 
combination and araangement of parts admitting of a perfect opara
tion of both devices, while the macbine is placed under the com. 
plete control of the attendant. ] 
21, 379, -Worden P. Penn, of BelleviIle, Ill., for an Im

provement in Seeding Mach i .:1es : 
I claim the arran"ement of the hoppers. J and I, compartments, R, 

partitions, F, the false bottom ... D and D', sbafts, E and F, feeding 
wheel .. B.and 0, all constructed and operated as described. 
21, 380.-Gco. W. Phenix, of New Bl'Unswick, N. J., 

Improved Wash ing Machine : 
I claim the inclined planes, J J J J, spiral splings, n n, with the 

rollers and washboards to produce friction in washing, and in com�:�!d� with levers or .treadles, m m, as and for the purposes de· 

21, 381 .-John T. Plass, of New York City, for an Im-
provement in Slide Valves of Steam Engines : 

I claim, first, The arrangement, in connection with the follower, C, 
���
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f, ��:;:�' s�;,:�a�d �'e:r1b�'a�erior adjusting scr�w, f, ns 
Second, TKe combination of the stuffing.box, D, with the follower, C, and gland, E, as and for the purpose shown and described. Third, The combination of tne opening., h b, in the follower, C, with the openings, i i, in the gland, E, ItS snown, so that any steam which escapes under the force of tbe valve, will find exit to the a!mosphere, and thus !10tify the attendant of the leakage and enable h.m to regumte the adJustment of the valve accordingly. 
[This invention consists In the employment of a follower fitted to a 

stuffing.box In the back of the .team chest, and held against the 
back of the valve by a set slll'ew with an interposed spring, in such 
manner as to prevent the action of the .team on the back of the valve 
to " greater exten� than may be de.lred. It alao consists In pro. 
viding suitable opeuings In the so.appliad follower and In the gland 
of the stuffing.box. for the escape of any steam that may leak 
between the back of the valve and the follower for the detection of 
such leakage.] 
21, 382.-Huntington Porter, of Cummington, Mass. , for 

an Improvement in Hoes : 
I claim the arrangement of the peculiarly curved and pointed wings, 

:e.�';.\'�:l' C, and round blade, A; ae and for the purposes shown and 

[This invention consists in forming the hoe blade with a convex 
cutting cutting edge and two concave cutting edges terminating In 
sharp points ; or in other words, it consists in giving � Eerpentine 
cutting edge to tbe blade, whicl. will work to a mnch bettor advan. 
tage among young and tender plants.] 
21, 383.-Robert Price, of New York City, for an 1m. 

proved Combin ation of Mop and Scrubber : 
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scrubbing brush and to th. w1'nging rod a ,mopcloth, for pu: 
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e same, or e ect-

2 1, 884 .-Geo. W. Rains, of Newburgh , N. Y.,  for an 
Improvement in Slide Valves for Steam Engines : 

I claim the combination of the suspended valves, A A', with thtl �=��, B, and rollers, c, ae and for the purpose shown and de. 

[ThIa Invention consists in a certain mode of supporting tbe Blide 
valve or valves of 1\ steam engine by means of a carriage running 
on rollers upon the valve seat, or on a face parallel therewith, 
whereby the valve is relieved ofunne ..... ary pressw'e and friction.] 
27, 385.-John R. Rogers, of Sacramento, Wis. , for an 

Improvement in Centrifugal Seeding Mach ines : 
I claim, first, The arrangement of the rod. H, and the cord, ':i in 

�:"':;����r��� }�; :�:��!��p:c�X��. F
, the same being use In 

Second, I also claim the arrangement of the shaft. E, with the 
slotted seed slide, C, .baker, c, lever, I, and rod, J, in the mannor 
and for the purpose set forth. 
21, 386 .-Samuel P. Ruff, of Weaver's Old Stand, Pa., 

Improvement in Mill Spindles : 
I claim the arrangement, consisting of the vertical shat\, C h i j, grooved plates or blocks. c d B w v, frlctlon roller trames, J) E F " 

friction ioIlers, I m n, aad axial pin, g, the whole conotracted and 
used toge\ber In the manner and 16r tne purpose deseribed. 

[Thi. invention conalsts In arranslng the vertical .bafts at mill., 
water wheel .. &c., so that all their points of bearing .hilll come in 
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contact with rolling or anti-friction surfaces, and thus much of the 
power neces.arily employed to overcome friction .. ,.ed. The arrange· 
ment appear. to be capable of performing all tlJj>t i. claimed for it.] 

27, 887 .-Mark Runkel, of New York City, for an Im-
provement in Oscillating Steam Engines : 

I claim the arrangement of lbe oscillating cylindrical piston, 0', or 
ita equivalent, in combination with the sta.tionary cylinder, A, or its 
equivalent, constructed and operating substantially in the manner 
and for the purpose specified. 

27,888.-Thaddeus Scoville, of New York City, for an 
Improvement in Cultivators : 

I claim the arrangement and combination of the side beams. A A. 
�g!.:i� �g
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vertible cultivating teeth. E E. and tho sliding or seff-adjusting seat. 
G. substantially In the manner and for the purpose speclfied. 

2 7,389. -John Adam Scheutz, of St. Louis, Mo. , for 
an Improvement in Anti-rheumatic Liniments : 

I claim the compound composed of the aforementioned Ingredients. 

27, 890. -James Selby, of Peoria, Ill . ,  for an Improve
ment in Seed Drills : 

I claim the arrangement of the .haft, B. serrated wheel. C. dide. f. 
bar, F. and cam lever. !jl. when the same are used substantially ". 
and for the purpo.e opeclned. 
27,39 1 . -Hamilton E. Smith, of Philadelphia, Pa., for 

an Improved Washing Machine : 
I claim the sJotted or perforated reel. C, having allY convenient 
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ate. in conjunction with the weighted reel or roller. D. a. and for 
thf .1l�'l!����!°r.�ter, p. with the coiled pipe, F, or its equivalent 
when combined with the outer casln!!l A. and the reels, U and D, in 

- the manner and for the purpose .pecined. 
2 7, 892 .-George K. Snow, of Watertown, Mass ,  for an 

Improved Machine for Folding and Pasting Paper : 
I rlaim a machine or combination consisting not only of me-chan-
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lei fold. or turn. of 8uch paper In an opposite direction, substantially 
as Ipecified ; such mechanism, as shown in the drawings, being the 
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And I also claim a combination conSisting Dot only of mechanism 
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rectio� but mechanism which shall operate to produce either one, 
two or three fold. of the .heet, at a right or other angle with the line 
or lines oflreviouB folding of it, such combination of mechanism 
as exbibite in the drawing, be--ing the plates, G, H, C, D, C', D', E, 

�r�t'o�� �e����:�� in the manner and by means substantmlly as 
I also claim a combination or machine. _ consi.ting not only of me

chanism for folding_heet or 'paper one or more timefl, but mechan. 
ism for applying paSte or cement on .uch part or parts ot the sheet, 
as may be required, in order to cau.e the sheet to stick together at 
any two or more of its folds or lines of fold ; the mechanism ShOWD 
in the drawings for applying paste being the p�ste roller, s2, paste 
fountain,t2, and the wheel, y2,an'anged and operated relatively to the 
platform, B, and the folding plates, substantially as explained. 

And, in combination with the receiving trougl\or spout, S, and the 
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Ing it upon either the pack or pack-holdel' that ma,y be within the 
trough. S. 

And, In connection with the receiving an& conveying apparatus Or 
frame, W, applied to the trough, S. and its abutment. U. as descri. 
bed, I clai.m the application to the abutment of a carriage, V, and a 
band lever, Z, or any equlvalent mechanism by which such abutment 
may be moved in a direction away from the sheet·receiver. so as to 
enable the latter to expel from the machine an imperfect .heet or an 
im?:���\�:1�:
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scribed, of the adjustallle .top bar. 09, with the two folding �lates, 
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r_foldlng machine, con-

structed so as to fold paper or fold and ap� paste to it. 8ubstantial
Iy a8 described a heating apparatus so applied as to heat a pack of 
folded paper while in the macblne. the """,e being to facilitate the 
1o";l�tlon of the pack or paste applied thereto, for the purpose set 

I also clail1l, in a ::.per-folding machine. the combination of the 

�:.:-w'l,��h �f.'e ���et � �:gJ,���d ����e�: applied to the platform 
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pa.per .. f�ding machine ; the same being to prevent n. pasted part of a 
sheet from adhering to the outer surface of the folding plate. 
27, 393 . -C.  M. Spencer, of South Manchester, Conn. , 

for an Improvement in Self-loading Fire-arms : 
I claim. first, The combination of the rolUng breech. E, the lever. 
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mortise in wood ; and this I claim whether the cutters be operated 
or fed up to their work by trie mechanical contrivances represented 
or by ani other. substantially the oame. 
27, 898 .-Nicholas S. Vedder, of Troy, N. Y.,  for an 

Improve ment in Cooking Stoves : 
I claim the arrangement of the door or doore. f f'. of the oven. 

A, directly opposite to the .ide or BideB, h h'. of the fire-box, and of 
tbe mo.t capaclou8 and effective portion of the oven. a. and for the 
purpo •• • et forth. �e smoke flues being extended from the fire-box 
along the top, c, ena Or eud!, d d', and bottom, e, of the oven, sub
stantially as described. 
27, 399 . -J. M. Wampler. of London county, Va. , for 

an Improvement in Breech-loading Fire-arms :  
I claim. first. The double catch. X and K, which holds down the 

breech and at the .ame time holds the rear end of the trigger-guard, 
both being relieved by one pre.snre of the finger in the act of pull
ing down the guard to mitle the breech for loading. 

Second. The peculiar construction set forth whereby thelnercus.ion 
bar Is forced back and locked to a short half cock or safety catcb. 
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the trigger-guard. 
Third, The rock lever. P, for freeing the percu8sion bar from It. 

half COCl!: at the instant of lUll cocking. 
Fourth. The back .ight, Y, con.tructed and operated as de.crlbed, 

for the purpose .pecified. 
2 7, 400 .- Henry Waterman, of Haverhill, Mass . ,  for 

an ImproVid Apparatus for Hoilting Water: 
I claim the trongh, D. around- the well curb. in combination with 

the .elf-dbcharging bucket. H, when operated substantially as 
set forth. 
27, 401 .-E. D. Williams, of Philadelphla, Pa., for an 

Improvement in Solidified Fuel from Coal Dust : 
I claim compounding and preparing a .olit!ified fuel from coal dust. 

peat\ and other like 8ubstancee, by mixing the same with glutinous 
paste, !ubjecting the composition to pressure in molds, and subse
quently drying the condensed blocks, a. set forth. 
2 7, 402. '-:'1f- O. Wilson, of Mount Olive, N. C . ,  for an 

ImproVemtfut in Cultivators : 
I claim the double mold turn plow. F and the .ide turn plows. H 

H. In combination with the beam, A, middle .tock. E. cross frame. D. 
and side stocks, G G, when said oeam, A, and middle stock, E, 8hall 
�l:"i���:e':f��tt'!.!'[;a� :!"�.ff���;u��� ��:���

truc-

27,408.�Joseph Woodruff, of Rahway, N. J. for an 
Improved Steam and Fire Regnlator : 

I claim. first. The diok. or diaphragms. B and C connected ta
gether .0 as to form " double diaphragm, con.tructed and operating 
IU bstantlally a. set forth. 

Second. The clamping ring •• D, when applied to diaphragm.. for 
the purpose of making a eteam or air tight JOint. 

TIiird, The concave cup or bearing, G, for sUP
t
0rting the lower 
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t !l'�;�� and yoke. I, in combination 
with. the standard. F, and lever, H. 

27, 404 .-Austin Woolfolk. of the Parish of Ibeville, 
_ La. , for an Improvement in Ditching Machines : 

I claim. first The combination ofthe inclined excavator with an 
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bsnd. 
In combination with the excavator. I claim tbe adjustable 

slo!,!,r jointed to the side of the excavating plow, substantially as de-
scrIbed for the pnrpose set forth. ' 

'l'hlrd, In eombmation with the inclined excavator, I claim the 
continuous carrying band arranged across the end of the inclined 
plane and extending outside the same and at right angles thereto. to 
receive the earth, Bubstantially as described. 

Fourth, Arranging the,joint pivot of the frame of the continuous 
carryIng hand extending a"""'s the end of the excavator. substan
tially as described. so as to prevent the inclination of the band being 
cha.nged at the rear of the inclined excavator. when the inclination 
of the band i. varied outside of the frame of the excavator. 

Fifth, The combination of a carrying band witll a pre88nre rol
ler arranged .ub.tantlally as de.cribed. to compre •• the earth on the 
band so as to form " contlnnous oheet for the purpoee .et forth. 
27,40'5.-Wm. Chr.dwick, of Bury, England , assignor 

to himself and Wm. Griffiths, of Philadelphia, 
Pa. , for an Improvement in Ventilators. Patented 
in England May 28, 1 858 : 

I claim the combination of the .piral vanes or worms. d, with the 
screw vanes, b, standard, C, and case, at when the Bame are arranged 
without any partition between the vanes. d aud b, and without any 
casing around the vanes, d. but In the manner Qnd for _the purpose 
specified. G. and sliding locking bolt, F ; the whole fitted and applied .ubstan-

tially as set forth. 2 7, 406.-Robert Craig (assignor to himself and J. W_ 
ins:.

c
g,'t�;,.Ti�� ��g. �e a���!!�,t��b'i'��[;.I�:p:"�;J'lorof����� Ludlow), of State Line City, Ind . , for an Improve-

pose specified. . ment in Cultivators : -- - - � 
in������l�;d

c
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d
d 
oE�:�f��o�h�s���ra11��; I claim the employment or use of the curved beveled keys, F, in-

described within the opening in the breech-supporter. terposed bet�een the shares and their feet, and secured by the same 
[Thi. invention consist.�in an ImproTed mode of locking the mo- ��!�1fi�d.WIllCh attacb the share. to the feet. as and for the purpose 

vable breech of a breech-loading fire-arl1l, whereby it i. easily . . • . - . 
openedIand clQlled. and very fu:mly secured in place during the [ThIS mvenUon con.,.ts m t�e employment of bevel keys mter-
explosion of the charge. It also consists In certain contrivane, . posed betwee� th� feet of the I?,ple�ent and . �e shares. �or the 
for operating in combination with the movable breech. for the pur- ' purpose of adJustmg the iatte

� 
10 obhque POSltlO? to the nght. o� 

po.e of w ithdrawing the cases of the exploded oartridges from the_

I 

left, so a. to t�row the ea� utward from the I,?plement or m 
chamber of the. ban'el and for conducting new cartridges there' to wards toww.-ds lt. center. as Clrcum.tances may reqwre. The object 
from Q magazine in the stock.] 

In o! the �ventiou ls to ad�Pt o�e and the. s",,?e Implement for the va-

27, 394 . -Thomas Stewart, of Philadelphia, Pa .; for an 
nous kmds of work reqwred 10 the cul�lvatlOn of crops.] -

Improvement In Slide Valves for Steam Engines : 27, 407.-Henry Eastman (assIgnor to D. Henderson), 
I claim the elastic oryleldingtdiaphragm, I. attached to the balance of Indianapolis, Ind., for an Improvement in Horse 

frame, H. and to the .team chest, and arranged in the manner set Hay Rakes ' 
���

h�;:o��J� s::.� �r"!.�����l.�:;:,c�h�� ��i1�tt�! i::t�J'l"����: I claim the arran�"ment of the toothed rake heads • . A.P. triangular 
tains the balance frame in close, stea.m-tight contact with the valve, frame, Dl D2 D8, axle •. C1 ha.nd lever, n, arID, F.. fnction roller, G, 
the sald valve is relieved in a great tneasure from the pressure of and catch, H, substantial Y In the manner and for the purpose de .. 
.team. as .pecified. ..ribdd. 

27, 895 .-Grey Utley, of Chapel Hill, N. C . • for an Im
proved Head Rest for Travelers in Railroad Cars, 
Carriages, &c. : 

I claim the rest, H. supported by the .houlders of the wearer and 
having terminations for supporting the wearer's arms, so that the 
:"l:r':!.��e�g!t,

���l.h;;':.���:c
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pre.snr

� 
of the head against tho 

2 7, 408.-W. A. Flanders (assignor to himself and T. 
'V. Boyce), of Cleveland, Ohio, for an Improve
ment in Beehives : 

I claim. first. The combination or the triangular reversible comb 
frame or comb frame •• B B, and the angular ad

l
u.table case or ���,!,�grfu�g� 

�������
l
;.:t.�

ged sub.tant ally in the man-
Second, I claim the mechanism or means arranged substantially as 

27,396 . -Aaron C. Vaughn, of Johnstown , Pa. , for an �i:g���:e:��y�
rb�����:!.\�e� :i���� �h:�;:"���� :;:e

a
�J,!;"!�� Improved Churn-dasher : above or nearly above the feeding swarm in the manner and for 

I <:iaiJI!. arran.ging the shafts of a .eries of revolving chnrn dashers the purpose • •  pecified. lcngttudmally In the churn box, and c�nnecting them by means of Third, I claim the improvement In the comb guide consisting 01 cogged W'h�el� or other mechanical eqUivalents, when ,the lattet: are the wire saddle;'D, books. D', and glus plate, D" or their equlvaarrange� mSlde of the c,,"urn box and rotate each adjacent paIr of lents constructed and applied in the manner and for the purpo.es da.hers I!, contrary �ire�tIO!,s. ,!S shOwn, and .whe!, the blades of the speclfted. • 
�a.he ... III each sene. mchne In contrary directIon. also • •  ubstan- Fourth. As an improvement in moth trape I claim the hinged wing. tlally in themanner and for the purposes de8crbed. 

I 
0 O. in .combination with the centra! in.rlined plane; N '  the .evel:.;] 

27 897.-Aaron C. Vaughn of RainsDurg Pa. for an parts beIDg constructed and arranged In the manner deseribed for 
, 

I d .... . •  ' • " the!purpo.e. set forth. 
mprove ..... ortlsmg Machme : Fifth I claim the drone separator H provided with the passages 

I claim two nipper Jaw cutters con.tructed and operating subotan- J J. wtien used in combination wlth'the Wings, I I, 8nb.tantiallj ai 
tlally a. de.crIlHid, for the purpotle of cutting a square or OblODB Bet forth for the purpose. specllled. 
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2 7, 409 .-George H .  Horn (Mliignor t v  himself and Ed. 
win B. Horn) , of Boston, Mass . , for an Improve
m ent in the Needle-holder of Sewing Machines : 

I claim my improved device or mechanism for holding aJid adjnstIng the needle. it being composed of the lecondary .ocketed holder 
and It. ball and .up£orting .ocket, ap'plied to the needle-carrier and 
�::;:��

l�
/:::

e
�r

fie
��ces Iilr clamplOg the ball to the carrier. Bub-

And in such I also claim making the bsll needle-holder with the .pllt or slit in its hall, snbstantially as described, and so as to co-opsrate with the clamping .crew or dovice and cause It to clamp both the needle and the needle-holder. at one and the .ame time. as deseribed 
27,4 1 0.-Gibbons L .  Kelty, of New York City and T_ 

G. Harold, of Brooklyn, N. Y. , ass.ignors to R. H .  
Kelty, o f  New York City, fol' a n  Improved Curtain 
Fixture : 

. 

We claim, first. A head'or center pin, d, on which the roller re
volvee, eomDined with the metallic bracket, C, Bubstantially 8S specified, whereby the roller is prevented from becomiD

C: 
disconnected 

�:rt��
d motion to the roller or loosene.. of the racket. as set 

Second. We claim the combination of the center pin proTided 
with a head. With the .�ng, g. that act. to draw the helid of the 
ce¥-t'�.r:nvPe �I����%nl:g ·:':Wl:id cord by means of two flat 
or nearly flat .nrfaces that are pressed towards each other by mean .. 
�i�:..&
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whereby the said I'oller can be revolved or will remain in any po. 
.Itlon to which It may be tnrned. a. specified. 
2 7, 4 1 1 .-Walter J. F. Liddell (assignor to himself and 

Benjamin Hershey), of Erie, Pa. , for an Improve
ment in Car Springs : 

I claim so connecting or .uspending the yielding part of a car or carriage to 'the unyieldinr part thereof by springs arranged vertl
cally as that the weight or force applied thereto .hall elongate or 
extend .aid sPring. longitudinally or in the direction of the RI'_ 
plu"d force and their :removal allow the said springs to contract ID 
that direction • •  ubstantialty a. described. 
27, 4 1 2 . - Alvin H. Paine (asignor to John M. Myers, of 

New York City), for an Improvement in Sewing 
Machines : • __ -

I claim. fir.t, The clamping .e�me"t •• g g within the ring. 1. of 
the feeding wheel, when said .egments IlIe }ormed with the flat side 
or removed portion 2 2. for the purposes and as specified. 

Second. I Claim the combination of the vibrating lever, h. and segment., g g, when the Begments are formed with the cam-.naped open
ings. 3 3. at their centers. acted on by the block, of the lever. in the 
manner and for the purpo.e. specified. 
27, 418. - Septimus C. Stokes (assignor to himself and 

Benj. S. Stokes, of Manchester, N. H.), for an 1m. 
proved Knife-sharpener:  

I claim the oomblnatlon and arrangement 01 two cylindrical or 
other file. or bars, A B, with a frame or holder. C. and a clamp, substantially as and lor the purpose described. 

And, in combination with the two rods or bars, A and B. and a 
frame or holder, C. arranged with re.pect to sach other substantla!!y 
as speCified. I claim the /lages or ruid ••• F G arranged relatively to 
the .aid bsr. e.sentlally 10 manner and for the purpo.e a. set forth. 

I al •• claim the CQJIlbination and armn
N
ement of the projectin

l ��� �h���e:
h
:. 
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d bar •• A B. an their holder. C, provide 

2 7, 4 14 . .,-Henry Wright, of Cambridge, Mass. , assignor 
to Wm. C. McClerland, of Springfield, Mass • • for 
an Improvement in Wooden-soled Shoes : 

I claim the neW' mannfacture of boot or .hoe described, viz.: a boot 
or sl)oe with a wooden .ole, having the tops or upper fas\ened to the 
sole In a proper manner by pege, nalls or ScreWB passlng>throufJh a portion of the wood of the sole and through the upger or "J[;e of the 
}��h�

nd into the wood work of the sole again, .u .tantl y as let 

BE-ISSUES. 
The Newark Patent Hosiery Company of Newark, N. J_ 

(assignees through mesne-assignments of Henry 
Burt), for an Improvement in Knitting Machines_ 
Patented Sept. 23, 1 843 ; re-issued Sept. 23, 1 847 ; 
and again re-issued Feb. 28,  1 860:  

I claim the combination with " knitting machine. which Is capable 
of prodncing a fabric of uniform width. of a pattern cylinder or other eqnivalent governing device. having npon it a pre-arranged pattern in such manner that said device .hall oontrol automatically tlie !ormation of more or less st.itchea or loops as the work �resses, where .. by variations In the width of tbe fabric may be eifected in accordance with .aid pre-arranged pattern. as .et forth. 
The Newark Patent Hosiery Company, of Newal'k, N. J. (assignees through mense-assignmen ts of Henry 

Burt), for an Improvement in Knitting Machines. 
Patented Sept. 2 3, ] 843 ; re-issued Sept. 2 3, 1 847 ; 
and again re-issued Feb . 28, 1 860 : 

I claim the mechanism for U narrowing and widening," the lame conmBting of the movabie .toptl. &2 &9. combined with a l'llck of teeth 
or other .ultable contrivance formed npon the .hifting bar. and acting upon the carriage. O. of the'larn gnide, as .et forth. 

Also. the tol.' rack, k, combine with the tube. S. of the yarn guide. and actuated ID the manner and for the purpose as set forth. 
Also. The mechanism which effects the changee of the clntches. the same consisting of the shifting bart the arbor, u2 having a clrcu .. lar depression and radial recesses in Its head, and levers and other parts connected to the same, and connecting the same with the 

�p��i:�: 
the whole being arranged and operating .ubstantially as 

Also. the stationary roller. y'. and the projections. IS 11'3. and their intervening curve formed upon the ElhiftlUl( bar, in combination with the opring. 83. the toggle bal', and also in combmaUon with the rail. t'. and its der,ressions ; the whole being for the object as de.cribed. 
lo�:t"e ;���!
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c;�
r
�v.anged and op.erating in rthe manner and 

Also, the particular method by which the depressing bar, c. I. carried and forced down upon the pointed ends or barbs of the needle .. in order to pa� 9 them into the Sroovel In their shanks, viz.: by a com
bination of bent leven, fJ g9 h2, and arms., i2 ; the same being actu .. 
ted substantially as descritied. 

Also, the manner of raising the .titch hook. viz.: by an elevating 
plate. y. through which the) extend, and which Is combined with and 
operate. them. as .et forth. 

Also, the method of cleaning the point or lower end of the yarn guide from the depre •• ing bsr when the latter descends upon the needle •• viz.: by a ledgit b, on the said bar, in combination with the ;�:lile':i. applied to the piece of the yarn guide ; the whole being as 
Al.o, tbe method of cloaring the point of the yarn guide from the stitch nooks when the roller. r. pas.es by tho thread guide, or a. Boon 
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similar character projecting from the T piece of the yarn goide. 
Also. the mode of adjusting or regulating the di.tance to which the 

point. of the needle. shall retract, viz. : by the movable curved 
pieces. 02 p2, making part of the cam; m2 ; the Bame being arranged 
a.nd operating Bubstantially 88 explained. 

Also, the combination of the mechanism being the arm. q� and 
�haft, o. supported b,v pivots, E p, which sustains and carries the rol-
��b�!::�

e s�tt!�;:rly�� �e�:rt:!�.
bar, v, raised and depreised by 

John G: Forbes and R. Squires(assignees through mesne. 
assignments of A. D. Fisk). of New York City, for 
an Improvement in Coffins. Patented Nov. 14, 
1 848 ; re-issued March 6, 1 860 :  

I claim, first, The manufactnring of cotlln. of cut or raised metal, 
when maae .ubstantiallY In the form and manner deacrlbed. that Is 
to IIIJ'. corre.ponding nearly with the h\UllJln fbrm, and mating th. 
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coffin, i n  two parts or shells, united by a Hauch, substantially alii set 
fo"th. 

Second. The manufacture of coffins of raised or cast metal in t\VO shells, each - formed with recesses of greater or lesOJ depth, which shall rel!lpectively constitute a portion of the receptacle of the corpse, 
!��� bES�o�6��a���Jh

o�h�r�is�b�e d��l�:ly in shape to that of the llu-

[The advantages of ah·-tlg'>t coffius are very manifest, but the diffi
culty of making them of metal has beeu the great weight of the ma
terial. This difficulty could, of coursl', be overcome only by making 
the plates very thin ; and it is  the purpose of this invention to so 
fashion the plates as to combine the requisite strength with a reason
able degree of lightness. The coffin is made of two shells, united by 
flanges extending around the coffin about midway between the top 
and bottom, the flanges bolted together, aud the seam made air-tight 
by iron cemenl.] 
Charles H. Morgan, of Clinton, and L. Whitney, Jr. , 

and S. Priest, of Watertown, Mass. (assignees 
through mense-assignments of Benj .  F. Rice), for 
an Improvement in Machines for Makinj,l l'aper 
Bags. Patented April 28, 1 8 5 7 ; re-issued March 
6, 1 860 : 

I claim the machine as a whole, composed of mechanism for form· 
ing, feeding, cutting' and pasting the tube or bag, combined, an-anglid 
and operating 811b;.;t.�lntially as described. 
W�i�}:�)������t
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the said paper tube may be severed ; each and the whole 8ubstall� 
tially as desCl'j bQd. 

I also claim giving the paper the variable feeding motion, for the 
purpose and in the manner snbst,antially as described. 
a ;o��Oa�l:t�lIlCl�!����n?L&�P���j������t ;�l�n�e °!ol��£i��I�;�i;>eB�i� 
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nvenient opening of the 

Addison Crosby, of Fredonia, N. Y. , for an Improved 
Valve for Stearn Engines. Patented August 30, 
1 859 ; re-issued March (;, 1 8 60 :  

I cla.im the oacillating valve constructed with a n  opening right 
through it, and with two eccentric thces and fitted to a double seat 
of correspondingly eccentric form, which contains opposite ports or 
openings that are covered and closed by the faces of the said valve 
whenever the said valve ia in contact with the said seat, Bubstantially 
as described. 
D. W. Crocker, of Deposit, N. Y. , for an Improvement 

in Railroad Chairs. Patenttd Jan. 25, 1859 ; re
issued March G, 1 860 : 

I claim the construction of the chair, as shown and described, so 
that the passing weight will cause the jams of the chair to gripe the 
nilS, as and for the purpose shown and described. 

[This invention consists in constructing a. railroad chair with each 
jaw of a separate piece of metal, and so applriug it to the rails at .. 
Joint thst the downwar.d pre�ure produced upon the chair by the 
locomotives and cars'1assing over the joint will tend to draw the jaws 
toward each other, and to make them gripe the rails more firmly, 
thereby causing the ends of tbe rails to be so coIJfined together that 
they cannot be displaced vertically 01' laterally :reialively to each 
other, aud making . very rigid and durable joint.:! 
Edward Hall and Joseph L. Hall, of Cincinnati , Ohio, 

for an Improvement in Fire-proof Safes. Patented 
August 21, 1 849 ; re-issued Mal'cL1 6, 1 8 60 :  

We claim, first, The employment of hydl'auhc cpment, in whole 01' 
in part, as forming the insulating medium or admixture utlcd be
tween the outer and inner cases of safes and chests, when �aid inner 
easeR are formed of iron or other suitable metal, substantially as de
scribed for the purposes set forth. 

Second, Joining the outer and inner metallic cases of safes and chests by meaDS o( the door frame, c, and flange, b, or their equiva-
i���D����b��Ce��m:a�k i���lli� %!�8���td�s�r11�d�s ;�� 
also by means of the anchOt'B or bolts, d, extending from the outer 'lud inner cases, and into the space between said caseS', substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 
Ephraim Brown, of Lowell, Mass . ,  for an ImproH!d 

Burglar's Alarm. Patented Oct. 31, 1 854 ; re
issued March 6, 1 860 : 

I claim the making of the knob of a. drawer movable, and eo com. 
binlng it with au alltrm apparatus as to cause an alarm to be sounded 
whenever an attempt to open the drawer by pulling on the knob i, 
attempted. 

I also claim Ihe combination of the lalch or spring bolt or the 
secondary bolt., aad key or lever, with the movable knob and the 
dra.wer : the same being to operate together as specified. 

I also claim combining the alarm pawl, m, with the knob rod by means of a movable hanging lever, u, to be operated 01' moved by II 
stnd, or its equivalent, fixed in the knob rod. 

r abo claim the combination of a decoy key or an auxiliary alarm· springing mechanism with an alarm.giving apparatus, ittJ springinf' device and a latching or belting apparatus applied to a dra1Yer, or it::, equivalent : the said decoy key or auxiliary alarm-sprhlging mecban· ism, when put in motion, opera.ting to set in movement the said alarm .. giving apparatus, flO as to cause it to sound an alarm, as it would be cltused to do by reason of any movement of its main springing device. 
I also claim connecting the decoy key wi th the hanging lever so n� 
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tOsl��l\ move the hanging lever so as to effect the sounding of the alarm. I also claim the combination of the counter or numbered wheel, and i�8 operati va mechani8m, with the knob rod, the Barna being to ex· hipit the number of the attempts at opening the drawer ; meaninl7 also to claim the so combining the operative mechanism of the couuter wheel with the hal)giug lever that a movement of the latter will effect " movement of Ihe said wheel. 
B. H. Augamur, of New Orleans, La. , for an Improve

ment in Mode of Staying Piles for Wharves, Piers, 
&c. Patented July 12, 1859 ; re-issued March 6, 
1 860 : 

I claim, first.. The linked frame, S S, conl:<tl'ucted and operating as described for the purpose specified. Second, In combiaation ,vith piles, as described� the sleeves, a, and braces, b, constructed and operating substantially as specified. 
ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS. 

Harry H. Evarts (assignor to himself and Phineas E. 
Merrihew), of Chicago, Ill . ,  for an Im proved Ma
chine for Sawing Staves from the Bolt. Patented 
May 2 7, 1 85 9 : 

I claim the use of the rotating block carriage, 88 described, iu com .. 
bination with the saw, H, as shown and for the purposes set forth in 
the specification. 

John Huston, of Ottawa, Ill. , for an Improvement in 
Seeding Machines. Patented Jan . 1 9, 1 8 5 8 : 

I claim the arrangement of the stop bar, N, shares, 0, spout tUDe, E, slides, d d. levers, F G It rockshaft. H, scrapers, M, and rollers, B, M and for the purposes set forth and described. 
(The object of t,his improvemeut is 10 facilitate the dropping oper

at'lon or the distribution of the seed\ and a.lso to pro-vide against the 
contingency of the adhering of the seed and otiler substances to the 
prt'ssure rollers ; and, further, to control the upward tIlovement on 
nslD, the maohlDe where the plow �re. are raised out of the earth.] 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
E. H. Au�amar, of New qrleans, La.,  for an Impr?ve- J. P. P., of Mass. -The gas which causes the " pop " in 

ment III Mode of  StaY lllg PHes for Wharv€$, PIers, champagne is carbonic acid, generated by Ihe decomvosition of 
&c.  Patented July 12, 1857 j re-issued March lugar in Ihe process of fermentation. The wine is allowed to fer-6, 1 8 60 : ment about 15 days, when the casks are closed with tight bungs. .r  clai.m, first, The �onst:ructing and arranging of the giant steam In the mouth of January the wine is racked off and clarified with pll£,-dl'lver boat and Its dnving frame8, as and for the purpose sct . .  . . forth, or in any equivalent manner for the flame purpose. UllDglaes. In May lt 1S bottled, whe,n about three per cent of syrup 

Second, The diagonal bracing of piles in deep water by the means Is addeel, made of sugar candy dis�lved in wine. The bottles are de�c�ibed, or by any eq�ivalent contrivance for the same purpose, placcd with their neck� inclined downward to allow the sediment anll l.ll the manner speCIfied (FlgS. 1, 2, 3 and B). . ) 
ThIrd, Preventing the abrasion of the soil at the foot of' the pilCfI, to settIe ill the neck, when, by a. dexterous withdrawnl of the cork 

and between them� by the means specified by any equivalent contrl- for an instant, this sediment is blown out by the preisure of the vanc. for the same purpose (Fig •. 1 and B). TI . d d I ·  b . . . l?onrt,h, Lnsing down the bottom cross tie, by the menns, in the gas. . 1113 prOCefl.8, prece e e�c 1 tune .y the filllllg operatIOn, IS 
manner and for the purpose specifie� or by any equivalent contri- sometimes repeated reveral tlmes. ThIS, accompanied by the van,ce for t.he sam� Pu!·pose. breaking of the bottles, which not unfrequently amounts to 40 per FIfth, The combmatlOIl of the whole arrangement and modus oper- . andi, as described and speCified. or any equivalent arrangement for cent, must always make champagne expenSIve. 
the same pUl'pose. 

J. W. S . ,  of Conn.---We do not knolV what pressure of 
the carbonic acid gas is employed for charging the dough by the 
company which makes effervescent bread. About seven pounds on 
the sqnare inch should be sufficient for the purpose. 

S. T. W., of C. W.---The application of b1'llkes, by 
which the wheels are arrested from revolving and made to slide on 
the rail, is the most efficient for quick stoppage, but ia most de, 
structivc of the permanent way. Thi8 action of brakes, we believe, 
is the most safe because the most efficient. 

J. N. H. , of Ga.---We have heard of California ycast
moss, but have never seen any of it. If you have a.ny of it send us 
a sample, Bo·that we may call atteption to its peculiar qualities. 

N. A. P., of N. C . ---The sulphate of zinc is not 80 
poisonous as the sugar of lead. Brown japan is made with copa.l 
varnish, colored to the shade you desire. Gum shell-lac must be 
heated until fusion takes place, then boiling linseed oil is poured 
upon it, so as to make an oil varnish. Gum copal is better" hoW'
eV.er. 

A. Y. , of N. J. --It is allowable to make a model or 
machine in England of any patented invention and bring it to this 
country. 

E. L. P. and T. A. L. , of N. Y.---If you cast the bars 
of your fire grates with a groove in the upper flurface of each, they 
will endure much longer and will not warp 80 readily. If cast hollow 
and the feed water to your boller allowed to flmv through them, they 
will last three times longer.and save considerable fuel by the ... ",lra 
heat imparted to the water. 

M. R. L.,  of Tenn.---A drop of clear glass, like a bead, 
carefully set<in a lead or brass plate, will make a very' good single 
microscope. A drop of any transparent gum, or pure water, if you 
could Sl't it, would answer the same purpose. The small hole made 
in a dark colored sheet of paper with the prick of a pin is also a 
microscope, and enlarges objects. You do not require to take 
insects to piecea, unless for dissecting purposes, when examining 
them with a microscope. We ,are much mistaken if you do not 
make a very good microscope with these inSltructionl. 

A. K. , of Ill.-We do not believe there is any loss of power 
(aside from that of friction) oecas.ioned by what are called the 
" dead points "  in the crank motion. 11fe have been frequently told 
there was about 21 per cent of power thus lost, but when we asked 
the qU(,8tion �� 'Vhcre does it go ?" it always Etruck the person in .. 
tel'rogated dumb as an oyster. 

\V. S. M. D.,  of Mus,.-We have seen coal oil that was 
perfectly odorless, and have made it so ourselves ; but the process 
was rather expensive for common UBe. The method by which you 
have accompli,hed the object would be very interesting and usefUl 
!nfDrroation to the public if you saw fit to publish it. 

H. J. B . ,  of Pa.-You cannot obtain a patent for de
positing alloys by an electric battery, because this has been done 
(though not very .uccessfully) by other.. There may be some 
point of great value in your process that is patentable-. 'Ve do not 
know of any other method of making Bunsen negative carbon 
plates, than by mi.xing Ihe carbon with flour paste. The plates 
should be thoroughly dried before they are used. 

D. M. B. , of IIl. ---There is no peculiar work devoted to 
petrefactionE!. You will find the information you desire, we think 
on this subject in Lyell's " Geology." 

, 

W. J. L. ,  of N. Y. --If any treatise on astronomy does 
teach that the Bun passes through 3600 of the ecliptic in a tropical 
ycar it is very manifestly an error, as you say. It is 50" less 
th�n 3600. 

S. D. S. ,  of N. Y. -The substance which yon send us is 
not gold, but yellow mica. 

H. W. O . ,  of Conn . -Ladders have been made to join 
together in sections as you suggest. 

W. P. W . ,  of -- . -It is very c ommon to exhaust 
.team into water .for the purpose of heating the water before it is 
forced iuto the boiler. 

E. S. W. , of Ill . -The gross pressure npon Bteam must 
be doubled to reduco its bulk one half. Sleam at 60 lb.. above 
the atmosphere would be under a pressure of 65 Ibs,; double its 
volume. its pressure would be 32�, and at 16),( it would occupy 
four times 'the space, provided it were confined in a c1oe'e vessel. 
If it were allowed i;o escape into the open air it would expand just 
as mUER. as if it escaped into a vacuum. 

B. R . ,  of N. Y.- Your questions are so numerous that 
we have not space for intelligible replies to them all. We suggest 
to you, as the shortest way to unrlerstand all these ma.tters, to 
make a thorough study of the sciences of chemistry and natural 
philosophy. You will find them very interefting. 

G. H. F. , Df Conn . -The $20 paid as government fee 
in a caveat may be applied towards the full fees in an application 
for a patent on the same invention at any tilDe, eVen alter the 
caveat has expired ; but the amount cannot be transferred towardll 
the government fee on any other invention than the one on which 
it was firsl paid. 

Money .'Received 
At the Scientific Americ!tll Office on accoun t  of Patent 
Office business. for the week ending Saturday, March 10, 1860 :-

C. J. F., of Iowa, $25 ; I-I. II. A . ,  of Iowa, $30 ; C. R. A .,  o f  Conn., 
$90 ; D. S. H.,  of Ill.,  $35 ;  B. 'iV'. D., of Wis" $30 ; J. A., of Pa., 
$30 ; E. B. C., of --, - ;  J. H. "" A. T. G., of  N. Y., $20 ; L. 
C. R., of N. J., $25 ; III. V. , of Ga. , $30 ; A. Ie., of Ill. , $I5 ; S. S., of 
Mass., $25 ; A. 0., of N. II., $25 ; J. W. C . •  Jr., of II!., $55 ; S. H. 
II., of R. I., $:10 ; G. Ii'., of nl., $30 : E. M., of N. Y., $85 � J. G., 
Sr., of R. 1., $30 ; H. "" M., of Ohio, $30 ; J. L. H., of N. Y ., $25 ; 
J. H.,  of Ga. , $25 ; J. M. W., of I,. r., $25 ; J. G. C., of N. Y.,  $23 ; 
I. H., of Ill. , $25 ; D. H., of Ma ••. , $30 ; III. A. II., Jr. , of Ill., $30 : 
P. C., of Conn., $25 ; S. fro S., of Mass., $50 ; S. S. G" of �. Y., $30 ' 
C. & F., of Cal., $55 ; G. 'V. B. ,  of Mass. ,  $1W ; J. C C,� of <.:onn ., 
$25 ;  c. A. B., of Vt., $30 ; D. J. V., of Ill., $25 ; W. & '1'.,  of Ill . .  
$80 ; E .  H .  B., o f  N .  Y., $30 ; H. A .  H., of N .  J . ,  $30 ; A .  S .  "" D. 
M., of  Ill., $30 ; D. T., of Mass. , $10 ; F. A., of Mass., $30 ; J. M. 
H., of Ca!., $20 ; G. K. B., of N. Y., $25 ; J. L., of N. Y .. $25 ; A. 
L., of N. Y., $25 ; G. F. L., of N. Y., $35 ; I. P. F., of N. �J., $25 ; S. 
T. McC., of Ga. , $30 ; II. A. J., of Mo., $25 ; A. M. B., of Vt., $30 ; 
J. L., of N. J., $30 ; W. S., of Ill .• $25 ; D. II!. , of N. B., $ l2 ; S. 
MeG., of Iowa, $35 ; G. S., of Ma"., $30 ; R. & S., of Vt., $350 ; P. 
& McE., of TenIl., $25 ; E. B. R, of N. J., $10 ; A. K. T., of Mich.,  
$30 ; J. G. R., of Maine, $30 ; J. W. JlL, of N. Y.,  $;30 ; II. W. 'V. , 
of Mass., $30 ; C. S. L., of Ind., $25 ; R. 1. H., of Ohio, $30 ; E. B. 
'V., of IlL, $25 ; D. N., of Iowa, $25 ; L. K. S., of Conn., $[10 ; R. 
W., of Ill., $36 ; I. R., of N. Y., $53 ; J. R II., of Conn . •  $3() ; C. J., 
of Mo., $40 ; D. S. lIcK., of N. Y., $25 ; F. R. L., of N. Y., $30 ; J. 
R. T., of N. Y., $30 ; C. 0., of N. Y. , $35 ; J. S., of N. Y., $30 ; M. 
lIL, of Ill., $30 ; J. B. S., of Tenn., $25 ; J. J. U., of La" $50 ; J. B.' 
of Mass.,  $30 ; J. H. P., of lowa, $30 ; C. H. W., of N. Y., $43 ; J. 
G., of La., $20 ; W. C. M., of N. Y. , $12. 

Specifications, drawings and moders belonging to par
ties with the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent 
Office during the week ending Saturdar, March 10, 1860 :-

L. E., of Mich. (3 cases) ; C. J. F., of Ill.; D. McK., of N. Y. ; P. 
M., of La.;  I. H., of Ill.; W. 8'., of Ill.; C. Ii. 'V. , of N. Y.; J. B. 
L., of Tenn.; A. H. S., of N. Ii.; C. J. , of Mo.; J. L., of N. Y. ; D. 
D., of N. Y.; I. P. P • •  of N. Y.;. R. II., of Mass.;  J. G C., of Conn. ;  
J. C., of N. Y.; S. M M.  G. ,  of I n d. ;  T. R. T . ,  of Ohio ;  J .  M. W.,  of 
N. Y.; J. H. , of Ga. ; D. J. V., of Ill. ;  J. S., McO., of L. I (3 case.) ; 
C. :!l. L., of Ind.; J. L., ot N. Y.; S. C. T., of Ga. ; L. C. R., of N. J.; 
E. B. W., of Ill.; P. C., of Conn.; G. K. B., of N. Y.; S. H. H.. of 
R. I.;  A. 0., of N. H.; G. F. L., of N. Y.; G. W. D., of N. Y.; R. & 
McE., of Tenn.; J. L. H., of N. Y.; D. N., of Iow� ; A. L, of N. Y.; 
M. & C., of N. Y.; E. M., of N. Y.; D. S. McK., of N. Y. ; I. R., of 
N. Y. ---� . ... -... ------

Literary Notices. 
THE WESTMINSTER REvIEw.-Published by Leonard 

Scott & Co., No. 57 Gold-stre.et, this citJ'.-Thi. quarte.rly periodical 
maintains its old excellence. Among the feast of good things set 
before us. in the number for Februarv, may be mentioned the articles 
headed 1010 Government Contracts," HThe Realities of Parii," .'errlon," 
10' The Social Organism," H Sicily as it Was and Is," h Chri�tian 
Revivals," �Io Italy and tne Designs of Louis Napoleon," and Io� Co ... 
temporaneous Literature. It 

NOTES ON NURSING .-We have received from the 
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famUics. • 
THIl COURTSHIP AND ADVENTUR1:S OF JONATHAN 

HOMEBRED.-Dick & Fitzgerald , publishers, New York. 
TEN THOUSAND WONDERFUL TlllNGS.-Dick &; Fitz

gerald, publishers, New York. 
e . • . • 

HINTS TO OUR READERS. 

To NEW SUBSCRIBERs. -Back numbers to commence 
the volnme.-As most subscribers to this paper desire the back 
numbed to render their volumes complete for binding, we shall 
continue to send the back numbers to January let (the commence
ment of Vol. II, new series), unles. lhe person ordering Ihe paper 
instructs us to the contrary, at the time of making the remittance. 
ShOUld the person sending for the paper desire hi. subscription to 
commence at the time he makes his remittance, or at any other 
period, he can be accommodated, as we are constantly re-printing 
back numbers from our electrotype plates, and can supply as many 
of any number as ma.y be desired, up to a million of copies ; in fact 
we ha"'e printed OTer 70,000 coplcs of a ilingle number-such has 
been the demand for back numbers. 

BOUND VOLUME I. -Covers for Binding, &c.-New sub
scribers who Jllay desire the first volume of the New Series 
which contains the numbers from July 1, 1859, to January 1 ,  
1860, can b e  supplied with i t  b y  mail orexprel'!St handsomely bound, 
in cloth, at the fol1owin� pl'ices:-At tbe office of publication. or by 
express, $1.50 ; by mail (which includes posta�e), $2 ; in flheets, 
complete, $1. Covers may also be had separate!}·! which nnswcr 
6S portfolios for nreser-ving the paperflt or for binding. Price for 
Covers at the office, or deIi-vered by express, 40 cent.s ;  by mail (in. 
eluding postage), 60 cents. For the same investment no work 
containing 80 much ",aluable information can be obtained as is 
contained in one volum. of the SOIENTIFIC AMERIOAN. OrdQl's 
should be addreBsed to MUNN "" CO., 37 Park-row, New York. 
Bound volumes may also be had of most all the peri<)dical deale,.. 
throughout the CO\lntry. 

© 1860 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.



Rates of Advertlsing. 
TlIIRTY Cm,Ts per line for each and every insertion, 

payable ill ad vallce. fro enable all to understand how to cn.lculate 
the amount they must 8end when they wish advertisements pub� 
Hahen, we will explain that ten word! average one line. Engravings 
will not be admitted into our advertising column� j and, aEl here
tofore, the publishers reserve to themselvus the right to reject anr 
advertisement sent for llublication. 

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS. 
THE GREAT AMERICAN AND :FOREIGN 

PATENT AGEi'{CY.-Messl's. J\1UN� & CO" Proprietors of 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. nrc happy to announce the engagement ot 
HO:N. JUDGE MA80�, fo�'m'erlY Commissioner of Patents, as associate 
counsel with them in the llrosccut-ion of their exten!ive patent busi� 
ness. This connection rcnders their facilitie� �t,ill more ample than 
they have ever previously been for procuring Letters Patent, and ut
tending to the various other departments of business pertllining to 
patents, such as Extension�, Appeals before the United States 
Court, Interferences, Opinions relative to Infringementl, &c., 
&c. The long experience Meesrs. MUNN &. Co. have had in :pre
paling Specifications and Drawings, extending over a period of 
fourteen years, has rendered them perfectly conversant with the 
mode of doing business at the United States Patent Office, and 
with the greater part of the inventions which have been pat
ented. Information concerning the patentability of iuventions i� 
freely given, without charge, on sending a model or drawing and 
descliption to this on-ice. 

Consultation ma.�· be had with the firm, between NINE and FOUll 
o'clock, daily, at their PmNCIPAL OFFlCF.., No. 37 PARK Row, NEW 
YORK. We have also established a BRANcn OFFICE in the CITY OF 
W ASIIINGTON, on the CORNF..R OF F AND SEV}<�NTn-8'J.'REETS, opposit@ the 
United States Patent Office. This office is under the general eupel'
intenrlence of one of the firm, and is in daily communication with 
the Pr'incipal Office in New York, and personal attention will be given 
at the Patent Office to all such cases as may reC!,uire it. Inventors 
and others who may visit Washington. having busmess at the Patent 
Office, are cordially invited to call at their office. 
Of
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Patents secured to American citizens are procHred throu�h ou]' A
���%tors will do well to bear in mmd that the English hlW does 

not limit the issue of Patents to Inventors. Any one can take out u. 
Patent thcre. 

A pamphlet of in formation concerning tlIA proper course to be pur
sued in obtaining Patents through their Agency, the requirements of 
the Patent Office, &c., may be he.d �ratis upon application at the 
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The annexed lettel's fl'omthe last three Commissioners of Patents 
we commend to t�erueal'()f all pers<:ins interested in obtaining 
Patents :- . 

Messrs. MUNN & Co. :-1 take pleasure in slating that while I hcld 
the office of Commissioner of Patents, MORl� THAN ONE-FOURTII orr AU, 
TIlE BUSINESS Ol� TUE Ol<'FI01� came through your hands. I havc nCo 
doubt that the public confidence thus indicat.ed has been fnUy de. 
served, as I have always observed, in all your intercourse with the 
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subioined very gratifying testimonial :-
Messrs. MUNN &; Co. :-It affords me much pleasure to bear teBU· 

mOlly to the able and efficient manner in which you discharged your 
duties as Solicitors of Patents while I had the honor of holding t.hc 
office of Commissioner. Your business WtU� velT large, and you sus· 
tained (and, I doubt not, justly de'derved) the reputation of energy� 
marked u.biIity, and uncompromising fidelity in performing your pro� 
fessional engagemQ.uts.. Ver.v respectfully, 

YOllr obedient servant, J. HOLT. 

Batt���t�"d�i�;tl�� s�;�e��e�liNi�i\��V6ffi�: �fnC���a:���!� 
of Patents, a very large proportnon of the businef:ls of inventors be
fore the Patent Office was transacted through yonr agency, and that 
I have ever found yOll faithful and devoted to the Intere�ts of your 
clients, as well as eminently qualified to perform the duties of Pat
ent Attol"D(Ws with skill and accuracy. Very reRPectfll11y� 

YOHr obedient servant, WM. D. BISHOP. 
Communications and remittances should be addressed t.o 

MUNN & CO. 
Publisherf!, No. 37 Park-row, New York. 

§ 1 75 000 IN pRIZE�. -'1'HE PUBLl�I-I-
• .  ER of t.he NEW YORK WI<;F;KLY 

P ESS will pre,sent to itfl FlubRcriber:3 for the current year $17;),0001) 
In prizB3. It Ii'! the best literary paper publi.shed, and every flllb� 
scriber receh"es a vl\lu�ble priz? I .. et evary one send for a specimen 
(sent free) and judgn for himHelf. Ar1dreSf! 

1* DANII£L ADEg, No. 211 Center�street., New York. 

FlnJ1TS AND FLOVvERS ! -IF YOU wnm TO 
know nIl :l.hout eIlWv�t.in� frnit.�, flow·Ar.'! and vc�ebtbles, sub

scribe for MOORI,'" RURAL NEW YORKI<:R, tho le�ding rurnl 
literary and fa.mily weekly. It cont'\ins more and better information 
relative to orcharcl n.nd garden culture tlnll anv other jonrnal in 
America, and should he in the htmds of every O\vner of R. garilen, 
whether in town or conntry. TI'Y it and you will se·e. Only $2 a 
year. Specimen Bent free. Addre�s 

1 D. D. T. MOOR 1<:, Rochcster, N. Y. 

DYRING AND C A LICO PRIN'l'ING.- ,JOHN 'Vile�', No. i}f:; 'Valker-sh'eet, has jU:"lt J1ubliR.hed A Pract.ical 
Treatise on Dveing and Calico Pr'inting, including the latest inven
tions and improvernents\ bV un Experienced Dyer ; \vith n. supple
ment, bringing the work up to the Tll"NlEmt timp .• !tno Mnh.ining the 
most recp.nt diflCOVp.ries in eolor clv,;mlRtri', Rv P..ommT �L�OFART..ANR, 
of the H Scientific American." 1 thick 8vQ. vol. Plates. Price $5. 
Copies mailed and prepaid on the receipt of the price.. 

RARE CHANCE.-FOR SALE-STATE AND 
·countv rights of Mc�amee's celebrated self-feeding knife 

clpaller, la.tely pa.tentetl, and acknowledged bv experifmced patent 
right gfmtlp.mp.n to be the be�t clevice of the kind patented, an en� 
graving and deRcription of which is givQn on page 72 of the present 
volume of the SOIENTIFIC AMERrcAN. Refprences �iven (if desired) bv 
housekeepers now using this invalu>tblf� hOlll'!phr)lri ftrti<!le. Adilress 1* JAMES MoNAMEE, Easton, PR. 

STEAM AND VACUUM GAGES - WATER 
gage� and tubes, self-clBH,nine: gage cocks, signal gon�s for IOCQ� motives nnd steambon.t;;, A"'hf'roft's low WR.t.er detector, inilicators, steam whistles, &C. E. BROWN, No. 311 Walnut-street, Phna�el-�� u r  

SEND STAMPS (24 CENTS) FOR RECIPE TO 
m.'l.kp SlH."ar of chi.nese cane. JAMES W. CHAPMAN. H�.l

bl"rt's Bluff:;, Martin county, Ind. C ircular of best mill and boiler 
known a.lso sent. 1* 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.-VOL. I. WANTED. 
Vol. III. for slLle ; price $3, nnbounn. 

12 II' C • .A.. SHAW, Biddeford, Maine. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

MACHINE BELTING, STEAM I' ACEING , EN-
GI�E HOSE.-The superiority of these articles, mnnufac. 

tured of vulcanized rubber, is established. Every belt WIll be '\I'ar
mnted superior to leather, at one-third les8 price. The Steam Pa(.k. 
lng is made in every variety, and wRlTanted to stand 300 degs. of 
heat. The Hose never needs oiling, and is wan'anted to stand any 
required preBsure ; together with all varieties of rubber adapted to 
mechanical purposes. Directions, price8� &C. can be obtained by 
mail or otherwise at our warehollf'lc. fll£'Y YORK BELTING AN}) 
Pt�tING COMPANY. JO��. 17 a<;'���;;'�l�r���N��

e
Y'ork. 

BOILER FLUES FROM 1 1-4 INCH '1'0 7 INCH-
es outside diameter, cut to any length desired, promptly furn. 

nished by JAMES O. 110ltSE & C O., 
I tf No. 76 John-street, New York. 

'1-'0 MECHANICS AND MANUF ACTUHERS.--
� To Let-A two·story Stone Building, 60x40 feet, with a good 

steam engine, at Engleewood, Perth Amboy, N. J., two herurs' ride 
from New York ; situated on the steamboat landing. For a manu
facturer or mechanic having a neat and desimble business, liberal 
�1�:1�� MT�cu�es��IN�:Wo� �:ll��_�?��j,

s
�
e
e� YO�12

uired
'111

p-

------- -------�- --- -� -.. -- ----. .  -
PLASTIC CARBON FILTERS-THE M 0 S l' 

slmplf', effective and reliable means of purifying water without 
trouble or loss of time � may La used for all domestic and manufac-

kuilft�L�}{;'jN��. a3GdB;�k��n:�g�i:r,e�e�� Y��r.
OUs sizes, bY1f

3*G. 

SI'l'UA'1'ION WANTED-BY AN ENGINEER 
and draughtsman. with several years' cxpcl'iemce in deSigning 

and constrncting stationary steam engines. tau-bu1'ning boilers� mill 
macllinclT, &c. Ecst refcrence, &c. G. 'V., York, .t'a. 

iJ 51<· 

WATER WHEEL S. - SMI'l'H' S AMERICAN 
Turbine (patf!nted June., 18b9) � superior to any lVhccl llOW in 

U�itel��:g�,
e
���

n
8o '��b�

s
�d�l��fI��

c
l�h�e ��l����N;e:J��d�;t��t�!� 

11 3* . - C JO:'iiAS SMITH, Westport, Conn. 
- .--------:-.---�- .��--- .. - --- .-. .  
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-
PUMP.-THIS VALUABLE 

· invention has now been in operation one year, and gives uni
versal 8atisfattioll� Drawings and prices -!ent free. Patent rights, 
����i5l��?sS�¥. iEg��'� ���f7�l��b:�:-st�ee1�04e�;

r
Y�{'k. 

Ad-

11 tf 

SOLID EMERY VULCANITE.-WE ARE NOW 
ma.nufacturing wheels of this remarkable substance for cutting, 

M
inding and polishing metals, that will outwear hundreds of the 

th�!����hl��� a�j���:e'M�\��t� �Ai l��:;�.�t�����t 
�:e �l��� t� 

o\,eration at our warehouse, or circulars describing them will be fur
mshed by mail. 

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING CO., 
9 tl Nos. 37 and 38 Park-row, Ncw York. 

� 1200 A YEAR MADE BY ANY ONE WITH 
$10.-Stcndl tools ; silver medn'! awarded. Sam-

p es li·eo. Address A. J. FULLAM, Springfield, Vt. 7 6eow* 

Gl1JLB & GARRISON' S STEAM pm·IpS FOR 
1111 kinds of independent Steam Pumping, for sale at 55 and 57 

First-street, Williams burgh, L. I., and 74 Beekman-street, New York. 
1 13 GUILD, GARI:ISON & CO. 

IRON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES, AND OTHEH 
Machinists' Tools, of superior qualityo, on hand and finishing, and 

for sale low ; also HnlTisQn's Grain Mills. For descriptive circulll.J\ 
address New- Ha'Ven l'-Ianufacturing Co., New Haven, Conn. 1 13 

BOILER PLATE PUNCHES.-RUST' S PATENT, 
manufactured and sold by the proprietor <>f the patent, S. C. 

HILLS, No. 12 Platt-street, New York. Price $150. 1 em 

HARRISON' S  GRIST MILLS-20, 30, 36 AND 
/ 48 inehes diameter, at $100, $200, $300 and $400, with all tha 
modp.rn improvements. Also, Portable and Stationary Stcam-cngines 
of all sizes, i!!!uitable for said Mills. Also, Bolters� Elevators, Belting, 
<!J:c. Apply to S. C. HILLS. No. 12 Platt-street, New York. 1 e3w 

A VALUABLE pA'1'ENT.-WE HAVE A pA'1'-
. ent for sale wldeh we can with confidence recommend to the 

public as worthy of an examination ::11<1 inveRtmrnt. Needed in  
every house in the United States ; but  IiImall amonnt of capital to  
hring i t  before the public. Applv at the Inventors' Exchange, Nc. 3 7  
Park-row. S .  A. HEATH & CO. 12 4* 

. _ ._---- - -- - ---- ---- ---------
MEND YOUH OWN '1'INW ARE. -ROO'1" S SOL-

. deIing' implements. A new and novel procc51s of soldering on 
metals, requiring no large and clllm8.V irons ; but the proc(,88 is F.O 
simple thnt any person can mend their own tinware (even if rust�·). 
brass and copper kettlf's, jewelry, &r. Implt':ments and materials, 
with full printed infltl'uct.ions, put up in packn�es and mniled to any 
add.ress on receipt of 25 cent!. AgentR wantpn .  Address 1* AMOS J. ROOT, Mcdina, Ohio. 

PA'1'EN'1'S.-WANTED, PATENT AGENTS, OR 
otherE!, to sell Reveral valnable pnif'nt. rights weet of the Roeky 

Mountains. Addrese box 187, Harrifiiburg, Pa. 12 3* 

WHEELER &, WILSON' S SEWING MACHINE . 
�� They llRVP. no riVAl. "-Scif'ntific American. 

Office, No. 505 Broad \�lty, New York. Send for a circular. 4 tl 
.-. ------- ---.--�----------------

G
RAY & WOODS' PATENT I M P R O V E D  
Planf\r ; R �ornbi nn.tion of the WO()(lWCll't.h nnd Daniels' planerr:, 

pa,rticulnrh� ndnpt.pil for shop wo'"k, and for which we havo obtained 
thre(� patent.s nnil Rlx mprlalR. (Spe description n'JiJ il1n�tration in 
No. 6, pr('�('.nt volulDf', SornNTIF10 AMlmroAN.) Also for f!Il.lp� all kind,.; 
of woo�-wnrking mnr.hincry. Send for tt cir(,lllrrr. Address GRAY 
& WOODS, No. 69 SudburY'street, Bo.ton, Mass. lItl 

PORTABLE S'I'EAM-ENGINES, COMBINING 
the maximum of efficiency, dura.bility A.nd. economy with the 

minimnm of weilZht Rnd price. The)" received the lar�e twirl mennl 
of the Am�rican Tnstitut�, at t,hr.ir late fnil', ns � �  the be-At Port.able 
Rtenm�fl:n$!'ine.t1 Dp.scriptive cil'('nlars sent on application. Addrp8s 
,J. C. HOADLEY, Lawrence, Mass. 1 12* 

3llt� )8eadltnng fiir 65rfinber. 
Cl'rfinb,r, \Nld)e nidit mit bet enqlifdien @i�radie �e!annt nub, fonnen 

i�t"e lJRilt�eilunqm in ber beutfdien @i�radie ,)adjen. (Ni!!ett �ou Cl'rfln. 
,unaen mit fut,en, beutlidj gefdjriebenen Ql'fdjrei�ungen �e!ie�. man iU 
a bnfjiren an .... 

\mUIIII � �o • •  87 1Jlarl !Row, 9/'\ll.¥)ot"f. \'!uf bet Office lI1itb beutfdj g'flltodjen. 
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OIL ! OIL ! OIL ! -FOR RAILHOADS, S'1'EAM-
. era, and for Machinery and Burning. Pease's Improved Macluuery and Burning Oil 'l--Ill save fifty per cent., and will not gum. This Oil possesses qualities vitally e8�ential for lubricating and bUl B .. ing� and found in no other oil. It is offered to the public upon the most reliable, thorough and practical test. Our most skillful eng:i� neere and machinists pronounce it superior to and chea�el' than any other� and the only oil that is in all cases reliable and lnIl not gum. �rhe bCIF.N'1'IFIO AMERICAN, after several tests, pronounces it ��superior to any other they have ever used for machinery." J.<�or sale only by the Iuventor and Manufacturer, F. S. !lEASE, 

N. B.-Reliable orders filled fo��n� p��
i
�f"�h�

e
t��:d�ia��s �;'d Europe. 1 13 

THE " STEAM ENGINE " - HAND-BOOK RFO 
locomotive engineers � by Septimns Morris. Illustrated, 12mo. , 

�J ·:�;lts:I;��:'�c�ig!ll���i�:lia;;�nb§t�;��U�n�nl�
u
s��a�

l
�ri�)i��

e
�; by William,TeJ?1pleton. 12mo., '15 cents ; by mnil, free of postage. HENRY CAREY BAIRD, PuLiisher of pmcticftl book� 11 3 Phil!u1elphilt, Ya. 

MAPES' AGRICUL'1'UHAL IMPLEMENT AND .r Seoo 'Varebou13e, 'VllOlesale and Retail. All impro.ved and 
standard varieties of Agricultural Machinery and Implements. 01'-
�[�;:1��io����������1:f�� ¥�:��h��Y atteng�f If{�Eg \¥.e�Iip�s�tion 24 tf 128 and 130 No.ssau and 11 Beekman-street" New York. 

APPEALS BEFORE THE JUDGES OF THE 
U. 8. District Court, from the final decisions of the Putout 

Office, in Rejectcd Cases, Interferences. &c., are prosecuted by th'� 
undersigned on moderate terms. 

MUNN & CO., Solicitorfl. of Putents, 
No. 37 Park-row (Scientific American Office), New York. 

VALUABLE MACHINERY-TO GUN MANU-
sale, u�Yi{'l�fl�·�,�d�f�I��'·�i], 1��1���

r
������'i���e�

e
of�i11� 

b
fofi��i� valuable machh.lery, late in use by MeFBrs. Robbins &. Lawrence for t.he manufacture of Minie rifle barrels (Enfield pattern), under contract with the British government, viz. : one steam engine, 40 horsepO\yer ; 1-4trip-hammers, 26 milling machines, 12 rifting machines, together with a proportionrtte number of lathes, power and hnud ; 

reaming, boring and polishing machines ; machines for other pur ... 
��
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:6't��
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:b��eR
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�i;lrl:�t���S�IO�:

e
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of
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d
p�re: likewise, a large assortment of tools for general purposfs. The above machinery Is in excellent order, and much of it adaptable fQrgenera1 manutn.cturlng purposes. May be seen at the ShalT'S Rifle Manufactory, Hartford, on application to Mr. LAWRENCE, on the premises. A catalogue is being prepared. For particulars\ a.pply to R. S. I .. aw� r�nce, Esq., fiR above i .John Hooker, E8q'l ... �t3t.e Bank Building, Il71'�tord ; or Henry 'V littaker, Esq., No. 11 VYall�street, New York. 

PLANT & BROTHER, NO. 14 NOH'1'H MAIN-
street, St. LOUis, Mo., dealers in se('o.s and agricultural imple .. 

ments ; nls('I agents for the sule of iron and wood-workIng machinery, 
P��)�\iCales, engines, belting, hose and manufacturer's supplies. 

. - -� .-------------�----.------.- -

NEW SHINGLE MACHINE-THAT WILL RIVE 
and Shave 24,000 Shingles in " day. far s.le by 

10 tf S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt.'treet, New York. 

PATENT MACHINERY AGENCY.-pATENTS 
nnd nrti�IM purchuf:Ced and sold on commission. THOMAS J. 

S��t,!{ & CO., box S 137, or 177 Canal-street, New Orleans, La. 

WROUGHT mON PIPE, FROM ONE-EIGHTH 
of an inch to six inches bore ; Galvanized Iron Pipe, (a substl-

��1��1e;� df}�Yti�
t
;:�nriH��l����}�¥ �r�:�

s
, G��, �J�:��., �o1dc�� 

wholesale and retail. Store and Manufactory, No. 76 John.stl·eet, 
and Nos. 29, Rl and 33 Platt-slrect, New York . 

ltf JAMES O. MORSE & CO. 

C L. GODDARD, AGENT, NO. 3 BOWLING 
• Gl'Pp.n. New York. Oul.v- Manufacturer of t.he Ster! Ring end 

and Solid Packing ElUTing Machines and Feed Rolls for "r 001 Cards. &c. 4 12* 

500 AGENTS WANTED-TO ENGAGE IN AN • \ honorable businf'fls, which paYB from $3 to $6- per day. FOli Pg
'\!ticulars, address M. M. SANBORN, Brasher Falls, N. Y. 

PECK' S PATENT DROP PRESS IS THE MOST 
t,in_wa������;eir�,�h���J�S�&

e
c.�

o
���

e fu�t��a�t;;l��O�! �f��in
b
;��if� 

dies). it is superior to any other machine Yf't invented. All sizes of 
the above mnchtnes on hand or made to order, on short noUce, by the 
patentee, MILO PECK & CO., New Haven, Conn. 7 13* 

WOODWORTH PLANERS-IRON FRAMES '1'0 
)lIane 18 to 24 inches wide, at $90 to $110. For sale by S. C. 

HILLS, No. 12 Platt.streBt, New York. 1 tf 

THE FOLLOWING VILLAGE GAS-WORKS ARE 
now'er('cting under the Aubin system, viz.:-Fol' the .city ot 

Sltn Antonio. TeXl\S ; for the villa.gee of Bath, N. Y. : ,Platt18btll'gb, N. Y. : Glov('.rFlville� N. Y. (chnngeil from rosin works) ; Rutland, 
Vt. ; Dovpr. Del. ; .Jersey Shore, Po .. ; Flemington, N. J. : GreenRho]'o, N. C.: and Polnt Levi, Cftnaoa. For ref"€J'ence to the Aubin villa�e 
works prnctell IR�t yenr and this sprln�. where bot.h con�tttrH1r8 and 
stockholnpl's nre sa.tisfied, apply to the Aubin Company, No. 44 8taw� 
street, Albany, N. Y. 1 18 

A MESSIEURS LES INVEN'1'EURS-AVIS IM: 
port.ant.-Lf':s inventeur8 non familiers aver la langue Andalse, 

et. qui prefereraif'.nt. nous communiqner leurs inventions en FrfLncaie, 
'Pf'tlvent. nons aifdre�s€'.r dans lenr lanl?ue natale. Envoynz nOUR un 
desRin f':t .une description . conci!e pour notre exa.m.en. Tontes com ... 
mnnTf'M.ions seront racuee en oontidenoe. y�NN dl; CO., Sclentilie American Office, )/0. 37 Park-row, New 

© 1860 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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SUTTON'S IMPROVED CALIPERS. 

The annexed cut illustrates a contrivance for attach
ing a scale to calipers for the purpose of measuring either 
the whole or half of the opening or separation of the 
legs, and thus indicating the diameter or radius of the 
object embraced by them. 

The scale, A, Fig. 1 is attached to the arm, B, which 
is connected bot pivots, c c, to the fulcrum of the cali
pers, so that it may be turned out of the way when the 
implement is applied to an object, and then turned back 
against the end of the leg to measure :.the extent of the 
opening. For the sake of compactne�s the scale is ap
plied to only one leg, the distance of which it measures 
from the middle, or point of meeting. To secure the 
opening of both legs precisely an equal distance from 
the middle, steel springs or straps are passed around the 
hubs of the arms, crossing each other in the manner 
shown in Fig. 2. These straps are provided each with 
a sCrew nnt, d tI, for drawing them perfectly tight and 
for adjusting the legs to the middle of the bar, B, before 
beginning the use of the implement. 

The patent for this invention was issued Jan. 3, 1860, 

and persons desiring furtmer information in relation to it 
may address the inventor, Charles D. Sutton, at Kensico, 
N. Y. 

----------.-�,�.�,� .... ---------
IMPROVED CANT HOOK. 

In handling heavy logs two implements are universally 
used, the lever and the cant hook. The latter, though 
exceedingly usefnl in rolling logs, is· so awkward for any 
other purpose, that it is employed only for this , the long 
hook, swinging about loosely, being too much in the way 
except when it is grasping the log in the manner in 

Ftj. f} 

B 

which it is designed. The inconvenience of very frequent 
ly laying aside one implement and finding another, has 
led to the invention which we here illustrate, the object 
of which is to combine both tools in one. This is ac
complished by attaching the hook to the lever in such a 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
manner that . the hold may be quickly removed from the 
end to the middle of the hook, which is then held by the 
side of the lever, comparatively out of the way. 

The lever, A, is made of the usual form, with the 
socket and spike, B, at its end, and the hook, C, is at
tached to it by means of the bolt, a, which has the slot, 
D, through its head. The hook, sliding loosely through 
this slot, is held by the bend, a', at its end, when in use, 
and by the projections, c, in the middle, when not in 
use ; when in the latter position being comparatively out 
of the way, and permitting the lever, A, to be used con
veniently as an ordinary lever. 

The patent for this invention was obtained, through 
the Scientific American Patent Agency, Jau. 3, 1 860, 

and persons desiring further information in relation to it 
will please address the inventor, Peter Hinds, or W. 
Van Name (who is an equal owner in the patent), at 
Cedar Run, Pa. 

--�------.. �, .... � ... ---------
IMPROVED SAW BUCKLE. 

The annexed engraving represents an improvement in 
buckles which are employed in fastening reciprocating 
saws into their frames. 

It consists of two cast iron plates, A and B, which are 
secured into the iron hoop, C, by the pin, d. The upper 
portion Qf the plate, A, extends over the plate, B, 'While 

a projection from the plate, B, passes through a slot in 
the plate, A, thus allowing the jaws of the plates to open 
sufficiently to receive the saw. On the inner sides of 
the lower ends of these are projections passing across the 
whole width of the jaws ; the projections rising up to 
form a sort of dovetail joint. The saw has firmly riveted 
on each side, across its end, a strap or ledge of iron, 
shaped to fit the projections on the inner sides of the 
jaws. The hoop, C, is secured between the straps, E E, 
by pivots or pins at each side, one of which pivots is in 
a movable block or journal-box, which may be adjusted 
in the strap, E, by means of two set SGrews, one of which, 
f. is shown in the cut. By this arrangement it willlbe 
seen that the saw is strained equally throughout its 
whole width, and can be very readily adjusted to the 
line of its work. 

The patent for this invention was obtained, through 
the Scientific American Patent Agency, March 15, 

1 859, and persons desiring further information in relation 
to it will please address the inventor, A. Crosby, at Fre
donia, N. Y. 

� ________ .� •• �·4""---------
EXPLOSION IN A COAL OIL WORKs.-An explosion 

recently took place at the Aladdin Oil Works, iu Arm
strong county, Pa., caused by one of the foremen placing 
an open light, which he carried in his hand, in the vapor 
arising from the oil in one of the tanks. No explosion 
can take place with any oil until ou�e it is evaporated 
and becomes gas, theu mixes with the atmosphere. The 
vapor of any oil, when it becomes saturated with oxygen, 
is more explosive than gunpowder. 

THE BRITISH COTTON TRADE. 

The cotton manufactures of Great Britain are gigantic 
in their proportions, and their growth has been wonder
fully rapid. At present there are 500, 000 persons em
ployed in the cotton factories, and it has been estimated 
that there are 4, 000, 000 persons in that country depen
dent on the cotton trade for their subsistence. 
Lancashire is the chief seat of this great business. 
One .century ago its population was 300,000 ; now it 
contains 2, 300, 000 inhabitants. This great increase 
exceeds that of any other equal surface, perhaps, in the 
world, and is entirely due to the development of the 
cotton manufacture. In 1858 there were in England 
and Scotland (the United Kingdom) 2, 300 factories, 
running 36, 000, 000 spindles and 300, 000 looms, by 
100, 000 horse-power. The amount of capital invested 
in it is estimated to be £60, 000, 000 (about $300,000, 000). 

The quantity of cotton imported into England in 1 859 

was 1 , 1 8 1, 800, 000 Ibs . ,  which at 12 cents per lb. ,  
amountli t o  $141 , 8 1 6, 000. The total number o f  bales 
was 2, 829, 1 10, of which no less thun 2, 086, 341 were 
furnished from America ; that is, out of every seven 
pounds received in England, five came from the United 
States. India furnished 500, 000 bales ; Egypt, 100, 000 ; 

South America, 1 24, 000 ; and about 8, 000 bales came 
from various other countries. The valne of the manu
factured cotton goods sent from Great Britain annually 
is very great. In 1859 it amounted to £47, 920, 000 

(about $239, 600, 000), which was equal in value to one
third of the entire exports (woolens, metals, &c.) of the 
United Kingdom. No less than $120, 000, 000 of cotton 
manufactures are consumed annually in Great Britain 
itself, independent of the export, thus showing how much 
the value of the raw product is increased by the manu
facturing operations, all of which are dependent on a 
proper supply of cotton from America. 

---____ • ..-·4 .... -------
ONE OF THE MYSTERIES. 

MESSRS. EDITORs :-When sugar is struck with any 
hard substance in a dark room it emits a light. Will 
some of your scientific readers try this experiment and 
describe the nature and cause of this light, as it is not 
generally known. R. J. S. 

Providence, Ky, March 9, 1860. 

MECHANICS, INVENTORS, MILLWRIGHTS, 
AND MANUFACTURERS. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is a paper peculiarly adapted to 
all persons engaged in these pursuits, while to the Farmer, House. 
keeper, and Man�of-Science, it will be found of equal Interest and 
use. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ha. been published FOURTIOllN 
YRARS, and has the largest circulation of any journal of its cia •• In 
the world. It i. indi.pen.able to the Inventor and Patentee ; each 
number containing a compiete official li.t of the claim. of all the 
patents i •• ued each week at the United States Patent Office, be.ides 
elaborate notices of the most important inventions, mnny of which 
are accompanied with engravings executed in the highest degree of 
perfection. 

To the Mechanic and Manufacturer the SCIENTIFIC AMERI· 
CAN is important, as every number treats of matters pertaining ito 
their business, and a8 often as may be deemed necessary a. column 
or two on the metal and lumber market. will be given ; thus com
priSlDg, in a useful, practical, scientific paper a Price CUITent which 
caD be relied upon. 

i'he SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Is publi.hed weekly in a form 
suitable for binding, each number containing sixteen pages of letter
press, with numerous illustrations, making a yearly volume of ssa 
pages of uBeful matter not contained in any other paper. 

Terms. 

To mail subscribers : Two Dollars a Year, or One Dollar for Six 

Months. One Dollar pay. for one complete volume of 416 pagel ; 
two volumes comprise one year. The volumes commence on the first 
of JANUARY and JULY. Club Rates. 

Five Copies, for Six Month . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4 
Ten Copie., for Six Month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $8 
Ten Copie., for Twelve Month • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $15 
Fifteen Copie., for Twelve Months . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .  $22 
Twenty Copie., for Twelve Month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $28 

For all club. of Twenty and over, the yeaI:ly .UbSCl1ption Is only 
$1 40. Names can be sent in at d.fferent limes and from different 

Post.offices. Specimen copies will be sent gratis to any part of the 

country. 
Southern, Western� and Canadian money or Post-office stamps 

taken at par for .ub.criptions. Canadian subscribers will please to 

remit twenty-six cents extra on each ye.ar's sub8crlp�J_on to pre-pay 

postage. 
When per.on. order the SCTIlNTIFIO AME}lICAN they .hould be care

ful to give the name of the Post.office, County, and Blate to which 

they wi.h the paper sent. And when they change their re.idence. 

and wi.h their paper changed accordingly, they .hould .tate the 
name of the Post-office where they have been receiving it, and that 

where they wipb it sent in future. 
MUNN & CO. 

PubUBher., No. 87 Park-row, New York, 
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